In 1923, the Country Day School Senior Orchestra consisted of nine young men—plus banjos, mandolins, a guitar, and a saxophone—and their teacher, Alf Westphalen, listed in the yearbook as “Instructor stringed instruments.” One hundred years later, the MICDS Orchestra program welcomed strings students as young as 8 and as old as 18, all of whom perform in annual concerts. They are supported by three instructors: JK-12 Arts Department Chair and Orchestra Director Dr. Jo Nardolillo, and Orchestra Teachers Erin Hamill and Nicole Kovaluk. Last May, the entire strings and orchestra program—47 students strong—closed their spring concert with a shared performance of *Viva la Vida* by Coldplay.
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ALUMNI ACCOLADES
01. Congratulations to Harry Weber ’60 for being chosen among 250+ nominees to be immortalized on the St. Louis Walk of Fame in the Delmar Loop. Weber is known worldwide for his in-motion sculptures of both sports and historical figures, and his fingerprints are visible all over St. Louis through Cardinals players at Busch Stadium, Lewis and Clark on the St. Louis riverfront, Chuck Berry mid-strum in the Loop, and Dred and Harriet Scott in front of the Old Courthouse. Weber was inducted in June outside the Peacock Loop Diner in the Delmar Loop.

02. Peter Tao ’75 was honored by the Very Asian Foundation (VAF) at a St. Louis Cardinals baseball game in October. The VAF celebrated the Cardinals’ first-ever AAPI Heritage Night by honoring five incredible people who make St. Louis a better place to live through Asian American enrichment.

03. Dave Steward II ’95 of Lion Forge Entertainment struck a deal with Nickelodeon that gives his St. Louis-based film and animation studio an exclusive link to one of the biggest names in children’s entertainment. With the deal, Nickelodeon will have the first right of refusal to produce any of Lion Forge’s kids and family content, including animated series, feature films, short form, or digital content. Lion Forge has the option to co-finance and serve as the animation studio for projects it brings to Nickelodeon. In addition, Lion Forge’s new TV series, Iyanu, is set to premiere on Max and Cartoon Network in 2024.

04. Robin Thompson ’14 named marketing manager at Brown-Forman. He has a portfolio in several states (Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont). Thompson holds a BS in marketing and an MBA in marketing from Maryville University, as well as an MBA in marketing from Maryville.

05. Sky Patton ’23 was selected for a lead role in Disney on Ice. After training in Tampa, Florida, she will travel across the United States and to Canada, Puerto Rico, and Mexico to perform, taking a gap year before attending Taubman Architecture School at the University of Michigan.
OUR MISSION

More than ever, our nation needs responsible men and women who can meet the challenges of this world with confidence and embrace all its people with compassion. The next generation must include those who think critically and resolve to stand for what is good and right.

Our School cherishes academic rigor, encourages and praises meaningful individual achievement, and fosters virtue. Our independent education prepares young people for higher learning and for lives of purpose and service.
Dear MICDS Family,

As someone who experienced “tweenhood” and adolescence in the 1980s, I remain embarrassingly fluent in Phil Collins well into middle age. Need to know which Beatles song Collins covered on his debut solo album, *Face Value*? That’s easy! *Tomorrow Never Knows*. (Whether it took me a very long time to realize that John Lennon actually wrote this song I cannot say.) Among related trivia cluttering my brain are the (cringeworthy?) titles of Collins’ other ‘80s solo efforts: *No Jacket Required*, ...*But Seriously*, and *Hello, I Must Be Going!* It is the last of these whose name reliably comes to mind for me every autumn at MICDS. Otherwise, what excuse could I possibly have for beginning this letter with Phil Collins references?

School years proceed in long, anticipatory cycles. Hardly, it seems, does a new one begin than we are planning the next one—preparing the operating budget, forecasting facilities maintenance needs, finalizing academic calendar dates, and, of course, anticipating the enrollment of students who have not yet even applied by launching a new admissions season. “Hello, I must be going!” indeed.

In conversations with prospective MICDS families throughout this fall, I have found myself highlighting two aspects of student life that are both distinctive and valuable here. First, we are both a big school and a small school simultaneously, meaning that we enjoy many benefits of scale (a broad range of curricular and extracurricular opportunities, expansive facilities and grounds, a student body that hails from 72 local ZIP codes) and that we are dedicated to being a close-knit community where every student is known and is invested in knowing others.

I also make a point of emphasizing that MICDS is a very comfortable place to be new. In any given academic year, relative to the number of returning students, the number of new students is significant at seven different grade levels. I have spent the majority of my career in K-12 independent schools, most of which have far fewer entry points than we do, and most of which therefore have to manage against a risk of social stasis as students grow up together in relatively changeless cohorts. It is a considerable, if not immediately obvious, institutional strength that approximately one out of every six students is new to our community each year. Such a large fraction helps to ensure not only a comfortable transition for the one who is entering but a more socially dynamic environment for the five who are returning as well.

In this edition of the Magazine, we have so much to share with you about our dynamic students and programs. See how our students have been exploring all-things-cold in our Lower School multi-disciplinary Winter Wonderland themed week, delving into the power of children’s literature by designing their own curriculum, decoding volvox algae to understand human development and coding TI-Innovator Rovers to protect the Middle School from Jurassic Park dinosaurs, discovering the effects of ocean acidification, facilitating the Diversity Leadership Conference for peers from other schools, and celebrating the arts with our entire community at our first ever Arts Fest.

*Tomorrow never knows,* I suppose, what opportunities for learning and growth will challenge, inspire, and elevate our students as these extraordinary experiences have, but you can take at face value my assurance that they will continue to reveal and avail themselves as our new school year progresses—even at an institution where no jacket is required. It’s just another day for MICDS in paradise. *But seriously*...I think I have made enough Phil Collins references here to see us through another forty years or so without any. After this issue, I promise not to *turn it on again.*

*Hello, I must be going!* I wish you and your loved ones much happiness in the fall season, and much enjoyment in the pages that follow.

Jay Rainey
Head of School
A Kaleidoscope of Fun at Upper School Field Day

Field Day turned the Upper School campus into a sea of bright colors, laughter, and intense, friendly competition. It was a jam-packed afternoon with tons of fun activities and community bonding time for students. This year, students dressed for a Color War spirit day by their college counseling quadrant (Matt Essman’s students wore blue, Abby Klinckhardt’s students sported yellow, Earl Macam’s students were decked out in red, and Karen Wildman’s students suited up in green).

After lunch with their advisories, the Field Day games began! Students raced through a giant, blown-up obstacle course, tested their strength with a fierce game of tug-of-war, cheered each other on in a lively relay race, and laughed during some highly-spirited sack races. Have you ever heard of surprise volleyball? Instead of volleying the ball over a net, students had to test their reflexes when the ball came flying over a tarp instead. They also had a blast at an egg/spoon race and enjoyed some snacks and many photo opportunities throughout the afternoon.

By the end of the school day, the points earned during all of the competitions were tallied and the winning quadrant was announced. Congratulations to the red quadrant, which netted 15 wins for the day. A huge thank you to Nicole Trueman-Shaw, Director of Upper School Student Leadership, for organizing all of the fun-filled festivities, creating an exciting afternoon of Ram spirit among the whole Upper School!
Remarkable Community Service

71 students receive presidential recognition

Congratulations to the 71 Middle and Upper School students who received this year’s President’s Volunteer Service Award, which recognizes and celebrates their remarkable commitment to community service.

The President’s Volunteer Service Award program thanks and honors individuals who have demonstrated a commitment to service by helping others and giving back to their community. The award recognizes individuals who have achieved a specific number of service hours during a 12-month period. Awards are given to youth ages 15 and under who have completed 50 or more hours of volunteer service and to individuals 16 and older who have completed 100 or more hours.

Erin Hamill, Director of Global Learning and Upper School Community Service, said, “The goal of this program at MICDS is to encourage more people to live lives of service and celebrate the spirit of volunteerism. Recognizing and honoring volunteers sets a standard for service, encourages a sustained commitment to civic engagement, and inspires others to make service a part of their lives, all of which aligns with MICDS’ mission to prepare students for lives of purpose and service.”

Arjun Puri ’25 found a vibrant community online of fellow chess players and volunteered to teach chess during the pandemic. He said, “Volunteering with the Saint Louis Chess Club has given me the chance to connect with others in a way I had never thought possible. Even through a screen, sharing my passion for chess with other like-minded people opened my eyes to the wonders of human connection and how serving one’s community can bring people together.”

In the Upper School, 63 students logged a combined total of over 7,500 hours of service, and six of these recipients recorded over 250 hours in 12 months. In the Middle School, eight students were recipients of the President’s Service Award. This is the first year that Middle School students have been recognized with the President’s Volunteer Service Award.

At the Upper School assembly, Assistant Head of School for Teaching and Learning Sally Maxwell said, “Small acts of service strengthen community. We can all develop the myopia of our own needs and fail to see the needs of others. The person who sets themselves aside and focuses on others builds a new, powerful connection. We hope that you all find that.”
Students Work to Save the Environment

Saivi Gadi ’25 and Kyle Sha ’23, Community Service Committee representatives, positioned one of their projects to become an annual tradition at MICDS: the electronics recycling drive. MICDS families were invited to campus one Sunday afternoon to drop off unused electronics for appropriate recycling. A group of students, along with Erin Hamill, Director of Global Learning and Upper School Community Service, met a steady stream of cars at the A Lot flagpole, offloading a variety of outdated and unused technology for storage before their recycling partner, Executive Personal Computers (EPC), collected the items.

“In our current digital age, electronics have gradually become an integral part of our daily lives. However, disposing of these devices can lead to significant environmental challenges, as they often contain hazardous chemicals that can harm the environment,” said Gadi. “I organized an e-waste drive in the Middle School at MICDS two years ago to raise awareness and promote safe disposal practices. There was also an e-waste drive organized in the Upper School a few weeks later by Kyle. This year, we successfully completed our second e-waste recycling drive in partnership with EPC, with a lot of participation from MICDS families! We plan to hold an electronic recycling drive every year in February to encourage proper disposal of old electronics and minimize the negative impact of e-waste on our environment.”

The team reports that MICDS families dropped off a variety of devices and gadgets, including old speakers, a tube TV, flip phones, DVD players, tablets, iPhones, cables and wires, monitors, computers, laptops, CPUs, printers, VCRs, headsets, and gaming consoles, and they estimate 20 to 25 families participated in the e-waste drive. Thanks to our students who coordinated this e-waste drive, to EPC for their partnership, and to all the families who participated by dropping off their unwanted electronics.
On Sunday, May 14, the Class of 2023 gathered one last time for a special day: Commencement!

After faculty and leadership processed in, followed by the Class of 2023, Head of School Jay Rainey welcomed guests and presented six Head of School Awards to Henley Danforth ‘23, Binta Fall ‘23, Jordan Gross ‘23, Kareena Kanumury ‘23, Harrison Mandell ‘23, and Deren Pellegrini ‘23. He then presented the Dorothy Wray Roberts Class of 1917 Faculty Merit Award to a teacher from each of our three divisions: Stacie Schneider, Zuowei Chang, and Carolyn Hood. Finally, he presented the Mary Institute Class of 1940 Distinguished Faculty Award, also to a teacher in each of our three divisions: Kara Pracht, Robyn Williams, and Brian Coco.

Andrew Condie ‘82, Chair of the MICDS Board of Trustees, took to the stage and offered wise words to the graduating class, no thanks to help from ChatGPT. “Be thankful for the faculty and staff that have dedicated their time and devoted their careers to educate you, care for you, and nurture you during your time at MICDS,” he said. “This incredible faculty has not only given you a first-rate education, but they also have fulfilled the school’s Mission and taught you the more important lessons of how to think critically, act responsibly, and stand for what is good and right.”

Valedictorian Grayson Marks ‘23 then addressed his classmates. He reminisced about his time at MICDS and spoke to the importance of learning through collaboration. “The intellectual
product of the MICDS class of 2023 is truly greater than the sum of its 158 individual members,” he said. “As we split off on our own journeys of individual ambition, I hope that whatever we do, we do not do it alone. Congratulations, Class of 2023.”

Upper School English Teacher and Advisor Celeste Prince was asked by the Class of 2023 to speak at Commencement. She captivated the audience and exhorted the class to “say yes” to opportunities, to other people, and to themselves. “Most importantly, Class of 2023, I want you to say Yes to love. Say Yes to hugging your people close as if it’s the last time you’ll see them. Say Yes to being open to love in all its forms. Say Yes to saying, ‘I love you’ and mean it without hesitation or blushing. What is there to be embarrassed about? It’s the easiest gift you can give someone, including yourself.”

Mr. Rainey then assured Mr. Condie that the candidates for graduation had completed the necessary requirements and were poised and prepared to receive their diplomas—their passports for the next phase of their lives—and requested the release and awarding of their diplomas. On behalf of the MICDS Board of Trustees, Mr. Condie released the diplomas. Ms. Gioia then read the name of each graduate, and they came forward to receive their diploma and pose for a photograph with Mr. Rainey and Mr. Condie.

Now that the Class of 2023 are officially alumni, it was fitting that they heard from Geoffrey Grammer ’06, President of the MICDS Alumni Association. He shared sage advice and wisdom from Mister Rogers and welcomed the class to a vibrant alumni community that spans the country and, indeed, the world.
Oh, the Places They’ll Go!

Class of 2023 Matriculation

In the Class of 2023, our 158 graduates will attend 91 schools in 29 different states as well as Washington, DC, Canada, Australia, and England. Also, 15 members will advance to play intercollegiate athletics. Director of College Counseling Matt Essman shares, “I am so impressed by the diverse array of institutions that the Class of 2023 will be attending next year. The variety of outstanding colleges and universities is a testament to their many accomplishments both in and out of the classroom. I am excited for the successes that await them as they pursue this next step in their education.”
A Time-Honored Tradition
May Day 2023 on Lilly’s Field

MICDS seniors, juniors, and eighth- and fourth-grade students once again gathered on Lilly’s Field on May 6 for the annual May Day Celebration, a Mary Institute tradition since 1912. Although held at various locations throughout St. Louis in the past, the spring festival has found its permanent home on the MICDS campus nearly a century later.

The festivities began with the entrance of the juniors to the tune of *Simple Gifts* from *Appalachian Spring* by Aaron Copland, followed by their traditional Daisy Chain dance to *Carillon* from *L’Arlesienne Suite No. 1* by Georges Bizet. Next, the seniors made their entrance onto the May field, where they were presented with a sprig of ivy by the juniors signifying the graduate’s living link with Mary Institute and Country Day School.

The fourth graders performed a joyful dance to *Mock Morrie* by Percy Grainger, while the eighth graders led a ribbon dance to *Ballerina* by David Caballero, using large panels of ribbons to create waves of color. The grand finale brought the seniors onto the field to receive their maypole ribbons from the Ribbon Presenters, who are siblings or relatives of the senior girls, before commencing the weaving of the maypole to the music of *Fantasia on Greensleeves* by Vaughn Williams.

After the maypole dance, Coronation Pages Mia Krieger ’24 and Sophie Reed ’24 began their journey around the circle of seniors to deliver flowers to the chosen May Queen. Student Council Co-President Skye Patton ’23 crowned Jane Cohen ’23 as the Class of 2023 May Queen before classmates rushed in for a monumental group hug.

Thanks to May Day Director Emily Huber ’89 for creating another memorable day for the students. Congratulations to Jane and all members of the Class of 2023!
Upper School English Teacher Chris Rappleye’s Advanced Literary Topics—Creativity class enjoyed a special guest speaker: artist, alumnus, and former MICDS Arts Teacher Harry Weber ’60 stopped by to talk about his career, art, and creativity in general.

Weber shared memories and photos of his work with the students, along with his thoughts about creativity. There are two things he considers when judging whether something is art: does it make an immediate emotional impact when you see it, and can you automatically see the facility of the artist who made it? “You have to pay your dues,” he said. “Every mark is the result of thousands of hours of practice.”

Perhaps the best advice Weber imparted is to be observant and curious. “I love looking at people and how they deal with gravity. It’s fascinating,” he said. “I see movement wherever I go. Even in a gentle tip of the hat.”
Five MICDS alumni joined an Upper School assembly to share information with students about their career paths and advice they would give to their younger selves.

Whitney Gulick Reboulet ’97, VP of Pharmacy Account Management for Elevance Health, served as the moderator, asking probing questions of the four panelists about choosing a career, the steps they took to align with their current job, what it’s like to work in their chosen field, and what they learned along the way.

Among other great advice, Farrell Galt Crowley ’93 said, “Be an advocate for yourself, do internships, talk to your teachers and professors. That practice helps you develop soft skills and an understanding of how an office works, provides more information on what you want your life to look like, and what opportunities are next to explore.”

The panelists for the event included:

- Justin Aylward ’98, P ’34, Co-Head of Middle Market M&A at JPMorgan
- Farrell Galt Crowley ’93, P ’28 ’30, Director of Media & Analytics, o2kl Advertising
- Yasmeen Qureshi Daud ’94, P ’23 ’25, Pediatric Hospitalist, Children’s Hospital; Professor, Washington University
- Edward Dowd III ’97, Assistant United States Attorney, U.S Attorney’s Office, Eastern District of Missouri
Dr. Aaron Titus, Teaching Professor in the Department of Physics at North Carolina State University, was the 2023 Harbison Lecturer. Mr. and Mrs. Harbison established the Harbison Lecture Fund in 1994 to commemorate Mrs. Harbison’s 50th Class Reunion. Its purpose is “to fund an annual lecture for students at MICDS featuring a prominent local, regional, or national figure whose topic will support the mission and educational goals of the School.”

Dr. Titus has a B.S. in physics from Penn State University and a Ph.D. in physics from North Carolina State University. His contributions are at the intersection of undergraduate research, educational technology, and computational physics.

The morning’s lecture was titled Exploring the Adjacent Possible Through Coding. The “adjacent possible” refers to the realm of possible outcomes for an evolving system. With each new discovery, new possibilities emerge, just waiting to be fully understood, discovered, designed, and created. Dr. Titus shared that coding—combined with your imagination—is an essential tool for tapping curiosity and exploring the adjacent possible.

At the end of the lecture, Titus left the students with two main messages: “Learn to code. You can explore and do cool things, but the main thing is that you create, explore, and test your ideas. Number two: explore and create. Have ideas. Have questions. The adjacent possible is the next step...inventions don’t happen going from this point to a point way over there; they happen in small timesteps.”

What is your adjacent possible? What’s your next step?
Four years ago, Summer Beasley, Middle & Lower School PE Teacher, traveled to South Africa for an Edward M. Rivinus Summer Sabbatical. Beasley and her company of dancers established a reciprocal collaboration with dancers in Cape Town, and dancers Yaseen Manuel and Marlin Zoutman were welcomed to campus last spring. Manuel, Zoutman, Beasley, and members of the local dance company Karlovsky & Company Dance choreographed a routine and performed it for Lower and Middle School students. “The best thing about having them here was the actual collaboration process,” Beasley said. “Talking through possibilities, trying ideas out, and finding out what worked and what didn’t work. Since we had experience with Yaseen and Marlin from our visit to Cape Town, we already knew that the language of movement/dance was universal, so it was great to continue learning.”

Manuel and Zoutman also led a masterclass for Middle School students. While they love performing, they adore the time they get to teach dancers. “You want to inspire them, inspire them to move,” Manuel said. Zoutman also hopes to give them the feeling that he gets from dancing. “It’s the only place where you’re not yourself. You’re not hanging on to ‘who am I?’” he said. “You’re in it—you can’t think of anything else. It’s a good place.”
Guest Composer Visits Upper School Orchestra

Soon Hee Newbold offered feedback and tips

It’s a rewarding experience when students come in contact with someone working in a field they are interested in, either as a career or a hobby, so it was a delight when the Upper School Orchestra welcomed guest composer Soon Hee Newbold for a virtual visit.

Newbold is one of the most celebrated living composers of educational orchestra music. To prepare, students learned two pieces of music, one featuring a violin solo by Emma Shao ’23. During the visit, they performed the pieces, and Newbold coached the musicians on the nuances, gave feedback on their playing and tempo, and provided tips for soloists and those playing specific instruments.

After the performance, JK-12 Arts Department Chair and Orchestra Director Dr. Jo Nardolillo facilitated a Q&A session with Newbold. Students asked questions about what inspires her, how she manages other interests, her composing process, her favorite music, and many questions about specific instrument parts in each piece.

“Ms. Newbold has dedicated her life to lighting the flame of passion for music in young people,” said Dr. Nardolillo. “I’m so grateful for the amazing tools she has given our students.”
Third-grade students at MICDS study the Missouri state government and its legislative, executive, and judicial branches. To help the Beasley students better understand the judicial branch, they had a special visit from a St. Louis County circuit judge.

Judge Nancy Watkins-McLaughlin visited the two third-grade classes of Homeroom Teachers Miriam Rotskoff and Meg Mottl. Judge Watkins-McLaughlin, who has two grandchildren in the Lower School, spoke about her job, the Supreme Court, and the other federal courts. Then, she answered many questions from students about how she became a judge, what her day looks like, and why judges are needed. Students learned that judges help people solve problems.

“Thank you for visiting our school and specifically coming to our grade,” wrote Allen ’32, Mannan ’32, and Jackson ’32 in a thank you note to Judge Watkins-McLaughlin. “You taught us a lot about judges. This is our favorite thing you taught us—anybody can be on a jury, there are a lot of people in a courtroom, and it takes a lot of hard work to be a judge.”

“Thank you for visiting our school and specifically coming to our grade. You taught us a lot about judges. This is our favorite thing you taught us—anybody can be on a jury, there are a lot of people in a courtroom, and it takes a lot of hard work to be a judge.”

ALLEN ’32, MANNAN ’32, AND JACKSON ’32 IN A THANK YOU NOTE TO JUDGE WATKINS-MCLAUGHLIN.
Lower School art students had a fantastic day creating, making, and finding inspiration with visiting artist Macarena Sotelo. Leading up to the visit, students learned about Sotelo’s artwork, radial symmetry principles, and the different ways symmetry is expressed. Senior Kindergarteners designed cat faces with elements of symmetry, first graders created their own shoe designs, second graders developed designs for skateboard decks, third graders drew symmetrical faces, and fourth graders tackled symmetrical mandalas.

Sotelo specializes in creating custom art for skateboards, shoes, wall art, murals, and home décor. For her, everything is a canvas. Her style is diverse and inspired by different colors, abstract shapes, and materials and her unique designs feature flowing shapes and mandalas. She said, “My art is simply designed to encourage a positive mood!”

In the Lower School Makerspace, Sotelo showed the fourth graders an app to create digital mandalas and demonstrated the “old-school” way of making them with a ruler and compass. Her skateboard designs inspired second graders to create their own designs and use the Glowforge machine to make fingerboards.

Lower School Art Teacher Sarah Garner said, “Macarena really enjoyed working alongside our Beasley artists. It is always special to see our young artists collaborate with working artists and find inspiration in their art.”
Cum Laude Society Inducts New Members

Thirty-four members of the Class of 2023 were inducted into the MICDS Chapter of the Cum Laude Society during a ceremony on Monday, April 17, 2023.

Founded in 1906, the Cum Laude Society is dedicated to honoring scholastic achievement in secondary schools. The founders of the society modeled Cum Laude after Phi Beta Kappa, and in the years since its founding, Cum Laude has grown to 382 chapters.

The motto of the Society is Areté, Diké, Timé—Excellence, Justice, Honor. Areté includes the concept of excellence in the moral sense and is not limited to the ideal of superiority and scholarship, nor does it involve the endeavor of competing primarily for academic goals. Diké includes the concept of what is suitable and appropriate, as well as just. Timé includes the concept of dignity and truth, as well as honor.

The MICDS Chapter of the Cum Laude Society is comprised of the top 20% of the senior class. Each inductee must demonstrate that they have pursued academic rigor by completing three or more Advanced Placement® courses, have no grade lower than a C, and be free of disciplinary and honor infractions. As part of the induction process, each candidate shared one of their Common App essays for review by the Cum Laude faculty members. The faculty selected seven essays to be shared at a special luncheon held for the student candidates. The students selected Penny Chen ’23 and Ali Oak ’23 to share their essays with the Upper School student body during the ceremony.

Congratulations!
Wisdom in a Beasley Winter Wonderland

In February, all Lower School students participated in a festive cross-curricular thematic week: Winter Wonderland! They learned about all things winter while incorporating science, math, and physical education.

"All of Beasley loved the fall’s Pumpkin Week so much that we knew we had to create another special thematic week to further enhance community building in Lower School while connecting many subjects," said Laura Pupillo, Lower School Science Teacher. "February seemed like the perfect opportunity to freeze our current studies and add in some time to study the phenomena of winter." Students learned about the science of snow, created their own artificial snow, built and dissolved snowmen, and explored ice. They engineered winter climates, explored how animals stay warm in polar environments, and even grew their own crystals.

Lower School Physical Education Teachers Jim Lohr and Sue Orlando created winter-themed challenges and active games in P.E. Students enjoyed a snowball fight by throwing and catching white plastic grocery bags. They built snowmen on the floor of the South Gym using P.E. equipment (hula hoops, cones, frisbees, balls, etc.), they ice skated on the carpet, and they built snow forts with hula hoops.

Diane Broberg, JK-12 Math Department Chair, focused on line symmetry in Senior Kindergarten through second grade and radial symmetry in third and fourth grade. Students created symmetric figures and snowflakes, and estimated the number of snowflakes in the snow globe in the cafeteria. The second graders counted the number of snowflakes, and third graders created a dot plot with all of the guesses.
Local FOX 2 News Meteorologist Chris Higgins helped Lower Schoolers understand weather concepts and explained how meteorologists are like doctors for the atmosphere, using their knowledge of weather to determine what the weather will do in the hours, days, and weeks ahead. Students learned about weather sensors and instruments such as anemometers which measure wind speed; barometers which measure air pressure; and hygrometers which measure humidity. They found out that weather balloons can rise to 100,000 feet to gather weather-related data well above the ground. Higgins also talked about satellites and taught students how to read radar.

To bring all of the winter lessons together at the end of the week, students enjoyed a special assembly that was packed with hands-on science demonstrations connected to what they had been exploring. Pupillo, Broberg, and JK-12 Science Department Chair Paul Zahller showcased ice block cutting, an ice collection contest, can crushing, a dry ice crystal ball, flash freezing, a frozen oobleck, and even Ram crystals!

Finally, Lower School Music Teacher Katy Nichols added to the festivities by leading the students in singing *Here Comes the Snow* and *I Love the Mountains in Winter*. 
Learning From Beasley Friends

Advanced Literary Topics class visits the Lower School

Senior students in Upper School English Teacher Celeste Prince’s Advanced Literary Topics (ALT) class on Literature Exploration helped design a creative end to their semester. The class offers students one last “original English literature experience” before graduation and/or college. Under Prince’s guidance, students researched and chose a book to read together based on their shared interests. They collectively designed the direction of the course, including the final project. Each period is filled with debate, presentations, discussions, creating, and engagement. Prince said, “I want them to connect more personally with literature alongside their classmates, which prepares them for the intimacy of college humanities seminars and roundtables.” Whether her students will study medicine or law, or anything beyond the English classroom, they enjoy this opportunity to be in a humanities space that values English for its own sake, and to engage deeply with one particular work.

“Every class is its own community,” she said. “It’s so much work to set up a unit so that students are in charge and to make sure they are in charge properly, but it’s worth it because at the end, they’re always so thrilled and excited. Why can’t you be in charge of your learning? We have been in charge for the last four-plus years. They should leave feeling good about taking control of their learning.”

To finish their high school English experience, her students decided to tackle children’s literature. Prince admits she was skeptical about studying children’s literature at first. “I wondered if students were choosing children’s lit to get out of doing harder work, but based on what we have found, just by talking to librarians and looking in the library to see what’s available, challenged or not, they have learned that books are a great way to have deeper conversations.”
Her students quickly learned that while some children’s books are designed for amusement, many serve as valuable resources for students who may be struggling with grief and other heavy issues. Then, the seniors had to determine what their final project or assessment would look like. Working with Prince, they decided that each student would construct a lesson plan around a particular children’s book. What better way to do research than to visit the Butler-Spencer Lower School Library on our campus?

There, seniors interviewed our librarians, Thomas Buffington and Nicole Liebman, to learn what appeals to students and how they learn about new materials, especially when a resource is needed to address a specific need. They took time to scour the stacks, each choosing a book on which to focus. They were excited to hunt for their old favorites, too, finding the books they loved when they were little.

"The beautiful part of this whole process is it came together organically," said Prince. “We plotted out the calendar and included a celebratory read-aloud when the seniors asked, ‘Can we go talk to the kids?’ That’s when a plan to visit with Beasley students came together.” They constructed questions before the visit, preparing to make the most of their time with their younger schoolmates. Everyone enjoyed a vibrant discussion about books and stories in the library.

They also learned about a special section of books in the back of the library, carefully curated to help children navigate divorce, the loss of a parent, and other thorny issues. “The Lower School librarians really jazzed them up,” said Prince. “They really learned the power of a story, the power of a book.”

The seniors peppered the librarians with insightful questions. “How do you reach the students when they don’t even know what to ask yet?” “What do you do when you determine the content of a book might be too much for Lower School students?” (Those books get referred to Middle School librarians for review.) They’re also addressing their own thorny questions, like, “How can you teach a controversial book, like To Kill a Mockingbird, from a different perspective?”

Anagayle Senn ’23 embraced the project. “My favorite part has been being able to connect and communicate with the kids while learning in a hands-on environment,” she said. “Getting our research directly from the kids themselves is preparing all of us with the necessary skills to craft an elaborate and effective lesson plan.

“Being 18 now and looking at some of the same children’s books, I am learning a lot about the influence they can have on children and their overall understanding of things that are happening in their life. For example, the book I am using, Missing Mommy, to teach in my lesson plan illustrates the ups and downs of navigating the loss of a parent or grandparent. It is extraordinary how influential these books can be in these kids’ lives while also communicating the message softly.”

Prince noticed that the seniors were far enough away from their lower school days to be a little rusty when starting a discussion with small children but close enough to their childhood to let them take charge of the project. “The library visit made things click,” she said. “They learned that they have to find a way to teach the same book to different ages, including what they can water down for little students and how can they connect the book to bigger ideas for the big kids.”
Ninth-Eleventh Graders Recognized
2023 Prize Day in Brauer Auditorium

Ninth, 10th, and 11th-grade students gathered in Brauer Auditorium for Prize Day, the annual Upper School assembly that recognizes students in a variety of ways. Aniket Joshi ’25 played the grand piano on the stage as audience members took their seats and prepared for the program. The rising seniors of the Class of 2024 took their seats for the first time in the front of the auditorium, the space reserved for the senior class.

While we recognize many accomplishments through the year in athletics, community service, and in the arts, Prize Day is a celebration of academic growth and leadership, not only for the honorees but also for the hard work and determination shown by all MICDS students, each with his or her own special accomplishments.
Congratulations to all our 2023 Prize Day recipients!

**LIVING THE MISSION AWARDS**

**Leadership:** Shil Penilla ’26, Ian Boon ’25, and Camden Miller ’24

**Respect:** Steele Crissman ’26, Grant LaMartina ’25, and Isabel Phillips ’24

**Perseverance:** Andy Zheng ’26, Lucas Starks ’25, and Kelly Zhao ’24

**Service:** Layla Gilbert ’26, Amisha Poojari ’25, and Ana Estes ’24

**CLASS AWARDS**

Wilma Jean Messing Ninth Grade Award: Cade Miller ’26

J.E. Beasley Tenth Grade Award: Sanjana Gandhi ’25

R.S. Beasley Eleventh Grade Award: Mikaela Mikulec ’24

**DEPARTMENT GRADE-LEVEL ACADEMIC AWARDS**

World Languages: Isabelle Cox-Garleanu ’26, Oliver Ashman ’25, and Sameer Shafqat ’24

English: Evita Okohson-Reb ’26, Nina Scheurer ’25, and Agatha Curylo ’24

Nash Poetry Award: Haya Hussain ’24

Fine & Performing Arts: Ellie Chen ’26, Sam Matisziw ’25, and Wyatt Dickherber ’24

History & Social Sciences: Taylor Nuzum ’26, Mac Froedge ’25, and Genesis Starks ’24

Science: Dalton Costick ’26, Arjun Puri ’25, and Bing Su ’24

Mathematics: Bella Anadkat ’26, Jackson Vetter ’25, and Armaan Chandak ’24

Ryan D. Seed ’95 Leadership Award: Robyn Davies ’26

John E. Mackey Leadership Award: Madison Sineff ’24

McKelvey Award for leadership in athletics: Henry Cordes ’24 and Mikaela Mikulec ’24

**COLLEGE BOOK AWARDS**

Bowdoin College Book Award: Zoe Zlatic ’24

Brandeis Book Award: Devon Catsavis ’24

Brown University Book Award: Rachel Phillips ’24

Dartmouth Book Award: Ameer Hajji ’24

Harvard Book Award: Ananya Kamineni ’24

Princeton University Book Award: Shivani Devrapalli ’24

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Medal: Henry Clay ’24

Rhodes College Book Award: Kenny McDile ’24

Smith College Book Award: Ishika Kanjerla ’24

St. Lawrence College Book Award: Abby Gray ’24

Tulane Book Award: Agatha Curylo ’24

University of Pennsylvania Book Award: Madison Sineff ’24

University of Virginia Jefferson Book Award: Thomas Woodrow ’24

Yale University Book Award: Camden Miller ’24

University of Rochester Frederick Douglass and Susan B. Anthony Award in Humanities and Social Sciences: Sonia Oulamine ’24

University of Rochester Bausch & Lomb Honorary Science Award: Jeffrey Ge ’24

University of Rochester Xerox Award for Innovation and Information Technology: Andy Mai ’24

University of Rochester George Eastman Young Leaders Award: Zoie Tolson ’24

**SPIRIT OF LEARNING AWARD**

Harrison Foster ’26
Saivi Gadi ’25
Devon Catsavis ’24
Instead of looking through telescopes for signs of life in the form of little green men, students studying with Laura Bradford, Upper School Science Teacher, are looking through microscopes at little green algae to discover how life forms right here on Earth. Volvox is a multi-cell type of algae that has the important distinction of being closely related to its single-cell ancestor, making it ideal for examining how cells mutate, evolve, reproduce, and inherit DNA. “Bacteria lived for a billion years as unicellular—did just fine, very successful—why all of a sudden was there a shift to multicellularity? How was there that shift?” Bradford asks.

The goal of the volvox lab is to gain a better understanding of how multicellular life evolved. Studying the volvox evolution from a unicellular organism to a multicellular organism helps us to understand nature at its existence, but is also potentially a key to unlocking our understanding of all multicellular evolution on Earth.

MICDS students have been studying volvox in partnership with the Danforth Plant Science Center in Creve Coeur. The Danforth Center sends wild volvox samples collected from fresh water as well as volvox that they have mutated using UV light. Fabi Theodoro ’24 noticed those differences immediately. “We started off looking at these basic little algae particles, then moved into looking at the mutations,” she said. “It’s really cool to see how there’s a physical difference between the regular parent particles versus the mutant particles.”

The physical differences are easy to see, but Theodoro and her classmates continued to investigate the underlying question of evolution. “When the Danforth Plant Science Center looked at the volvox DNA, they could easily see that they were very similar and that there were only a few mutations which resulted in one being multicellular and one being unicellular,” she explained.

In addition to its important role in studying evolution, volvox is an ideal specimen for lab work. “The volvox are a really good model organism to use because they’re easy to manipulate and they reproduce really fast,” said Madison Sineff ’24. “We were able to get results within five days of waiting—which was really good.” The speed with which
the volvox can mutate and then reproduce, sharing new DNA with its offspring, is crucial. “It was really cool to see how the mutations were inheritable,” said Sineff. “We were able to see the mutations, and those mutations would be spots where we look for the divergence of multicellularity from unicellularity.”

So, when did the first human cells evolve from unicellular to multicellular? It is hard to know because, as Sineff explains, “The jump was so long ago, and it was such a large jump.” That jump, says Bradford, “...happened three billion years ago!” Luckily, “when volvox develops, it does things that are very similar to what our human embryos do when they develop,” Bradford says. During volvox cell reproduction, much like in human embryo cell development, volvox cells perform gastrulation, or flip themselves inside out. Bradford explains it this way, “So a scientist says, ‘If I can figure out what gene is responsible for making volvox do that, then there should be a comparable gene in our human cells that early in embryology causes gastrulation—a similar process.’”

Watching volvox cells develop in similar ways to those taking place in humans is fascinating. “It’s cool to see in person, under the microscope, happening in real life,” said Sineff.

For Bradford, the lesson is simple and vital. “We aren’t changing genes or studying on a genetic level, but we investigate, we study, and we read the primary research and then tell the world ‘this is why volvox matters.’”

“We we are able to get results within five days of waiting—which was really good. It was really cool to see how the mutations were inheritable. We were able to see the mutations, and those mutations would be spots where we look for the divergence of multicellularity from unicellularity.”

MADISON SINEFF ’24
Upper School students pen works to educate about carbon cycle

As they wrapped up learning in their Carbon Unit in Science 10 class, Upper School Science Teacher Stephanie Matteson’s students authored and illustrated children’s books designed to share their new knowledge with younger learners. “Students learned about the carbon cycle and calculated the carbon sequestered in a tree on campus. They then explored deforestation,” said Matteson.

“The books that the Science 10 students produced were shared with their class during a project showcase, but I felt that they needed to reach a bigger audience. As a mom of two Lower School students, I am always hearing about their publishing parties, excitement for the library, and love of reading. It made me think there were opportunities for connection.”

In an effort to celebrate the work of the Upper School students, Matteson reached out to Laura Pupillo, Lower School Science Teacher, asking about opportunities for the Upper Schoolers to read their work to the Lower Schoolers. “I was incredibly impressed with their hard work and creativity, and it shined in their finished books,” said Matteson. It was only fitting that the books be shared with their intended audience.

Pupillo connected with the first- through fourth-grade teachers, and they all welcomed the Science 10 students into their classrooms. The fourth graders had just learned about greenhouse gases and climate change, so the timing for that class was wonderful. Pupillo said, “Fourth-grade students will end the year creating and testing a solution for climate change, and these books provided such a great launch point into our upcoming projects!”

“It went over so well with both the Upper School and Lower School students that we think we will make this a tradition!” said Matteson.
“I was incredibly impressed with their hard work and creativity, and it shined in their finished books.”

STEPHANIE MATTESON, UPPER SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER
AP Chemistry students returned from spring break to face a challenge: how does ocean acidification affect seashells and other marine biology? Upper School Science Teacher Dr. Meg Yoshioka-Tarver knew that many of her students went somewhere warm during the break and saw the ocean and seashells, and she developed this lab to introduce the idea while tying it to a review of what they’ve already learned. The classes created acidic seawater and conducted a series of experiments, looking at the chemical reaction of atmospheric carbon dioxide being absorbed in the ocean, measuring pH, and observing seashells (made of a basic mineral) dissolving in acidic water.

“AAP Chemistry students have been learning chemical equations and acidity/basicity of the chemicals since August,” said Dr. Yoshioka-Tarver. “This lab was a great reflection of their knowledge of what is currently happening on our planet. The students were able to explain why atmospheric carbon dioxide contributes to ocean acidification and explain why marine lives are being destroyed. Many ocean animals and plants need calcium ions and carbonate ions to survive. As the ocean becomes more acidic as we pollute carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, it will change the concentrations of those chemicals in the ocean, and the coral and shell animals, which rely on those chemicals, will not be able to survive.”

The students used distilled water, club soda, sodium chloride, and vinegar to see for themselves how the acidity of seawater could affect marine biodiversity. They checked the pH of both tonic water and distilled water using a meter, and noted why the pH is different for each. They also observed what happens when carbon dioxide dissolves in water, writing a chemical equation that shows why the carbonated club soda is more acidic than distilled water.

Then it was time to prepare seawater. Seawater contains 3.5% of sodium chloride by mass, so the students had to develop a procedure to prepare 100 mL of 3.5% sodium chloride using appropriate equipment. After preparing their seawater, they conducted further tests by adding vinegar to the some of the solution, creating both a normal ocean environment and an acidic ocean environment. Finally, the students placed sea shells into their two solutions and observed what happened. Seashell is made of calcium carbonate. Is calcium carbonate acidic, basic, or neutral compound? It’s mildly basic, so it will begin to dissolve when placed into an acidic solution. The more acidic the solution, the faster the shells dissolve. The students created a highly acidic environment so they could more quickly observe what happens, but even a slight change in pH is enough to destroy marine biology.

“It was fun and interesting,” said Zoe Zlatic ’24. “It was cool that we were able to take what we’re learning in class and apply it to a real-world scenario, especially something that is a prominent issue today and will continue to be in the future.”
“It was fun and interesting. It was cool that we were able to take what we’re learning in class and apply it to a real-world scenario, especially something that is a prominent issue today and will continue to be in the future.”

ZOE ZLATIC ’24.

Owen Limbrick ’23 agrees. He said, “This lab helped me to realize some of the applications chemistry has on today’s world. As climate change continues to have a growing global impact, it is important to understand how and why the phenomenon is occurring on the most basic chemical level. I think that modeling today’s environment in a laboratory setting was a great reminder of how the things we learn at MICDS can prepare us to make an impact on the outside world.”

“Everything we’ve learned this year kind of came together and allowed us to understand and explore a real-life problem facing our environment,” said Abby Wyckoff ’24. “We saw how chemistry makes an impact in the real world, not just in the classroom.”

Imagine entering your math class to find out you’ll be using TI-Innovator Rovers to fence in dinosaurs to save Jurassic Park. This was the scene set by Middle School Math Teacher Dr. Jody Marberry for her eighth-grade Accelerated Math class. First, students watched the “Welcome to Jurassic Park” scene and a clip from the 1993 film. Then, they were told they worked at the park and had to build enclosures for the dinosaurs to ensure the safety of the guests. Cue the clever incorporation of a fun math lesson!

These eighth graders were learning about linear functions and linear systems. “Their task was to put their knowledge to the test by constructing fencing to secure the dinosaurs,” explained Dr. Marberry. In teams, students began by determining the equation of each line of fencing needed to secure the creatures. The equations also required domain restrictions to ensure the fence line stopped at each fence post. From there, they imported the slope, y-intercept, and domain restrictions for each line. If their planning was accurate, the Rover drove to the correct post on the grid, stopped, and then drove to the next fence post, completing the rotation until a fence was drawn around the dinosaurs.

What inspired Marberry’s lesson? A TI-nSpire lesson called “Corralling the Sheep,” which was first introduced to her by MICDS JK-12 Math Department Chair Diane Broberg. “I did some online research using the TI resources site to learn how to adjust the code to have it work with the grid boards we had in the classroom,” Dr. Marberry said. “The activity gave students the opportunity to test their knowledge of writing linear equations and determining domain restrictions. When the Rover ‘drove’ the perimeter of the fence, the students got real-time feedback which allowed iteration and re-testing. It was also an opportunity for the students to see real-world examples of finding solutions to linear systems of equations.”

Could the students make the park safe for visitors by using their Rovers to fence in the dinosaurs? To quote a line in Jurassic Park, “Life finds a way,” but in this case, math found a way. The challenge...
was successfully met by several students, but even those who were unsuccessful did not give up. "Instead, they asked me, 'When will we get a chance to work on the project some more?'" said Dr. Marberry.

"I learned a lot about systems of equations and programming rovers. I learned how to use domains and systems that are used in real life," said Reina Banerjee ’27. "I have watched Jurassic Park before and its incorporation made it much more interesting. Lola and I were able to successfully build our fence and the process was fun and informative. Using the rovers was really engaging and enjoyable because it was a hands-on activity, and I personally love doing group activities!"

Lola Compton ’27 agreed. "I quite enjoyed learning how to use the math skills we have been learning in class for practical use, like creating an outlined area to hold dinosaurs," she said.

Another successful team was with Grant Krainik ’27 and Connor Blake ’27. "The Jurassic Park lesson was definitely challenging, as we had to figure out the slope, where the line would go, and when to cut it off," said Krainik. "The incorporation of the dinosaurs was pretty fun, as I was just expecting to see dots and equations. I like how the problem had some story behind it, although the story didn’t play much into the actual project. My partner Connor and I were able to successfully plot a fence around the dinosaurs. I enjoyed seeing the actual creation of the fence and having physical dinosaurs to view it better, although the rover is only accurate if the person behind it is accurate. I also just really enjoyed being in the presence of tiny plastic dinosaurs."

A roaring applause goes to our students who successfully completed this creative math mission!

“"I learned a lot about systems of equations and programming rovers. Using the rovers was really engaging and enjoyable because it was a hands-on activity, and I personally love doing group activities!"

REINA BANERJEE ’27
Sometimes, Life Exceeds All Expectations

Lucy Lionberger Rise ’78 climbs out of her comfort zone and into peak performance.

When Lucy Lionberger Rise ’78 climbed Denali in the spring of 2022, she was one of 1,000 climbers ready to summit the tallest mountain in North America. Of those 1,000, 16% were women; of those women, the average age was 28. Rise, at 61, was the oldest woman on the mountain to summit. "I don’t fit the profile of average climbers. I can’t think, ‘I’m too old,’ ‘It’s too late,’ or ‘I’m not smart enough or fast enough.’ We all can do a lot more than we think we can. You may or may not achieve it, but you won’t know until you try," she said as she discussed her climbing adventures from the last several years and the six climbs on the horizon.
It all started when a friend whose husband had climbed decided she wanted to create a women’s climbing group. At 49, Rise was recruited to make her first ascent: Mount Kilimanjaro. Before being asked to go, she was admittedly not conditioned for the task. “It seemed like a fun thing to do. At the time, I was working out a little in the gym and doing a couple-mile run here and there. I’ve never been particularly athletic; I was always the last person picked for sports in school. So, obviously, I had to start training for the climb. And I did it. I made it to the top.”

The driving force behind her climbs is complex. “A lot of the time when you’re doing this, it’s sort of miserable. You’re cold. You’re tired. You desperately want to stop. You go way past your ‘I’ve had enough’ points. Then it becomes mind over matter even when you’re thinking, ‘Why did I do this again? This is terrible.’ And yet, somehow, when I get back down, and it’s all over, I find myself immediately searching for my next adventure. So there’s something about getting through it and accomplishing it. And I’m reminded that it’s like a lot of hard things in your life where you forget all about the pain, and all you can remember is how you made it through.” After that first ascent on Kilimanjaro, she was smitten with the challenge, took training to heart, and booked her next climb: Mount Rainier.

**MOUNTAIN (AND LIFE) MINDSET**

Rise may not have realized that her late-70s Mary Institute biology class laid some groundwork for a mountain-climbing mindset. “We were learning about the human body and the different systems. When we got to the final, the teacher listed just one question for a two-hour exam: ‘You’ve just gone into a cafe and ordered a roast beef sandwich on rye. What happens next?’ So I start writing furiously, and I know I have to slow down and think of all the steps: you have to start with your teeth and your tongue, and then it goes down your throat, and the digestive process that sends nutrients into the blood, and so on. I remember being so focused and determined to regurgitate everything I learned all semester and put it into practice and onto the paper.”

A storied tradition at MI was the Senior Chapel, where each senior was in charge of a particular chapel assembly. They would choose a topic and lecture or educate their fellow students on it in addition to leading the hymns and other elements of the chapel experience. When it was Rise’s turn, she shared her fascination with and knowledge of Aesop’s Fables. The fables often held morals or ways of thinking that contributed to her mindset and helped create mantras for her life that stuck with her over the years, such as “‘You’re as happy as you have a mind to be’ or ‘Don’t whine, dig deep, figure it out.’”

After obtaining a degree in Art History from the University of Virginia, Rise moved to Washington D.C., where she worked for the RNC and the Reagan administration, then pivoted to New York City, the fashion industry mecca, for a robust career with Adele Simpson and Liz Claiborne. After her third child, she and her husband returned to Richmond to welcome their fourth and settle the children into schools. There, Rise then embarked on “every imaginable parent volunteer job at St. Catherine’s and St. Christopher’s Schools”—schools much like MICDS—and lovingly attended a monumental amount of practices, games, rehearsals, plays, concerts, and more for their four active children, in addition to volunteering for several local non-profit organizations.

continued on page 34 >>
Years later, with Kilimanjaro in her rearview mirror, she set her sights on her second climb, Mount Rainier. "The night of the summit was crazy. No one had gone up for days because the winds were 70 miles per hour. Once the winds died down, we decided to go for it. It was freezing cold, and they were concerned about avalanche issues. The week before our climb, someone died and was buried in an avalanche. That night, we learned that someone from another group had dropped off his rope team and was lost. So a search helicopter was whirring above, and we were just being blown all over the place. Only four of our group of 11 climbers made it to the top. It was this climb that separated those of us who were crazy enough to keep going and those who were happy to stick to hiking and trekking," Rise said.

When her son Christopher asked her to do Rainier again this year as his very first climb, she was elated. "He's my baby. Of course, I'll do it," she laughed. "Rainier is a good stepping stone for anyone who wants to get into climbing because they have a lot of guides there to help novice climbers. They have great training where they show you how to walk with a rope team, 'pressure breathe,' do the 'rest step,' and arrest your fall or someone else's. So, for a first climb for him, it was perfect, far less harrowing, and a fabulous mother/son memory."

What serves her climbs well is a memorable moment in seventh grade that links to her organizational skills and drive to make the most out of each climb. "Mrs. Stryker, in seventh grade, was known as the hardest teacher in Middle School, and I was afraid to be in her class. But when I got there, I realized she wasn’t scary; she was just insistent on doing things right. Mrs. Stryker taught me how to write a semester-long term paper with research, note cards, footnotes, and a bibliography, and we were graded on all the details. She taught us how to organize. I never had a class like it before or since.” That early skill development prepared her for all her careers, parenting and, naturally, climbing. “You work on packing and climb prepping constantly. It requires a lot of organization to pack everything you need, but ONLY what you need that you can carry. No redundancies. These trips sometimes last for weeks, where you are pushing 30-40 pounds of food on sleds while carrying 40-50 pound packs on your back. You constantly edit.”

THE SIX SUMMITS

Rise has climbed all over the world, summiting 15 mountains on islands and glaciers, including five of the famed “Seven Summits:” Mount Everest, Mount Aconcagua, Denali, Kilimanjaro, Mount Elbrus, Mount Vinson, and Carstensz Pyramid. At press time, she has done all but Vinson and Everest. She trekked to Everest Basecamp at 17,000 feet and summited Island Peak, a 20,000 peak also in Nepal, which is as close as she is getting to the summit of Everest. “Everest is a very dangerous mountain with many issues, so I have no interest in climbing it,” she said. Since climbing, she has summited approximately one mountain a year, but this year has escalated the pace. “My reasoning is that I’m 63 now, and it isn’t going to be easier at 64 or 65. I’ll just keep going until I can’t go anymore,” she said. So, this past summer, in addition to Rainier with her son, she summited Mont Blanc, the highest peak in the Alps, and the Grand Teton in Wyoming. In October, she will attempt Mount Aspiring in New Zealand and Vinson in January, and she has plans for the Matterhorn in Switzerland and Chimborazo in Ecuador next summer and fall.
The journey hasn’t come without injury. Rise has broken ribs rappelling down an 800-foot headwall at 20,000 feet and days from home. Some climbs have local dangers, such as warring tribes in Papua, and weather challenges like sinking into snow up to her hips or jumping outrageous gaps. She even broke an arm during a slip in training, spurting a year off from climbs. None of that seemed to deter her.

Despite her achievements climbing various mountains worldwide, her priorities remain well-grounded. Hands down, she said her greatest accomplishment is her four children. “As a parent, you just want them all to be happy, on a good path, and doing good things. They have checked every box.” As far as climbing goes, she holds a perspective that can apply in all situations, whether facing challenges or not. “All you can do is stay positive, don’t give up, and don’t let people put limits on you.”

Rise’s senior page in the MI 1978 Chronicle has a solitary quote, “Sometimes life exceeds all expectations.” She shared, “In my case, it has. I had never pushed myself out of my comfort zone to such a degree before, and here I discovered that I could. The feeling of getting to the top of a mountain is a true high, a total rush. And looking down from the top is the most exhilarating feeling in the world.”

Lucy’s Summits

Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania, Africa—2009
Mount Rainier, Washington, United States—2010
Cayambe & Cotopaxi, Pichicha & Cotopaxi Provinces, Ecuador—2011
Mount Everest Base Camp & Island Peak, Khumbu Glacier & Sagarmatha National Park, Nepal—2012
Mount Elbrus, Prielbrusye National Park, Russia—2013
Nevado Urus & Ishinca, Cordillera Blanca, Peru—2014
Mount Aconcagua, Argentina—2015
Carstensz Pyramid, Papua, Indonesia—2018
Mount Dickey, Denali National Park, Alaska, United States—2019
Denali, Denali National Park, Alaska, United States—2022
Mont Blanc, the Alps, France/Italy/Switzerland—2023
Mount Rainier, Washington, United States—2023
Grand Teton, Wyoming, United States—2023
Nearly the entire school gathered in the MAC this spring for the third all-school assembly of the year. Coming together in community is always a special time for Rams, and this event was no different. We celebrated milestone anniversaries for faculty and staff, gave out the Rivinus and Duncan Awards, and Head of School Jay Rainey shared the results of his now annual pop culture character trivia contest. Everyone enjoyed music courtesy of our talented Middle and Upper School band members, and a performance of the MICDS Alma Mater by our senior chamber choir members, conducted by Matlynne Hardy-Lyles '23.

Mr. Rainey also recognized the recipients of the Duncan and Rivinus Awards. The Duncan Award is given to a teacher as voted on by the eighth-grade students each year. Likewise, the Rivinus Award is voted on by the senior class.

**Callie Bambenek** won the Duncan Award, and Mr. Rainey offered these remarks:

“Ms. Bambenek understands what it means for students to be seen and heard and sets that example for everyone around her. Fostering personal growth is always her true north, and her students thrive in the comfort of the learning environment that she creates and sustains. In her classroom, students and advisees can count on a consistent and nurturing experience with a big splash of humor and fun—the ultimate combination for middle schoolers! Her students know that they are secure under her guidance, not only because she respects them, but because she insists that they respect one another as they learn and grow together.

As the founding Director of ASAP, Ms. Bambenek has also implemented a much-needed support system for 7th and 8th graders who benefit from structure and guidance after school. Always a team player, always a student advocate, she lives and breathes our MICDS mission and inspires others to do the same, ensuring that our community is healthy and happy. Thank you for all that you do, Ms. Bambenek.”

**Melanie Moody** won the Rivinus Award. Mr. Rainey presented it to her and said:

“For more than ten years, Mrs. Moody has been a mainstay in the Upper School Math Department and is a constant, calming, and supportive presence for students and colleagues alike. Although it is sometimes difficult to see her through the forest of Baby Yoda figurines that have taken over her cubby (plush and plastic, large and small, all gifts of endearment from students and advisees), I promise Mrs. Moody is there, as she is always among the first to arrive to school in the morning and often one of the last to leave.

Mrs. Moody is relentless in her willingness to assist others, often without even having to be asked. She will drop anything to help a student work through math equations or talk through a challenging social situation. She is unfailingly committed to supporting everyone around her. She is equally magnanimous with her time for colleagues, always willing to cover a class or help plan an activity for advisory. She gives of her time to support Upper School student activities, attends almost every school dance, helps organize Camp Wyman trips, and even finds time to coach JV girls basketball.

Mrs. Moody cares deeply about the MICDS community and is a very deserving recipient of the Rivinus Award. Thank you for all that you do for our community, Mrs. Moody.”

Congratulations to Callie Bambenek and Melanie Moody, and congratulations to all our milestone employees!
Dr. Tanya Roth Teaches Outside the Classroom

Over spring break, Dr. Tanya Roth, Upper School History Teacher, was invited to give a talk in honor of Women’s History Month at Georgia Southern University. She spoke with upper-level undergraduate students. “I was a guest for a research methods class and talked with students about doing research, writing, and organizing your research,” Dr. Roth said. “Then, I gave a talk entitled ‘Equality Evolving: Womanpower in the U.S. Military from the Cold War to the Present.’”

A couple of weeks later, Dr. Roth was invited to be a panelist at Virginia Military Institute on April 5. The panel was entitled “Women, Military Service, and Citizenship” and was to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the admission of women as cadets at VMI. She also taught a section of U.S. Constitutional History while there.

Milestone Anniversaries

Congratulations to the following faculty and staff who are celebrating big anniversaries this year!

- **Mary Russell**, Admissions (40 Years)
- **Duane Biggerstaff**, Maintenance (30 Years)
- **Melissa Sharp**, Environmental Services (25 Years)
- **Josh Smith**, Athletics Director (25 Years)
- **Jen Schuckman**, Head of Middle School (25 Years)
- **Donald Thomas**, Environmental Services (20 Years)
- **Andrea Ostlund**, Middle School Library Assistant (20 Years)
- **Samantha White**, Assistant to Head of Upper School (20 Years)
- **Ginny Otto**, Lower School Teacher (20 Years)
- **Rachel Tourais**, Upper School Teacher (20 Years)
- **Carla Federman**, JK-12 History Department Chair and Upper School Teacher (20 Years)
- **Erin Hamill**, Director of Global Learning & Upper School Community Service (20 Years)
- **Andy Kay**, Middle School Teacher (20 Years)
- **Chris Militello**, Middle School Teacher (20 Years)
- **Amy Scheer**, Head of Lower School (15 Years)
- **Stacie Schneider**, Lower School Teacher (15 Years)
- **Karen Wildman**, College Counselor (15 Years)
- **Aaron Elliott**, Upper School Library Assistant (15 Years)
- **Lily Childs**, Upper School Teacher (15 Years)
- **John Lohman**, Maintenance (10 Years)
- **Tim White**, Security (10 Years)
- **Justin Little**, Upper School Teacher (10 Years)
- **Callie Bambenek**, Middle School Teacher (10 Years)
- **Emily Farfan**, Middle School Teacher (10 Years)
- **Dr. Earl Macam**, College Counselor (10 Years)
- **Brian Rueckert**, Upper School Teacher & Registrar (10 Years)

Note: All three 25-year recipients received MICDS rocking chairs for this anniversary!
The Rams’ Biggest Fan

The biggest fan of the MICDS Rams sports teams isn’t a proud parent or grandparent or an adoring younger sibling. He’s not a local high school sports reporter or a college recruiter. He’s not even Charger the Ram.

He’s Josh Smith, the Director of Athletics at MICDS.

Smith has served in this role since 2015, coming into the position with 17 years of teaching math under his belt, in addition to coaching multiple sports such as football, basketball, and lacrosse and time as an assistant athletics director.

The role is both supremely satisfying for Smith—his work touches every student at MICDS—and also largely unseen. Many players, coaches, and fans won’t know that he helped ensure the turf fields were ready for the fall season, the floor of the North Gym was resurfaced in time for volleyball, the entire floor of the McDonnell Athletic Center (MAC) was replaced, that after-school snacks were ordered for Upper School athletes, and that referees and umpires are scheduled for each game, match, and meet, in addition to myriad other tasks.

Smith was a student-athlete himself, playing football and basketball in high school, and briefly running track. He played football for the Washington University Bears. He’ll shy away from sharing any personal accolades, though, nodding to his wife, Julie, who won a Big 8 individual title while at Nebraska. Both of the Smith children, Megan ’19 and Nate ’21, went to MICDS starting in Junior Kindergarten and enjoyed very different athletic experiences. Megan played volleyball, basketball, and soccer. Smith was given a chance by Head of Upper School and Varsity Girls Basketball Coach Scott Small to coach in his program when Megan was younger and Smith jumped at it. He credits the amazing work Small does and he is grateful he had a coaching opportunity to learn more about girls athletics. Nate played football and ran track, and went on to play football at the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh. You could say sports runs in the Smith family.

When he first arrived at MICDS in 1998 as an Upper School math teacher, Smith had no intentions of running the athletic program. He enjoys working directly with students in the classroom. He taught algebra, geometry, and pre-calculus, and served as interim mathematics department chair for part of a semester. And he coached, finding himself on the sidelines of various sporting events after classes each day.
After serving as assistant football coach for several years, he had the opportunity to take over the helm. He dropped his other coaching obligations but assisted the director of athletics part-time, along with other coaches. The first four years as head football coach were great: the Rams had a record of 35-9 and just fell short of a State Championship in a shootout with Webb City. There were not as many wins the three years that followed. After several years of rebuilding, a change was in store. Smith moved from the driver’s seat of Rams football to shepherding the entire athletics program at MICDS, serving as interim Athletics Director for one year before being named to the role permanently.

His years of assisting the former AD paid off: Smith could see with clarity what was needed to ensure a smooth program that allows players and coaches to thrive. With some others leaving MICDS, the Athletics Department restructured. Marshall Newman came on as a full-time assistant director. Khannie Dastgah was added to oversee school-wide aquatics. Alison Todd continued to direct Middle School athletics, now assisted by Nick Menneke. Bonita Berry stayed on as the administrative assistant to keep everyone in line. The small team handles a wide variety of tasks from the maintenance and upkeep of 10 fields, two gyms, 15 tennis courts, five squash courts, an aquatics center, a track, and a multipurpose athletics facility (and all their attached scoreboards and accouterments), to scheduling games, securing referees, supporting coaches, and collaborating with the Missouri State High School Athletics Association to ensure MICDS supports and is in compliance with rules and regulations.

Smith has also worked with his extended team to incorporate a variety of improvements over the past few years. Director of Physical Education and Middle School Coach Eric Lay, in conjunction with Teacher and Coach Everett Goldberg, has grown the MICDS Athletic Development Program to incorporate customized workouts for both in-season and off-season athletes, and now offers opportunities during the school day. Likewise, our athletic trainers, Stacey Morgan and Ben Krueger, are now also available for training during the school day. “We are incredibly lucky to have two wonderful athletic trainers at MICDS,” said Smith. “Providing our student-athletes more opportunities to work with them to get healthy made sense. Adding the strength and conditioning piece has received initial positive reviews, and we will continue to look to grow it.”

He admits that he misses the direct student experience in the classroom but appreciates that his role affects the experience of every single student in some way. And the work outside the academic setting is a vital component of learning. “Athletics at MICDS is an extension of the classroom,” Smith said. “There’s a lot of growth happening on fields and courts. How do you exist as a team, push yourself through adversity, and handle the ups and downs of expectations? This growth, nurtured by coaches, is an extension of what our teachers do in the classroom.”

At the same time, Smith is realistic about the lives of our busy students and teachers, and how our campus is used. “We are a big part of the community, but we are just a part,” he said. “We have to find a way to fit that ensures athletics remains positive for the students as a whole.”
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A healthy high school student is active in some way, especially through athletics. Because we prioritize academics the way we do, having a physical outlet is important.” The Upper School forgoes a physical education class during the school day, so students are required to play sports two of three seasons through 11th grade and one season senior year. Whether they’re on a team striving for wins or exercising with friends in Essential Fitness, a wellness program that exists within the Athletics Department but isn’t team- or competition-based, students are keeping their bodies active in the company of others. This connection is an essential component, said Smith.

“We saw that during COVID-19 especially. Early on, there was no student contact with each other. I am impressed by how our community found ways to work within the parameters given, to get kids around each other and have them on a field together again,” he recollected. “When we started that fall season, all the teams practiced without knowing if they’d play a game. They just cared about being around people again.” Athletics provided both an outlet from distance and online learning and a way for students to reconnect with each other and their coaches.

Once our athletics program was back in full swing for all three seasons, Smith faced a new challenge: referees. “There is a referee shortage in every sport,” he reported. He’s worried that passionate fans who have no qualms about making their criticisms known during the game are driving people from the job. In an ideal world, at every match, the students play, the coaches coach, and the fans cheer. Unfortunately, the cheering often turns to jeering. Smith gets it; as a father, it was hard for him sometimes to hold back when he thought a ref didn’t make the right call. “You see something you disagree with, and your first instinct can be to yell,” he said. “But high school athletics officials are just people. They aren’t going to get it right every time. If that were true, they wouldn’t be officiating high school…and even professional league refs make mistakes.” He advises patience and grace. “You just have to know that when a call is wrong, the best thing to do is let it go and move on to the next play. Yelling only makes the person on the field not want to officiate, either at all or at our school.” With a national shortage of high school sports officiants, we can’t afford to lose any. It’s already difficult to create seasonal schedules for some sports because of the shortage, and often, Smith has little to no control over several of our teams’ schedules due to staffing issues. “Think of it like this,” Smith advises, “Would you want to do

“There’s a lot of growth happening on fields and courts. How do you exist as a team, push yourself through adversity, and handle the ups and downs of expectations? This growth, nurtured by coaches, is an extension of what our teachers do in the classroom.”

JOSH SMITH
a job where the only things you hear are negative criticisms that are yelled at you each time you make a mistake? I wouldn’t. We are lucky to have the men and women who are currently officiating.”

Smith expands this advice to communicating with our student-athletes as well. He admits it took him years to figure out that right after coming off the football field, the last thing his son wanted to do was dissect the game, analyzing each play and discussing where he could improve. “I’m a parent, and I understand,” he said. “Everybody’s passionate about their kid.” He recommends trying to achieve a little distance between the sports and your emotions. In other words: Breathe, Rams Fans, breathe.

This is good advice for Smith to take, too. He’s managing 30 varsity programs each year and 53 teams in total. “It is not as much as it sounds when you keep in mind that we have an amazingly strong
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It takes a small army to run our robust athletics program. Josh and his team handle a wide variety of tasks from the maintenance and upkeep of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIELDS</td>
<td>GYMS</td>
<td>TENNIS COURTS</td>
<td>SQUASH COURTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

AN AQUATICS CENTER, A TRACK, AND A MULTIPURPOSE ATHLETICS FACILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30</th>
<th>53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VARSITY PROGRAMS</td>
<td>TEAMS IN TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
community of coaches who passionately care about our student-athletes and their sport,” said Smith.

Working out all those schedules is only the first step for each season. He’s also responsible for making sure what’s needed on the field or court is there (think pylons, flags, goals, nets, and more), what workers are needed, who is running the scoreboards and who is keeping score, coordination with our athletic trainers, and ensuring officials can find their way to the proper facility on our hundred-acre campus. He works with a variety of people to ensure scheduling challenges on a large and busy campus since conferences, performance programs, and events like May Day, Arts Fest, and Winter Term could result in conflicts. Even parking can become an issue when there are multiple events scheduled for the same time. In addition to the rest of the team, Smith credits our two athletic trainers, Morgan and Krueger, as essential components of our program. “If we don’t have one available and responsible for each game or match, we can’t have the event. Theirs is probably the most stressful job when we have a lot of events.” Indeed, Morgan and Krueger can be found stalking the sidelines or zipping between games nearly every evening during the school year. “They are the first ones here and the last ones to leave,” said Smith.

In fact, it takes a small army to run our robust athletics program. Administrators attend each on-campus game (and some away competitions) to keep an eye on things. Our grounds crew ensures the fields are in tip-top shape for both practices and games. Housekeeping staff keep our courts and facilities clean for Rams and visiting teams. The security team makes sure the proper doors are locked and unlocked. Smith says these “invisible heroes” should also be recognized for their ongoing contributions. “I have been fortunate to work with some remarkable people in this role,” Smith said. “Mark Sweeney, Director of Grounds, Jim Barciszewski, Director of Facilities, Tim White, Director of Campus Safety and Security, and Senad Hadzisalihovic, Housekeeping Supervisor, always step up with their teams to support athletics when needed. They have been wonderful partners in this work.” The success of our sports teams relies on a multitude of support staff outside of the Athletics Department each season, and he is grateful.

His own days tend to run long during the three sports seasons. He may be on campus by 7:30 a.m. to attend a Parents Association Sports Boosters meeting, work all day, and then, if Rams are actively competing, he’s around until sometime between 6 and 10 p.m. “I try not to be here more than 12 hours a day,” he said. “Sometimes I’m more successful than others. But my job is walking around watching sports, so I’m not writing nuclear codes or sweating bullets with tons of critical thinking. It’s time-consuming, but it’s also enjoyable.”

Yes, he’s watching games, but he’s also watching everything going on around the games. “That’s the biggest change from my previous role to this one,” he admitted. “I used to go to a contest as a fan or a coach, and I was focused on the contest. Now, I’m focused on everything around the contest as well. That’s been a transition.”
Those days are his favorite, though. “I enjoy school life, athletics, and competition. When I can walk around our campus and see a bunch of students competing, and coaches coaching, and sports going on in a positive way...those are the best.” When he’s not on campus, Smith likes to spend time with his family, read, and cook. And, of course, he loves watching sports. “I enjoy watching competitions,” he said, “and I watch a lot of sports because I played only some of them. I watch as many different kinds as I can, and I appreciate the ones I’m not as familiar with.”

At the end of the day—or the end of the game, match, meet—success for Smith means students striving to be excellent, competing at a high level, and becoming great teammates. “Our best teams are the ones where students play hard for each other,” he said. “That’s a pretty visible thing. Regardless of wins and losses, we’re always trying to be excellent. Our kids are driven, and even in individual play, such as tennis and track, they play hard for each other. That’s a lot of fun to watch.” He pushes, above all, for positive experiences for students and encourages his coaches to provide settings for athletes to know they have someone who believes in them. “You can give our students critical feedback if it’s designed to help them improve. They’ll take good feedback, listen to it, and work to deliver on it.”

This sense of teamwork comes right back to the Athletics Department as a whole. “I’ve enjoyed all my time here because of our community,” he said. “We’re working with College Counseling, Admissions, the Upper School offices, Marketing and Communications, and more. One of the best things about this job is the community we’re in.” Just like athletes, Smith recognizes that each person is not the most important but that we all have to work together.

It’s a good day for Rams Fan Josh Smith when fans can show up to watch our athletes play and have fun in a safe and positive environment, and they don’t even have to consider what happened behind the scenes to make it all come together. “That’s the expectation,” he said. “At the end of the end of the day, I’m just customer service.” And then he smiled and headed out to a game.

“Our best teams are the ones where students play hard for each other. That’s a pretty visible thing. Regardless of wins and losses, we’re always trying to be excellent. Our kids are driven, and even in individual play, such as tennis and track, they play hard for each other. That’s a lot of fun to watch.”

JOSH SMITH
Ryen Day ’30
Selected as Google Doodle Finalist

For 15 years, Google has offered a contest for K-12 students to create their own version of the Google logo inspired by the prompt “I am grateful for...” This year, MICDS student Ryen Day ’30 was the winner to represent Missouri with the other 54 U.S. states and territories. Her Doodle, “A Time to Hangout,” was selected from thousands of entries.

Students at MICDS helped Day celebrate during a surprise assembly in May, where she learned she was the Missouri winner. Her family and siblings were in attendance to support her as well.

Day said, “I feel proud that the judges liked my art [so much that they chose] for me to be the state winner. It made me feel very special because MICDS made an entire assembly just to recognize me, and I was very surprised—I knew nothing about it. I came up with the idea for my Doodle from going to see the hot air balloons and fireworks at Forest Park. It was a time to hang out with my family and friends, but to me, it was a time to especially hang out with my sister. Even though I see her every day, we are a very busy family during the week and even on weekends, so I finally got to hang out with her more.

During my free time, I’m mostly by myself or with my younger brother, so this was a time with her.”

Additionally, Google recognized “a very special educator who has helped to foster the love of the arts in this winner and so many other students!” Congratulations to Lower School Visual Arts Teacher Sarah Garner for earning this recognition. “I am so proud of Ryen!” said Garner. “Her accomplishment is an example of how art can bring an entire community together in celebration. The art that Ryen created was inspired by the things she is grateful for. As a community, we can mirror Ryen’s spirit and remind ourselves that every day at MICDS we are surrounded by things we are thankful for. Art can lift us up, bring us together, and share positivity in a community, and I am so thankful for artists like Ryen that are brave enough to share their creativity and inspire us every day.”
Each year, Upper School students welcome peers from the St. Louis area to the MICDS campus for the Student Diversity Leadership Conference. “It’s a great opportunity for our students to work with students from local schools and engage in meaningful conversations and programming,” said Changa Bey, Upper School History Teacher. This year, 25 area schools took part in the day-long conference that was held in February. Students from schools including Affton, Clayton, De Smet, Kirkwood, Lutheran North, Nerinx Hall, SLUH, and Whitfield spent time in a variety of engaging activities. “Our students created and led the conference experience. They united schools in our community to discuss a variety of topics that contributed to their own unique identities,” said Stephanie Matteson, Upper School Science Teacher. MICDS students facilitated games and small group discussions in order to learn new strategies and build leadership skills that make our schools, cities, and communities a better place for all.

Students in the MICDS iDentity group led the peer sessions and directed conversations on topics such as inclusion, community and school leadership, systemic racism, ageism, sexism, classism, and more. “Students at MICDS have an excellent foundation in this type of work,” said Nicole Trueman-Shaw, Director of Upper School Student Leadership. “They want to share their skills with others in the area who may not have the opportunity to attend the National Diversity Leadership Conference hosted by NAIS each year.”

“The goal was to design an inviting and impactful conference experience to reach the community celebrating each person’s individual identities—answering the question ‘Who am I?’—which I think they achieved,” Matteson added.

Bey spoke to the conference about how to approach people in power. “For students attempting to impact and sometimes challenge long standing traditions, the thought of bringing ideas to institutional leaders can be scary. In my presentation, I hoped that students could take away some key points and strategies to make that process less so,” he said.

Michelle Li, a news anchor with local television station KSDK, was this year’s headline speaker. She spoke about the racism and discrimination based on her Asian ethnicity she has faced in public and private moments, and she shared how those experiences helped her launch the Very Asian Foundation, a non-profit focused on shining a light on all walks of Asian life.

What a wonderful example of our students meeting the challenges of the world with confidence and compassion. Bey said, “These students are caring and thoughtful, and really lean into the School’s mission of living lives of purpose and service and standing for what is good and right.”

“Students Facilitate Diversity Leadership Conference for Area Schools”
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“The goal was to design an inviting and impactful conference experience to reach the community celebrating each person’s individual identities—answering the question ‘Who am I?’—which I think they achieved.”
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Sixth Grade Passion Projects Make a Difference

One of the best ways for students to learn is by doing hands-on activities. MICDS has excelled in project-based learning (PBL) throughout all three divisions, and shortly before spring break, Middle School students launched into a new project that encouraged them to explore their own interests, skills, and curiosity. Sixth-Grade Passion Projects have been going strong for five years now, and students are just as excited about them today.

“Projects are designed to create personal connections to student learning, and students have complete freedom and control in the direction of their project experience,” said Sixth-Grade Dean Mark Duvall. “Project topics cross disciplines, and students build skills that are relevant to the classroom and the real world.”

To begin, students were presented with a variety of options. They selected what appealed most to them and formed small groups before getting started with planning.

**INSTALLATION ART**

Installation Art is art created for display in a specific place. It is designed with the space in mind and often “interacts” with the space. Students conducted a site hunt on the MICDS campus, specifically the sixth-grade area, looking for a space where an art piece could live. Then they worked in groups to design and create an art piece to be installed in the space.

**FIX THIS**

Students identified a problem (one that they faced, or others), brainstormed solutions, and built a prototype of the device to solve the problem. The project concluded with a Shark Tank-style product pitch of the devices.

**DESIGN ON A DIME**

Students created, designed, and put into action a real proposal to landscape the outside area in between the fifth-grade science room and the Freeman Arts building. Through interviews with various members of the MICDS community, along with their own creative ideas, students drew up plans, determined the cost, and presented proposals. After approval, students helped complete projects.

**TRAVEL SUSTAINABILITY**

Students researched various cities and destinations, developing a travel plan that combines eco-friendly and environmentally safe travel along with a service learning part of the experience that helps the traveler learn about the people and culture that live in the area. The experience combines fun travel along with helping, supporting, and learning about the people who are part of the community.

**STORYTELLING USING MINECRAFT**

Students explored and researched important moments in their own lives that have impacted them. Using Minecraft, they designed moments, settings, and artifacts that help illustrate and tell their stories from birth to their future selves.
The Student Experience

Shayaan Merchant '29 and his team chose the “Fix This” project. He explained, “I had trouble with navigating MICDS when I was new and my parents frequently got confused when they visited. Because of this, I knew that navigation was a common problem at our beautiful—but large—school. So, I decided to try and help this digitally, and having a chatbot that generated a map seemed more suited to my limited coding knowledge than making a whole interactive app from scratch. My goal with this was to help the many people visiting our large but beautiful school with getting around well.”

Their chatbot would allow visitors to scan a QR code with their phones upon arriving on campus, and after entering their desired location, the bot would give specific instructions on where to go. “My favorite part of the project was figuring out how to code the chatbot, learning many new things along the way. This was because it was interesting for me, and also wasn’t mechanical like finding a template or copy-and-pasting parts of code throughout the project,” he said.

He also gained important experience with collaboration. “I learned how crucial teamwork is. I learned this because if it wasn’t for my two teammates, I wouldn’t have gotten nearly as much done. Besides this, the project was more fun with them figuring it out and working with me.”

“The biggest impact for me is that I will know that ‘if there is a will, there is a way.’ Our project seemed very complex, multi-faceted, and hard on first sight. However, by breaking it into smaller parts, collaborating with my teammates, and taking it one step at a time, we figured it out in the end,” he said.

Max Fehniger ‘29 and Val Landrum ‘29 chose to learn how to tell stories using Minecraft. “We made an item that represented memories in Minecraft, along with the memory descriptions in our books,” said Landrum. “Our goal was to share our life memories and experiences with our classmates.” She enjoyed the experience of building representations in the app. “My favorite part of the project was building items that represent our memories in Minecraft. It was really fun and I liked that we could use our creativity.”

Landrum notes that she improved a number of skills through the project, in addition to reflecting deeply on her own life. “I learned more about myself while doing this project. I reflected on my past memories and experiences. I also achieved better writing skills, and got a lot better at Minecraft!” she said.

“I will definitely remember doing this project because it was really fun and I had a great time. The biggest impact of this project was definitely learning more about myself.”

Other students tackled improving the fifth- and sixth-grade hallway, while more sought to improve the space between Danforth Hall and Freeman Arts Building. Several planned out spectacular travel trips that were meaningful and promised a variety of rich memories. All the students presented their work to their peers, celebrating a diversity of passion and growth.
LS Community Day
Overflows with Creativity and Courage

It was a day of connection and memory-making when all of Beasley Lower School celebrated Community Day! Students enjoyed a variety of activities that allowed them to interact among classes and grade levels, and share a lot of laughter while at it. “The theme for the day was creativity and courage,” said Amy Scheer, Head of Lower School. “We introduced these character education words at an assembly in April, and then we reinforced the meaning of the words during Community Day. We also watched our Fourth Grade Leadership Crew share ways that they are creative and how they use courage to share their creativity in the April assembly. The entire day was a chance to celebrate our students and to be in community together!”

Fourth-Grade Play

In the morning, students enjoyed the fourth-grade play Tale Town and the Story Stealer, which was adapted from Peddler Polly and the Story Stealer, written by Aaron Shepard. The play’s antagonists, Dr. Spellbinder and his Sidekick, plan to steal all of the stories from the townspeople of Tale Town and use them to sell Spellbinder’s new invention, the Spellbinder Storybox. Spellbinder’s evil plan is quickly discovered by the clever Peddler Polly, who outsmarts Dr. Spellbinder and returns all of the stolen stories back to the citizens of Tale Town.

The adaptation incorporated a bit of history by introducing the concept of a radio play and how radio actors in the 1930s used their voices and noise-making objects and instruments to draw listeners into the story and spark their imagination through sound. Throughout the show, audience members heard a variety of sound effects coupled with narration delivered by “Radio Actors.”

SK Plants
Sunflowers

Senior Kindergarteners enjoyed community building while planting sunflower seeds. “What a great experience it is, digging our hands in the dirt and imagining what our tiny seed will turn into,” said Laura Pupillo, Lower School Science Teacher. The SKers will return in the fall to find their garden lined with sunflowers. “Science and math partnered in a thematic week about plants when we returned in August, and having these sunflowers to study enriched our theme experience,” Pupillo added. They also studied birds, learning that some birds are seed eaters who eat sunflower seeds. Having the sunflowers on campus will help attract birds to their garden. Second graders also got to do some gardening by planting native plants for the expanded monarch waystation in the afternoon.

35th Annual Kids Heart Challenge

The annual Kids Heart Challenge rounded out Lower School Community Day in the MAC with a skip, hop, and a ton of running and jumping in support of the American Heart Association. The challenge has now been conducted at MICDS for 35 years! Students raced along an obstacle course with sandbags, zig-zagged through pathways, sprinted through tunnels, leaped over obstacles, and more. They also played jump rope and ran around the MAC, some logging two miles in just the 30-minute timeslot allotted to each group. It was a ton of fun for everyone and all of the activity added up to $18,000 raised to support the AHA. Way to go, Beasley community!
Fourth Graders Tour Middle School

In the afternoon, fourth graders took a tour of the Middle School with our Admission staff. This tour is conducted every year so that our soon-to-be Beasley graduates can get familiar with what life in MICDS Middle School looks like. The almost-Middle Schoolers traveled to each of the grade-level hallways, the Fitness Center, MAC, makerspace, science labs, dining hall, Freeman Arts Center, the Middle School library, Mary Eliot Chapel, and the Middle School Office. **Associate Director of Middle School Admission Kerry Bryan** said, “The fourth graders are always very enthusiastic about going on a tour of the Middle School! They have lots of energy!”

Beasley Sends Off Seniors

At the very end of the day, Lower School students lined the Beasley hallway to cheer the seniors on during the annual Senior Walkthrough, where seniors make a lap around campus on their last day of school to say “so long” to MICDS. Nothing says “community” quite like the coming together of all Rams in support of one another!

Seeds of Happiness

Each Lower School class was given Seeds of Happiness, colorful clay pieces with smiles, to share with different spaces and people in different divisions. “In all, we shared 250 seeds to help spread smiles and happiness,” said **Sarah Garner**, **Lower School Visual Arts Teacher**. The Beasley students traveled to the Middle and Upper Schools, passing out seeds to the students and teachers in various classrooms. “The goal was to encourage our Lower School students to be brave, share the message of Seeds of Happiness, and also be creative in how they shared their message.” Not only did Lower School students share the seeds, but some students also made cards, notes, heart pillows, and even poems.

Team Building Activities

Students also participated in outdoor team-building activities with **Thomas Buffington**, **Lower School Librarian**, behind Olson Hall on the open grass. First, students had to line up in age order among their different classes. Then commenced a fun game of chain tag. To play, those who were “it” joined hands and ran together, trying to tag other players. Once a player was tagged, they linked up with the “it” chain and helped tag more Beasley friends.

First-Grade Book Drive & Swap

Throughout the week, first graders collected books from their classes and fellow Beasley students, which were donated to Books for Newborns upon completion of the First-Grade Book Drive and Swap. The organization, according to its website, “partners with St. Louis area hospitals and social service agencies to provide books and other reading materials to low-income mothers and their families.” Each morning, the classes took turns gathering and counting the books. They marked the number of books that had been collected on a graph in the Beasley hallway. The goal of this year’s book drive was 1,000 books, and students collected a total of 1,018!

Then the “swap” portion of the drive took place. In the first-grade classrooms, books were displayed on the classroom tables. Throughout the morning, all Lower School students had the chance to visit the classrooms and pick out one book for themselves to keep.

Thank you to all of the Lower School faculty and staff for making Community Day such a fantastic, creative, and fun day as a Ram family!
A new tradition has sprung at MICDS, showcasing a community full of color, harmony, rhythm, laughter, and joy: the inaugural Arts Fest was a vibrant success last spring! All current and newly enrolled MICDS families, faculty, staff, and alumni were invited to celebrate the arts amid a plethora of performances and activities suitable for all ages.

Performances included a scene from the Upper School Troubadours’ production of Mean Girls, Drama Club performances, and mini orchestra, band, and choir recitals. Student artists from the Lower, Middle, and Upper Schools had fun sharing glimpses into the School’s performing arts experiences in the South Gym.

In the McDonnell Athletic Center (MAC), families enjoyed food from the Art Cafe and a variety of artistic activities including chalk art, splatter painting, a graffiti wall, printmaking, drum circles, stick figure puppets, printing with LEGO pieces, and building your pet. The Beasley Cafeteria and hallways featured masterpieces of our Junior Kindergarteners through fourth graders for Lower School Gallery Night. Additionally, there were stations for learning improv or dance, and a flash mob street dance invited families to participate or watch.

“The Arts Fest was a wonderful opportunity for us to immerse ourselves in music and art as we moved fluidly from appreciating art to making it,” said Dr. Sally Maxwell, Assistant Head of School for Teaching and Learning. “We had so many more people than we expected, and we are already talking about ideas for next year.”
is a Radiant Success

Head of School Jay Rainey, his wife Ruth, and their dog Nelson enjoyed the event. “We had such a wonderful time at Arts Fest. The student performances were outstanding, and we loved the activities and delicious food in the MAC. Above all else, though, we were grateful for the joy and camaraderie that permeated the event. We established the Spring Arts Festival as a community-building exclamation point to the school year, and by this standard, it absolutely succeeded in its debut. We look forward to many more!”

Although Arts Fest 2023 had to move indoors due to forecasted storms, the whole event radiated with brightness and was packed with fun and room for artistic adventure. Even a fire alarm that was swiftly responded to couldn’t take away from the special day. JK-12 Arts Department Chair and Orchestra Director, Dr. Jo Nardolillo, put it best: “I am so awed by the depth of joy our students and faculty poured into this ecstatic celebration of the arts,” she shared. “Neither rain nor fire alarm could dampen the spirit that electrified the event. I could not be more proud of being part of the magical place that is MICDS!”

“We were grateful for the joy and camaraderie that permeated the event. We established the Spring Arts Festival as a community-building exclamation point to the school year, and by this standard, it absolutely succeeded in its debut. We look forward to many more!”

HEAD OF SCHOOL JAY RAINNEY
Upper School drama students wowed audiences in Vincent Price Theatre during their student-directed one-act plays in May. The show name, *American Blues*, is a nod to how the plays showcase the voices of some of the best American playwrights of the 20th century. Each of the acts was selected because they addressed how we use our voice. Sometimes, we speak to tell stories; sometimes, we speak to soothe ourselves or others. Sometimes, the voice goes unheard, and sometimes, a simple spoken phrase has consequences of biblical proportions.

Students embraced the opportunity to direct these plays and lead crew members. **Patrick Huber, Upper School Arts Teacher**, said, “I learned two years ago during the depths of the pandemic that students will rise to your expectations. That insight helped me take a leap of faith in five students this year to act as directors, and it paid off. We also had students in the roles of technical director, lighting and set designer, and costumer. Every one of them stepped up!”

**Jada Greer ’24** said, “Out of all five student directors ([Keller Goldstein ’23, Ash Aranha ’23, Abby Gray ’24, Eliza Dorf ’23, and myself]), I had the least amount of directing and technical theater experience—which was intimidating! I have been in acting class for four years, but I immediately discovered that directing requires a completely different muscle than what acting requires. It began very difficult but became so fun. The five of us got to do our own advertising, casting, and sets, while working with other student-led departments in order to complete our vision with costuming, sound, and lighting. Mr. Huber gave us a lot of independence, and in the end, it was so satisfying to see it all come together. I really discovered a love of directing and I am looking forward to pursuing it in the future.”

**Sahar Bhutto ’24** also was challenged by the plays and proud of her contribution to the shows. “I think that even though being the lighting designer for the one-acts was stressful at times, it was a really cool experience,” she said. “Working with the student directors to try to make their vision come to life even more was really fun, and it was nice knowing I was able to contribute to the essence of the show.”

“Being an actor for two plays was hard but rewarding,” added **Samuel Glasser ’26**. “I learned that directors put in a lot of work, and you [as an actor or actress] are their way of expressing that work. Also, when performing, the reward of seeing your and the directors’ vision come to life is a feeling unlike any other!”

---

**American Blues**

One-Act Plays

Spotlight the Voice
Students showcased how the voice is used over the following five acts:

01. *This Property is Condemned* by Tennessee Williams is about two young people meeting on a set of railroad tracks in the deep South during the Great Depression.

02. *The Blue Hour: City Sketches* by David Mamet is a series of vignettes about people in big cities trying to connect.

03. *Killer’s Head* by Sam Shepard is a monologue about horses and trucks delivered by a man in an electric chair waiting for his execution.

04. *Dark Pony* by David Mamet is about a father and daughter on a road trip.

05. *Poof!* by Lynn Nottage is a domestic drama/comedy about a woman who can no longer abide by her abusive husband and talks back for the first time, with disastrous consequences (at least for him).
Séptimo y Octavo Grado Presentan *The Hundred Dresses Musical*

Wanda Petronski, una segundogradesa en *The Hundred Dresses Musical*, vive en una casa rústica en Boggins Heights, y no tiene amigos. Día a día, lleva un vestido azul desgastado, que no sería mucho problema si no le contara a sus compañeros de clase que tenía cien vestidos en casa —todos de seda, todos de diferentes colores, y de terciopelo, también. Los niños de Franklin Elementary no saben qué hacer con esta niña peculiar que tiene un acento extraño. Pronto, Maddie, Peggy, Jack, y sus compañeros de clase hacen un juego de techar a Wanda sobre sus cien vestidos hasta que un día, desaparece de la escuela, dejando solo un asiento vacío donde una vez se sentó. Con sentimientos de culpa quebrantos que abrumaban a los niños, Maddie y los otros decidieron que deberían encontrar lo que le había sucedido a Wanda y hacer amends por el modo en que la trataron. Pero ¿es demasiado tarde?

Basada en el libro honorífico Newbery amado de Eleanor Estes, esta adaptación musical aclamada aborda el acoso, la amistad, y la perdonar. Es una historia inalterable que explora los lazos de amistad, la voluntad de ser uno mismo, y el coraje que toma para luchar por los demás, incluso cuando te encuentres solo.

**In addition to learning lessons from the musical on the themes of friendship, being yourself, and standing up for others, the Middle School cast and crew gathered stage presence, teamwork, and problem-solving skills.**

**Isolde Scoville’28** interpretó el papel de Patty Johnson, uno de los principales. Dijo, “Aprendí que es mejor trabajar con un equipo. Sin algunas de las personas allí, no habría sido tan bueno.”

**Lucy Pickett’27** dijo, “Interprete el papel de Maddie, y adoré mi papel. Aprendí cómo inmiscuirme en un personaje. Mi parte favorita del musical eran las canciones *Boggins Heights* y *Never Do Nothing*. Otra parte que me gustó fue trabajar con otros y conocer a las personas a las que de otra manera no habría conocido.”

**Actriz Emily Rotskoff’27** también disfrutó de su papel en la obra. “Interprete el papel de Peggy. Me gustó mucho mi papel. Tuve que actuar como una cuarta al borde que sólo se preocupa por sí misma y está escuchando y es Grove a otros niños. Mi parte favorita fue allí con los niños involucrados porque cada día, me sentía incluido y bienvenido, y a todos se les divertía y eran tan amables. Aprendí cómo actuar como alguien que no soy, y también aprendí cómo tener confianza cantando en frente de otros.”

In addition to learning lessons from the musical on the themes of friendship, being yourself, and standing up for others, the Middle School cast and crew gathered stage presence, teamwork, and problem-solving skills.
“Theatre is about storytelling, and this is a wonderful story,” said Charlotte Dougherty, Middle School Seventh Grade Dean and Drama Teacher. “Every student has had an occasion where they have witnessed, perpetrated, or experienced bullying. This story highlights what can happen and how important it is to be an ally. This gave the entire cast an opportunity to be an ally and send a great message to audiences of all ages.”

This production is funded year over year thanks to an endowment fund set up by the Mary Institute Class of 1954. Our students did a fantastic job of living into the opportunity to bring this musical to life in Freeman Theatre.

“My favorite part was all of the people involved because every day, I felt included and welcomed, and everyone was so funny and kind. I learned how to act as someone outside of who I am as a person. I also learned how to have confidence while singing in front of other people. I feel like I have so many more people I can trust.”

EMILY ROTSKOFF ’27
The Upper School Choirs took to the stage of Orthwein Theatre to present an MICDS community favorite: the annual Spring Pops Concert! This high-energy concert, a staple in the MICDS performing arts program since 2008, featured a mix of current and classic pop music, all choreographed by MICDS students.

Upper School Choir Director Dana Self said, “The thing that I enjoy the most about the Spring Pops Concert is that it is student-driven. After we have learned the music, the students take over the process to create and teach the choreography that goes along with each song. Students are also responsible for the stage set-up and decorations, lighting and sound, as well as a handful of other details that pop up along the way.”

“This concert is always my favorite of the two or three that we do each year particularly because we get to sing songs we’re already familiar with as well as choreograph dances to them,” said Nicole Dai ’23. “I always love watching the other choirs along with the soloists, and it’s also fun peering through the Orthwein doors and watching the audience’s reaction or quietly dancing to songs backstage.”

The 2023 concert included music by FUN, Dolly Parton, Hootie and the Blowfish, Journey, Toto, Madonna, American Authors, Adele, Plain White T’s, ABBA, and more!

“The student choreographers volunteer their time to design and teach the choreography that accompanies each song,” said Self. “These students get a good taste of what it’s like to be a teacher. They are charged with designing choreography for students with different levels of dance experience, ranging from no experience to those students who dance professionally. During the performance, the students make the choreography look so easy, but it really is the result of many hours of work. It’s true that practice makes perfect.”

“This year’s Spring Pops Concert was an absolutely amazing experience!” said Amisha Poojari ’25. “I love this concert especially because of the vibrant energy and fun-filled feel that comes with dancing and singing.”

Five featured soloists took to the stage at both performances, selected by a committee made up of senior choir members, Upper School faculty members, and choir alumni. Featured soloists for the 2023 concert included Aanya Tiwari ’23, Noah Macam ’23, Alizeh Jawaid ’23, and a duet by Livi Thomas ’23 and Grace Villagomez ’24.

“The students can feel the excitement in the audience, which helps to fuel their excitement as performers and take their performance to the next level,” said Self. “They always rise to the challenge, and I couldn’t be more proud of the final product come concert night.”
“This year’s Spring Pops Concert was an absolutely amazing experience! I love this concert especially because of the vibrant energy and fun-filled feel that comes with dancing and singing.”

AMISHA POOJARI ’25
Musicians Shine at Spring Band Concert

Parents, faculty, staff, friends, and loved ones filled the seats of Orthwein Theatre last May to enjoy a variety of music from sixth-grade, seventh-grade, eighth-grade and Upper School band students.

The sixth-grade band took the stage first, playing *Excitation March* by Rob Grice and *American Folk Trilogy* by Anne McGinty. Seventh grade then took over, offering *A Quiet Rain* by Walter Cummings and *Fortune Favors the Bold* by Matthew R. Putnam. Both grades then came together for a rousing rendition of *Jurassic Park*, arranged by Michael Sweeney.

Later, after the stage was reset, eighth-grade musicians played *Awesome Sauce* by Scott Watson and *Hymnsong Variants* by Robert W. Smith. They made way for the Upper School band, who kicked off their set with a creative piece called *Paper Cut* by Alex Shapiro. A significant part of the song involved the students using brightly-colored pieces of paper as instruments. The musicians then shared *And The Fire Raged* by Ted Ricketts and *Heartbeat Five* by Gary P. Gilroy. Finally, the eighth-graders returned for an 80s-themed Pep Band mash-up that included *Industry Baby, Billie Jean, Beat It, Don’t Stop Believing*, and *Separate Ways*.

The stage was once again reset for the Upper School Jazz Band performance, a delightful way to cap an outstanding evening of performances. These talented students played *Funk Zone, Midnight Snack, Born to Be Wild*, and *Stompin’ at the Savoy*, with many players featured in solos.

Several student musicians were celebrated near the end of the evening. The *James Andrew Benecke ’06* Award went to Sam Fontana ’23. Chloe Cheng ’23 won the 1955 John Phillips Sousa Award. Thank you to all three seniors, Mike Elvin ’23, Cheng, and Fontana, for their amazing leadership and dedication to the MICDS band program and their fellow musicians.
The Spring Orchestra Concert was a breathtaking adventure! MICDS students from third through 12th grade dazzled the audience with song after song of mounting skills and techniques, beautiful and dynamic music, and moments of awe.

First to the stage were the MICDS Strings students in third and fourth grade under the direction of Nicole Kovaluk, MICDS Strings Instructor. They performed several folk songs including *Twinkle Little Star Variations* and *French Folk Song*. The third and fourth-grade musicians showed off the D Major scale and even played *Train Song* while marching single-file in a line like a train.

The rest of the groups were directed by Dr. Jo Nardolillo, Orchestra Director and JK-12 Arts Department Chair, and Erin Hamill, Assistant Orchestra Director. Next came the Middle School performances starting with an MICDS trio. Anna Ko ’28 played viola, Nolan Ma ’28 played cello, and Emmaus Tzeng ’28 played piano. The talented trio beautifully performed *The Swan* by Camille Saint-Saëns. Then, the seventh-grade orchestra took everyone on an exciting ride as they performed three numbers, including a song called *Dragonhunter*, conducted by Emmaus, and *Perfect*, with a guitar and singing solo by special guest Wayne Kelley, Director of Technology Service and Support. The eighth-grade orchestra then performed two pieces including *Incognito* and *Music of the Night* with solos by Grace Maher ’27 and Siva Ram ’27.

The Upper School orchestra played full of adventure as they showcased five different numbers. To name a few, *Mission Impossible* was conducted by Ava Janes ’23, *It Takes One to Tango* featured a solo by Ellie Chen ’26, and students also played *Invicta* by Soon Hee Newbold with a solo by Emma Shao ’23.

The spring concert incorporated some very special details to make the performances memorable. Throughout the show, different students had leadership opportunities to serve as Concertmasters or Conductors. They wore dark sunglasses at times to evoke a mysterious and adventurous tone to the exciting music. Also, one of the pieces called for audience participation which added a fun element for all.

Before the final performance, several awards were given out. Congratulations to the following students on their remarkable achievements: Leonard...
Bernstein Musicianship Award to Emma Shao ’23, Director’s Choice Award to Hannah Morey ’23, National Orchestra Award to Ava Janes ’23.

Lastly, all of the strings and orchestra students gathered on stage for one final song, *Viva la Vida* by Coldplay.

Shao said, “My favorite parts of the Spring Concert were the solos. I had so much fun playing my solo, *Invicta*, and it was a great way to end my senior year in orchestra. Through this past year in orchestra, Dr. Nardolillo provided many helpful resources and gave me advice on practice techniques. It was helpful to learn from her, and I enjoyed helping my classmates as well.”

“The past year in the orchestra has given me great memories and friends,” said Isabelle Williams ’26. “I was new this year, and I was very worried at first going into my classes that I wasn’t going to have friends. The orchestra has handed me amazing people, whom I was able to quickly bond with. My orchestra friends from this school year are people I will cherish for the rest of my high school years.”

“The Orchestra Program not only helps you grow as a musician but also as a person,” said Ella Lin ’26. “Dr. Nardolillo cares about everyone as she helps them work their hardest and do their best. She makes sure everyone is comfortable with the pieces and class, and she listens to her students to make her class the best it can be. Her teaching has helped me do better and made me want to work harder.”

“I was new this year, and I was very worried at first going into my classes that I wasn’t going to have friends. The orchestra has handed me amazing people, whom I was able to quickly bond with. My orchestra friends from this school year are people I will cherish for the rest of my high school years.”

*ISABELLE WILLIAMS ’26*
Baseball
Head Coach: Michael Kraatz
Upperclassmen drive momentum through the season

The 2023 Rams turned in a 16-7 (8-2 conference) mark on the season, which began with a 2-1-1 showing in Vero Beach, Florida, against state-ranked opponents from both Colorado and Connecticut. Upon returning to Missouri, the momentum continued as the squad leaned on highly anticipated performances from upperclassmen, while also benefitting from countless contributions from several varsity newcomers. For their efforts, the Rams climbed into the state ranking yet again before post-season play began. The Metro Conference honored Eric Podgorny ’23, Henry Cordes ’24, and Brian Gould ’24 to its First Team roster. Second Team roster spots were awarded to Andrew Clifford ’24, Cam Cooper ’25, and LJ Triplett ’26. Jack Mills ’23 received honorable mention for his contributions. In a fitting conclusion to the selection process, captain Jack Rollo ’23 was chosen as the Conference Co-Player of the Year. Rollo and Cordes were also selected by the Missouri High School Coaches Association as First Team All-State honorees.

Cycling
Head Coach: Chris Ludbrook
Strong team emerges after rebuilding year

2023 proved to be the year of surprises for MICDS Cycling. After a rebuilding year in 2022, the team looked to continue to grow incrementally, but instead, the group exploded into the strongest team over the past five years. Sophia Ashley-Martin ’26 burst on the racing scene in early April with a 6th place finish in the first race of her career, dropping most of the adult field early. Other highlights for Ashley-Martin included a win in the Juniors Race at the World Wide Technology Raceway Criterium and a 3rd place finish behind two collegiate riders at the Tilles Park Criterium. Other top performers included Connor Paine ’24 and Sawyer Merlin ’25, who both proved to be tough competitors in the field. Anchoring the team was the continued steady leadership of Ash Aranha ’23 and Amara “Quinn” Autry ’23. Aranha and Autry have both been cornerstones of the team over the past four years and leave a legacy of hard work and strong character. The team has committed to support their community by raising funds for cancer research through Pedal the Cause on Merlin’s Magic Riders. Many of the team took part in PTC summer training rides in preparation for the event and the fall Cyclocross season.
Boys Golf
Head Coach: Changa Bey

All shots count in a comeback year

Boys Golf had a “comeback” year of sorts. The team motto for this season was “All Shots Count.” They enjoyed their first spring break golf trip since the pandemic. The team went to Winter Garden, Florida, for a week during spring break to play and practice at Orange County National Golf Center. The extra play and practice combined with the “All Shots Count” mentality helped MICDS secure its best regular season play in the last four years with a 6-2 conference record and 2nd-place finish in the Metro League Tournament. Newcomer Ritchie Sabalvaro ’24 made great contributions to the team with a top 10 Metro League finish and earning 2nd Team All-Metro League. Sophomore Ben Gelven ’25 had a breakout year with a 2nd-place finish in the Metro League Tournament, 2nd-place finish at the District Tournament, and top-10 finish in the State Championship. He earned All-Metro League, All-District, and All-State Honors with one of the lowest regular season scoring averages in the state. Overall, the Boys Golf team is in great shape and looking ahead to next season and more amazing play.

Girls Lacrosse
Head Coach: Kate Haffenreffer

Perseverance prevails in a tough season

The defending two-time state championship MICDS Girls Lacrosse Team finished the season with a 10-8 record and a 4th-place finish in State. The Rams exceeded expectations, given the loss of seven seniors from the previous season and an injury-riddled roster. The team prevailed in a thrilling elite eight matchup against St. Joseph’s Academy, winning by a goal from Madison Sineff ’24 in the final second of the game. Eventually, the Rams fell to Eureka 7-9 in the semi-final matchup. Individual accolades abounded this season with First Team All-Metro Honors being awarded to five Rams: Kendall Curry ’23, Ava Goldson ’24, Sineff, Caroline Koman ’25, and Amelia Mackin ’26. Ella Etherington ’24 was awarded Second Team All-Metro Honors, and Erica Engelhardt ’23 received Honorable Mention honors. Goalie Curry, Attacker Goldson, and Midfielder Sineff made the All-State Team, comprised of the best 20 players in the state. Goldson was one of seven players in Missouri to be a USA Lacrosse All-American recipient, while Curry and Sineff were awarded USA Lacrosse All-Academic honors. Curry was also named All-Metro Conference Player of the Year. The Rams look forward to a strong and healthy 2024 season!
The Rams Boys Lacrosse team finished the season as the MSLA State runners-up, Metro Conference Champions, and with an overall record of 15-5. Leading the way were senior captains George Herron ’23, Brin Lewis ’23, Mac Stevens ’23, and junior captain Willy Carpenter ’24. Highlights of the season included wins over Indiana power Cathedral Catholic and North Carolina state semifinalist Durham Academy. The future of the program looks bright. The Rams will return seven starters and many players who got significant playing time in the 2023 season. Post-season awards once again featured many Rams. Included on the All-Metro conference list were midfielders Stevens, Carpenter, and Graham Faust ’26, as well as defenders George Pronger ’23, Conference Player of the Year Tyler Petersen ’23, Henry Oliver ’25, Tyler Tschudy ’24, and Herron. All-State honors went to Carpenter, Oliver, Petersen, Herron, and Tschudy. Lastly, Herron earned one of only five All-American spots, and Carpenter picked up Academic All-American.

The Boys Tennis team completed a successful year both as a team and individually, returning to the championship round of Districts and finishing second to eventual state team champion Ladue. The team had a lot of young talent with sophomores Jai Patel ’25 and Arjun Puri ’25 at #1 and #3, respectively, and freshman Owen Kizer ’26 at the #2 position. Patel and Kizer made it to the finals of the State Doubles Championships before succumbing to Ladue, and Puri won the consolation bracket at State to finish in 5th place in the singles competition. One of the top regular season wins for the team was against Clayton, with a 6-3 result. Another standout performance included a 1st place finish by Louis Niemeyer ’24 in the Metro League Conference Championships at #4 singles. Patel, Puri, and Kizer earned First Team All-Metro League honors, while Niemeyer made Second Team All-Metro League. Looking ahead to next year, the Rams return the top six players on the team, which include rising seniors Armaan Chandak ’24 and Dhruv Krishnan ’24.
Girls Track & Field
Head Coach: Jim Lohr
Anderson ’23 picks up two State Individual Championships

Maya Anderson ’23 won two State Individual Championships, avenging her loss last year in the 100m hurdles by winning over last year’s State Champion, and finished second in the 300m hurdles. She also successfully defended her title in the triple jump, winning for the second time in as many years, and she set a school record of 40’-2-1/2” during the season. Julia Ray ’23 ended her illustrious career at State, finishing third in the 3200m run. Ray completes her high school run as two-time State Champion, 2022 All-Region Honors, 2021 Gatorade Player of the Year, 10-Time All-State, a Silver Medalist (Runner Up), a Bronze, and MICDS Record Holder in 5K, two-mile, and one-mile. Nicole Green ’25 was a State qualifier in shot put. Grace Coppel ’25 also made a run in the 800m final and closed for a 10th-place finish. Ray received the Harriet Green Award, and Anderson received the new Greg Foster Award, which recognizes Foster’s mentorship and coaching. The MICDS Girls Track & Field team finished in 5th place in Class 5 this season at the State Championship.

Boys Track and Field
Head Coach: Jim Lohr
Moore ’23 captures 100m title at State, 4×100 and 4×200 relay teams nab wins

At the State Championship, captain Winston Moore ’23 captured the 100m title. He was also the district and sectional champion and ran sub 11:00 in each race this season, finishing with a personal best of 10:53, second on the all-time list. Captain Nate Schuckman ’23 finished his career with an All-State performance in the discus throw on his last trip to the Championship. He finished eighth, earning All-State honors, and is the MICDS record holder in that event. Tristan Williams ’24 had a spectacular season in the 400m, finishing third and breaking the MICDS record set last year. The 4x100m relay team of Steve Hall ’23, Moore, Jeremiah Clay ’24, and Henry Rohan ’26 won the State Championship and set a School record of 41:96 in prelims. The 4x200m relay team of Moore, Clay, Williams, and Rohan were State Champions this season. Rohan qualified in the 100m dash and finished in 10th place. Luke Allgeyer ’25 qualified in the shot put and finished in 15th place. Cole Gipson ’23 set a school record in the javelin, throwing for 144’-6”. Moore earned this season’s Charles Story Gillis ’16 Award. Overall, Boys Track & Field finished in 6th place at State.

Water Polo
Head Coach: Claudio Mermelstein
Key late-season victories spur playoff run

What a season it has been! The team faced tough competition and overcame many challenges, mostly due to hard work and coalescing as a team. Several key victories near the end of the regular season helped the team make it to playoffs, where the boys played with heart and determination before falling just short of their ultimate goal. They played with sportsmanship, integrity, and a never-give-up attitude. Every player gave it his all, and each made progress over the course of the season. Their dedication and commitment to the team serve to inspire younger players coming up, and the team looks to come back stronger next year. Departing seniors Mason Bedell ’23, Mason Boon ’23, Logan Donnelly ’23, Theodore Elfenbien ’23, and Owen Limbrick ’23 served as leaders and will be missed.

04. The MICDS Girls Track & Field Team finished in 5th place in the Class 5 State Championship with several notable individual accomplishments.

05. The MICDS Boys Track & Field Team finished in 6th place at State with several notable individual accomplishments.

06. The MICDS Water Polo Team landed several late-season victories that spurred a playoff run.
The MICDS Varsity Boys and Girls Lacrosse teams invited their Beasley friends to a free clinic on McCreery Field after school on a sunny spring Friday, sharing their love of the game with a new generation of players. Lower School students didn't even need equipment, just a desire for a fun time learning a new sport while interacting with older schoolmates.

“The clinic was a hit for both the Beasley students and the varsity players alike! A bit of organized chaos is always fun, right?” laughed Kate Haffenreffer, Varsity Girls Lacrosse Head Coach.

The fledgling lacrosse players rotated through stations to learn stickwork, ground balls, and shooting. At the end of the skills session, everyone united for a game of Sharks and Minnows, which brought a lot of smiles and giggles to everyone.

“I thought it was really fun to get to interact with the Beasley kids and spark their interest in the sport,” said Kendall Curry ’23, Girls Lacrosse Goalie and Co-Captain. “For most of them, this was their first time playing lacrosse so we tried to make the drills really fast-paced and entertaining to help them find a similar love and passion for the sport that we have.”

Varsity Girls Co-Captain and Defender Erica Engelhardt ’23 said, “Playing with the younger kids was super fun because we got to share our love for lacrosse with them and connect the Upper and Lower schools.”

For me, the continued growth of lacrosse in St. Louis and even more so at MICDS is incredibly important,” said Haffenreffer. “My goal has always been to grow the girls’ game in Missouri to the level that it is in other parts of the country like the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic. As a non-traditional St. Louis sport, many families have never seen the game or know how to get their child involved in playing. This clinic was a small opportunity to do just that.

“It’s really awesome to see the kids get so excited about a new sport and see them light up when they catch their first ball or score their first goal,” said Varsity Boys Captain and Goalie George Herron ’23. “The kids make giving back a really unique experience and I hope to continue sharing the tradition with these students and inspire them to do the same.”
Bedell Named St. Louis Post-Dispatch Scholar Athlete

Mason Bedell ’23 was selected by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch as a scholar athlete last spring. At MICDS, Mason participated in swimming, water polo, and track and field. He was a National Merit Finalist, earned the top ACT score possible, received the Yale Book Award and Science Department Award, and is a member of the Cum Laude Society. He is now studying at the University of Alabama. In his bio published by the Post-Dispatch, he gives a shoutout to Upper School Math Teacher Al Begrowicz. “My calculus teacher, Mr. B [is my role model]. He comes to work every day excited to teach and interact with his students, and it is evident that he has dedicated his life to what truly makes him happy. I aspire to one day find a purpose in life that makes me as happy as Mr. B is when he’s teaching.”

Congratulations, Mason!
Throughout the history of MICDS, teachers have provided an educational experience that fosters curiosity, self-discovery, and academic inquiry. They set high expectations and create a supportive learning environment. Last spring, we celebrated their commitment and passion during National Teacher Appreciation Week!

Parents, alumni, and friends of the School showed their tremendous support during National Teacher Appreciation Week by making an MICDS Fund gift in honor or memory of a present or past MICDS faculty member. All donations were designated to the Faculty Excellence area within the MICDS Fund because excellence begins with supporting our world-class faculty.

To add to the outpouring of appreciation, the Parents Association provided delicious and fun daily treats during National Teacher Appreciation Week for our faculty and staff in all three divisions.

On behalf of our students and faculty, who are the direct beneficiaries of this phenomenal support, we are grateful for your support!

Many notes and testimonials accompanied the gifts for teachers who made a lasting impression, inspired curiosity, and shared enduring lessons. Read a few excerpts:

“Thank you for being a kind and patient English teacher, inspiring students to develop an interest in English and literature.” — CURRENT PARENT

“Thank you for making complex science concepts both understandable and interesting.” — CURRENT PARENT

“Thank you for being a psychology teacher who truly understands the psychology of the students, fostering their love for the subject, and creating a positive, pressure-free learning environment.” — CURRENT PARENT

“Who knew AP Calculus could be fun?” — CURRENT PARENT

“Thank you, Kelly Long, for allowing our daughter to be her true, silly self and encouraging her excitement for science!” — CURRENT PARENT
“Thank you for being supportive and understanding advisor who encourages students, identifies their potential, patiently motivates them to further develop and showcase their abilities, listens to them, and genuinely cares for their well-being.” –CURRENT PARENT

“Mr. B is one of the best teachers I have had, and I actively looked forward to his class. He is excited to be there and excited to teach, and that makes his students excited to learn. He is supportive and kind and always makes sure all students genuinely understand while making the process fun. Thank you, Mr. B!” –ALUMNUS

“Thank you for making such a positive impact on our son during his first year at MICDS. As his advisor, you made his transition seamless! He will miss your mentorship and guidance next year!” –CURRENT PARENT

“Coaches like Brian Coco, Josh Smith, Ron Holtman, and Dave Stevens helped me learn the importance of hard work and dedication.” –ALUMNUS

“Bon jour M. Crumb, merci beaucoup pour m’avoir donné tellement d’opportunités fantastiques cette année!! J’adore le Cercle Français :). Vous êtes le meilleur professeur, et je me réjouis de travailler avec vous l’année prochaine. [Hello Mr. Crumb, thank you so much for giving me so many fantastic opportunities this year!! I love the Cercle Français :). You are the best teacher, and I look forward to working with you next year.]” –CURRENT STUDENT

“You gave me a new outlook on English. Every class is engaging, and I take something away from it. You’ve also helped me a lot in my writing.” –CURRENT STUDENT

“Thank you for being a supportive and helpful, teaching math in a way that is both unique and interesting!” –CURRENT PARENT

“Coaches like Brian Coco, Josh Smith, Ron Holtman, and Dave Stevens helped me learn the importance of hard work and dedication.” –ALUMNUS
Kona Ice Truck for Lower School Participation

The last day of school was full of sunshine and Ram pride as students transitioned from an incredible school year to the start of summer. To make things even “cooler,” Lower School students were treated to a visit from the Kona Ice Truck in recognition of their parents and guardians having the highest MICDS Fund participation out of all the school divisions.

The School has tremendous gratitude for parent’s ongoing support of the MICDS Fund. Students, teachers, staff, and administrators feel very fortunate to have you all as members of this wonderful community.

WITH AN AVERAGE OF 91% PARTICIPATION, Beasley parents achieved the highest overall MICDS Fund participation rate among Lower, Middle, and Upper School parents during the 2022-2023 school year!

Who plants Friday’s Tree? YOU DO!

Did you know that tuition accounts for about 80% of the total cost of an MICDS education while the remaining 20% is funded from other sources? One way to think about this is that current parents support the education of their children Monday through Thursday of each week, while generous donors pay for Friday. Those other sources include, most notably, income from invested endowment gifts, as well as donations to the MICDS Fund.

In its purest form, philanthropy is the selfless act of giving, of planting a sapling today whose branches will grow to benefit future generations. The seed you plant now in the form of a gift to the MICDS Fund could grow to cure cancer, solve the climate crisis, land...

Support the MICDS Fund: www.micds.org/give

the first crew on another planet, or lead our nation. As a school dedicated to forming men and women who can meet the challenges of this world with confidence, we must continue to plant these trees.

At MICDS, every fifth tree—Friday’s Tree—is such a gift, and we are ever grateful for it. Please help us plant Friday’s Tree today by making a gift to the MICDS Fund!
Reunion Weekend Brings Generous Gifts

Reunion Weekend 2023 was a big success for classes ending in 3 and 8. From the fifth to the 80th reunion honorees, 600 alumni returned to campus. They represented eight decades and 26 reunion classes, and they participated in a yearlong fundraising campaign to raise $373,975. We are deeply grateful to those who participated in their Reunion Class Gift. MICDS depends on the generosity, enthusiasm, and spirit of its Reunion alumni/ae to anchor the MICDS Fund as well as to support various endowed funds. We look forward to working with this year’s cohort of reunion classes (ending in 4 and 9) as they set their own aspirational—yet achievable—fundraising goals.

Thank you, MICDS alumni!

600
ALUMNI RETURNED TO CAMPUS

8
DECADES REPRESENTED

26
REUNION CLASSES ATTENDED

$373,975
RAISED

Save the date

Reunion Weekend 2024

May 2–4, 2024

Join your classmates and share fun memories

1944–80th
1949–75th
1954–70th
1959–65th
1964–60th
1969–55th
1974–50th
1979–45th
1984–40th
1989–35th
1994–30th
1999–25th
2004–20th
2009–15th
2014–10th
2019–5th

To help organize your class activities, call 314-995-7312 or email Louise Jones at ljones@micds.org.
Once again, the MICDS campus is pulsing with the vibrant energy that befits a school educating children as young as four and as old as 18. Our classrooms, outdoor learning spaces, and athletic facilities are a fitting backdrop for the work of shaping children to be responsible citizens who can meet the challenges of this world with confidence and embrace all its people with compassion.

I am so proud to serve on the Board of Trustees for a school thriving under the leadership of Jay Rainey and the creativity and dedication of our beloved faculty and staff. I am proud of our students, too, and grateful for the ongoing partnership and support of our families.

This is an exciting year for MICDS. Enrollment continues to be strong and interest in the School is rising with each season. Our finances are managed responsibly and professionally with appropriate board oversight, resulting in a fiscally sound organization able to provide students with an abundance of resources. Our campus is a shining jewel, welcoming all to learn and play and connect with each other. We have welcomed new faculty and staff and celebrated our veterans, fusing fresh new perspectives with solid pedagogical experience. And we are embarking on the creation of a new strategic plan designed to fit the ever-changing needs of a school on the forefront of educational innovation.

All of this is possible, of course, thanks to the generous philanthropic support of our alumni, parents, grandparents, faculty, administrators, and friends. Your gifts are critical to ensuring MICDS’ position as a leading independent school in the country. Gifts to the MICDS Fund contribute directly to the operating budget, benefiting every student, directly impacting the student experience, and assuring robust resources for opportunities and experiences that deepen and extend learning and engagement.

We are pleased to share here our Honor Roll of Donors, which includes every community member who made a gift of $100 or more to the MICDS Fund in the 2022-2023 academic year as well as individuals who made gifts to the 25th and 50th Reunion Class Gift Program, Special Projects, Memorials, Tributes, and Bequests.

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I thank everyone who so generously supported MICDS during the past year. Our school is grateful for this community that cares deeply about our mission.

Andrew Condie
Chair, MICDS Board of Trustees
The following list celebrates those donors who supported the MICDS Fund with a gift of $100 or more in the fiscal year July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023.
MICDS Board of Trustees 2022-2023

Board Officers

CHAIR
Andrew Condie ’82

VICE CHAIR
A. Jason Brauer ’94 P

SECOND VICE CHAIR AND TREASURER
Maureen Sheehan P

SECRETARY
Charmaine Ansari P

Board Members

Michael Andrew P
Frank Childress ’79 P
Susannah Danforth P
Edes Gilbert P
Joseph Gira ’89 P
Geoffrey Grammer ’06
Janet Jones Horlacher ’76 P
Alaina Maciá P
Jill Spitzfaden Meyer ’95 P
Katharine Mikulec P
McKay Baur Mills ’92 P
Rufus Moore Jr P
Chonda Nwamu P
Carla Pace P

Julie Ralph P
Michael Riney ’04 P
John Sedgwick ’05 P
David Steward ’95 P
David Weiss ’81 P
Kelly Wright P
David Yuan P

Mai and Michael McLaughlin P
Andrea and David Meade P
Melissa and Robert Merlin P
Katharine and Anthony Mikulec P
Megan Flashkamer and Robert Miller P
Joan and Richard Millman P GP
Mary Faller and Paul Mills P
Melanie and Barclay Nelson ’88
Pamela and Richard Nelson ’58 P
Ami and Benjamin Newman P
Carla and Orlando Pace P
Allison Brightman ’75 and John Patella
Michelle and John Peritore P
Cynthia Shoenberg ’67 and
Raymond Peters ’67 P GP
Julia and John Peters ’01 P
Aiden and Henry Pflaeger ’80 P
Jacqueline Phillips P
Lynn Simowitz ’84 and David Phillips P
Shuyi and Ronald Ragland
Ruth and Jay Rainey
Heidi St. Peter and Winthrop Reed P
Bianca and Martin Resch P
Paula and Rodger Riney P GP
Andrea and Charles Royce P
Merrica and Jonathan Schell P
Sally Braxton ’71 and Terry Schnuck P
Elizabeth and Stephen Schott P
Alice Wuertenbaecher ’74 and
Mark Sedgwick ’72 P GP
Kim and Dwight Seward ’83
Sudie Black Shinkle ’61 P GP
Joan and Sherman Silber P
Annelle and Harlee Sorkin P
Katherine and Nelson Spencer P
Diane and Peter Swank ’01
Melissa and Christopher Swank P
Emily and Adam Thompson ’05
Bryan Thompson ’12
Thomas Tipton ’77 P
Milica and Justin Vogt P
Ellen Armstrong ’56 and
John Wallace ’52 P
Jane and William Wallace ’78
Kelly and Neil Wright P
Cynthia Ma and David Yuan P
Sherry Ma and Jianmin Zhao P
Fock Chook and Cheng Zheng P

SCHOLAR CIRCLE
$1,000 - $2,499

Anonymous (2)
Melissa Engelsmann ’80 and
Thomas Acker P
Angela Adams P
Binu Chakkamparambil and
Suraj Alakkassery P
Wendi Alper-Pressman ’78
Melanie King and Jeffrey Altvater
Nafissa Bashar and Iqbal Amin P
Charmaine and Sajidil Ansari P
Alyson and Jesse Appleton ’97
Susan Frelich ’66 and
Robert Appleton P
Olivia and Arun Aranha P
Leslie Banas and Zachary Archer ’02
Jodi and Maty Aronson P
Julie and Justin Aylward ’98 P
Lawrence Baldwin ’88
Clarence Barksdale ’50 P
Ron Bartels GP
Mary and Rufus Barton ’59
Laura and Peter Benoist P
Rakhee and Sam Bhayani P
Marion Bischoff Black ’53 P
Catherine Shelton Bollinger ’64 P GP
Leslie Bond ’75

Michelle and Frederick Bouchard
Ingrid and Stephen Brice ’68
Keith Bridwell ’71 P
Virginia Haifenreffer Brightman P
Suzanne Williams ’63 and Bill Broadus
Michele and Mark Brooks P
Chris and McAfee Burke ’01 P
Julie and Francis Burns P
Christina and Thomas Cadwell ’97
Letah Hickman Carruthers ’78 P
Sandra Doughton ’59 and
Larry Chapin
Feng Ling and Xiang Chen P
Samantha and Jess Chish P
Elizabeth Andrews ’87 and
Robert Churchill
Brittany and Jeffrey Ciaramita P
Amy and Brian Collard ’93 P
Emily and Dan Cooper ’05 P
Susan Shoenberg Cronholm ’65
Farrell Galt ’93 and John Crowley P
Bebe and Mark Cusumano
Darcy and Christopher Dalton P
Adriana Barragan de David and
Max David P
Jamie and Michael Diamond P
Christina and Sean Doherty P
Sara and Stephen Douglass ’98
Jill Goessling ’69 and Edward Dowd P
Susan Howe Dubin ’67
Elizabeth Sims ’78 and James Duff
Anita and Robert Dunaway GP
Heidi and Christopher Durr ’87 P
Susan Spoehr ’54 and
Howard Elliott ’52 P GP
John Elson ’61
Lorena and Kent Faerber ’59
Becky Jones ’64 and
Lucien Fouke ’59 P
Marianne Schultz ’64 and
Martin Galt ’60 GP P
Stacy and Frederick Galt ’90
Margaret Williams ’64 and
Philip George GP P
Paul Goldberg ’76 P
Susan Goldberg P
Huifen Zhu and Yiming Gong P
Sundari Balan and
Radhakrishnan* Gopalan P
Amy and Michael Gray ’90
Suzy and Richard Grote ’63 P
Lena and Bjorn Haas P
Laura Garesche ’72 and
John Haifenreffer P GP
Naina Aljaz and Syed Haider P
Rebecca Howe P ’74 and
Arthur Hailand P
Elizabeth Huben and Richard ’89 Hall P
Sarina and Kunal Hansa P
Margaret and Timothy Hanser ’85 P
Suzanne* Siegel ’45 and
Earle Harbison P GP
L. Shepley Hermann ’71
Merrill Hermann ’13
Kristin and Scott Herndon P
Christy and Thomas Hickey ’91
Janine Heatland ’84 and
Thomas Hofer P
Suzanne Stein Hoffman ’53 P GP
Carlota Hermann ’67 and
Richard Holton P GP
Louise and Richard Jensen P GP
Betty Schroth Johnson ’52 P
Sally Curby Johnston ’59 P GP
Kristina and Edwin Jones ’02 P
Nancy Ylvisaker and
Wesley Jones ’74 P
Laura Kloos Justiss ’66
Lynn and Brian Kalic P

P Current parent or parent of alum
Angela and Robert Klutho P
Jean and David Koller P
Carol and John Krieger GP
Sheyda Namazie-Kummer and Terrance Kummer P
Donna DeWitt Lambert ’57 P
Richard Lammet ’99
Whitney Overton Langas ’92
Casey Krinski and Shane LaRue P
April Cline ’98 and Matthew Levison P
Xiaohua Wu and Jiang Li P
Stephanie Chen and Jason Lin P
Judith and Robert Little GP
Elizabeth and Philip Loughlin ’85
Kathryn Elliott ’84 and George Love P
Katherine and Jason Lurk P
Paula and Edward Macias GP
Muddasani Reddy and Parthasarathi Maraparedigari P
Tina and Dennis Markwardt GP P
Allison and Charles McAlpin ’01
Rosalie Truong and James McCarthy P
Jacquelyn and Jamie McGinness P
Ellen Hiatt and Barnett McKee ’71 P
Rosalie Truong and Jack Wu P
Hong Ke and Song Yoo P
Yihong Fei and Dong Zhou P
Amy and Michael R. Zlatic P

CHALLENGER

$500 - $999

Anonymous (4)
Cary and Stephen Achuff ’60
Krati and Piyush Agarwal P
Nabil Ahmad P
Gerard Andricio ’07
Polly and Christopher Bade ’95 P
Iona and Richard Baldwin ’57 GP
Paula and John Barksdale ’82
Mahalakshmi and Ravi Bhogaraju P
Margaret Charnness Bible ’70 and Skip Barber
Keld and Jeﬀrey Blomker ’09
Alicia Reese ’89 and Michael Bollhoff
Kathy and Edward Boeschenstein ’88
Susan Forney ’59 and Stephen Boyd ’51
Sandi and Robert Brand ’54
Tsutsumi and Nathaniel Bright P
Ann Lortz Brightman ’57 P GP
Mindi and Stephen Brothers P
Elizabeth and L. Michael Brunt P GP
Emily Barksdale ’86 and Keith Bryant
Teresa and Richard Buckley ’68
Gaylour Burke ’60
Hua Zhong and Xindi Cai P
Steven Carrico P
Jayashree Rajkucknun and Saravanan Chinthanaiselvan P
John Colloff ’63
Christina and Jeffrey Coverdell P
Danette and Joshua Davis P
Sunita Reddy and Seshu Devrapally P
Carol Kent ’58 and Walter Diggins ’54 P
Laura Lortz Edge
Faye Eggerding ’62
Leah and Jonathan Eggers P
James and Eileen Eisen ’76 P
Sally Garhart ’74 and Sandy Eneguess
Laura and Christopher Falk P
Xiao Yue Fan P
Laura Leith ’91 and Donald Frank P
Rebecca Gummer ’03 and Daniel Freund ’04
Lauren Thomas ’02 and John Fries ’99 P
Arwen and Jamie Froedge P
Virginia and Christopher Gaebe P
Renu Teckchandani and Umesh Gandhi P
Linda Cox-Garleanu and Nicolae Garleanu P
Xiaorong Liu and Jianjun Ge P
Abigail Engelsmann ‘95 and
Douglas Giles ’93 P
John Gillis ’57 P GP
Sarah and David Glasser P
Jennifer and Carlos Gomez P
Jill and William Gould P
Clare Burns ’05 and
Andrew Grumney ’05
Yufu Guseva P
Patricia and Richard Habersstroh GP
Kathleen and Christopher Haffenreffer ’99 P
Brittany and Arnold Hale P

$250 - $499

Marlyn Schneider Hamer ’48
April and Ryan Hammer P
Kristin Crowell ’92 and Mark Hatch
Jill and David Hauck GP
Kathryn and Michael Haw P
Nedra and Bruce Hecker ’71
Marilin and Richard Helmholtz ’58
Lindsay and Oliver Hickel ’63
Alexis and A. Charles Hiemz ’02
Nancy and John Hillhouse P
Marian Wiener and
Maurice Hirsch ’58 GP
Holly Holtz ’68
Catherine Kenny ’77 and
Nelson Howe ’71 P
Yen and Jason Jan P
John Johnson
Mary and Gregory Johnson P GP
Kathryn and Gopinatha Joshi P
Christine and Michael Karr P
Shannon Lopata ’92 and
Peter Kastor P
Nittika and Sumesh Kaswan P
Shelley and Edward Keller ’79
Sonnet and Kevin Kill Spitzfaden P
Bethany Gasparovic and
Robert Klahr ’87 P
Elizabeth Brunner ’97 and
William Kline ’97 P
Kathleen Kobylh ’76 and
James Mooney
Carey and Christopher Krieger P
Vandana and Ram Krishnan P
Holly Leicht ’88
Mary Hermann ’85 and
John Lemkemeier P
Jean Light GP
Julie Cavanaugh and Jim Lohr
Xinying Mu and Rong Long P
Tingting Li and Kon Ly P
Kate Cardwell and John MacCarthy ’78
Judith and John McCarter GP
Robert Metzer ’68
Nicole and John Moore P
Catherine and Birch Mullins ’61 P GP
Sara and Thomas Neill P
Judith Nord P
Thomas O’Hara ’15
Mandi and James O’Leary P
Beth and David O’Connell GP
Tiffany and Jeffrey Osborn P
Samantha and Stephen Owen P
Alicia and Jason Parker P
Leah and Mark Paskar ’92
Yugandhara and Amit Pawale P
Diane and Karl Petersen P
Thurston Pettus ’59
Trent Barnes Phillips ’62 P
Sarah and James Plaskett P
Amber and Daniel Pook P
Tiffany and Kielan Powell P
Barbara Singer ’68 and Jerome Pratter
Barbara and Abdullah Gashi GP P
Nancy Buford Ream ’56
Nancy Bates ’85 and
Jonathan Rainhard P
Julie Grote ’65 and Richard Rogers
Leanna and Chad Rohmohl
Virginia Russell ’91 and
John Rowe P GP
William Rowe ’15
Hsuan-wei Juan and Aaron Schlafly
Caroline and Steven Schmidt ’63
Nikoleta Kolovos and
Douglas Schuerer P
Sara Scott ’96 and Kevin Seabaugh
Megan and John Sedgwick ’05 P
Lindsey and Matthew Segal P

RED AND GREEN

$250 - $499

Anonymous (8)
Ronnie and Harry Agress ’64
Martha and Frederick Altwater ’75 P
Paul Anagnoptostoulos ’70
Carole and Thomas Annesser GP
Kristen and Robert Armstrong ’90
Farzene Sharif and Aqeel Aslam
Sharon and Thomas Aylward GP P
William Babcock GP
Kate and David Babington ’96
Anoo Sennaraj and
Sennaraj Balasubramanian P
Dilek and Osman Balci P
Katherine Watt ’02 and Kyle Banahan
Eric Banks P
Martha and Carson Baur ’89 P
Eric Bierling P
Vivek Biswas ’11
Jacqueline Kam–Blackard and
William Blackard P
Carroll Willis Blair ’60 P
Jacqueline Israel ’64 and
Peter Blakeslee
Marysa Monterubio ’05 and
Paul Boggsen
Ann Hinchey ’63 and Kenneth Bohm
Amy and Greg Boschart P
Tanja and Jeffrey Brinker ’75 P
Stephanie and Timothy Brunt ’06
Gloria and Michael Burns ’70 P
Geoff and Adam J. and Ned Wasniewski
Mary White ’78 and
Jean–Jacques Carnal ’74 P
Mireille El Hayek and Elie Chahla P
Tiffany and Randy Chan P
Clare Lueking Chapman ’51
Jeanne Ruer led ’94 and
Sumner Charles ’93 P
John Cheezem P
Maja Chenenkov and
Saurabh Bharadwaj P
Ryan Chuang ’07
Ashley ’71 and John Clemen P
Krystal White and Eric Compton P
Sally Maxwell and John Connolly P
Liane and Rofflie Constantine P

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum
Natalia and Gerald Cooper GP
Amy Scheer and Joseph Crall P
Elizabeth Jones ‘67 and
Stephen Crawford ’66
Joan and David Culver ’59 P
Emily Gong and Jeff Dai P
Yasmeen Qureshi ’94 and
Shiraz Dau P
Rich Dimock
Ann Jiang and Tao Ding P
Edward Dowd ’78
Margaret Baldwin ’77 and
John Dozier P
Laurie and Thomas Drake ’60
Charles Drew ’74
Lakshmi and Ashwin Dundoo ’80 P
Kelly and Michael Durbin P
Carmen and Daryl Eaton P
Rosalie Engler ’96 and
Sue Ann Stanton
Renuka Chintapalli Erickson ’03
Brian Erwin P
Sue Essen ’68
Megan Cooper and Todd Fehninger P
Katie Clark ’08 and
William Feuerbacher
Rebecca and William Fields P
Ashley Brauer ’92 and Joel Foote
Bonne and A. Jerome Freeland P GP
Kristi and Eric Freeeland ’96
Mark Freeland ’90
Linda Gans P
Gregory Gettly ’60
Carol Giles GP
Cliff Gilmore P
Lindsey and Brian Glass P
Patricia and Thomas Goldberg ’75
Jennifer Golding
Susan Good P
Kelsey and Geoffrey Grammer ’06
Joseph Grasso ’79
Charia Kruse ’62 and
W. Ashley Gray ’51 GP
Holly Hermann ’74 and
David Gulick ’72 GP
Stacy Haberstroh P
Luthresa Hall GP
Amber and Hansoor Haq P
Lauren Sedgwick ’03 and
Ryan Harbison ’03 P
Tripp Hardin ’79 P
Helen and Justin Harris P
Stephanie Matteson and
Benjamin Harris P
Tracy Hart P
Karen Smith ’68 and Edward
Hempstead GP
Amy and Andrew Hogenson P
Irene Schock Holmes ’73 P
Mary and James Howe ’77
Virginia Hanses ’83 and
John Howell ’83 P
Gloria D’Oench James ’49
Rachel Jenkins P
Cindy and Robert Johnson P
Benton and Rodney Jones P
Corinne Dennig ’79 and
Meredith Jones P
Susan and Robert Karr ’60 P
Kerry Bryan and John Kellerman
Stacey Kirbyk ’92
Sho Kang and Hoo Sang Ko P
Nancy and Kurt Krueger ’74
Laurea and Christopher Leonard P
Allison Light P
Chris Lopata ’88
Kristin and Jared Lurk P

Marjorie Williams ’68 and Frank Lyon
Meghan and Robert Maher P
Shalini Paruthi and Raman Malhotra P
Ivy and Josh Mandell P
Ambarish Maneppalli ’98
Katy Carrico ’06 and Doug Martin P
Kristin and Timothy Matisziew P
Carie Pechloff ’00 and Dan Mauch
Mary and Geoffrey McClelland ’58
Marion and Thomas McConnell GP
Lesley Knowles McIntire ’66 P
Nancy Croak ’76 and
James McKown P
Wende and Donald Meissner ’80 P
Kerri and Christopher Mileski P
Elizabeth Miller
Berkeley Frost ’09 and
Michael Minton ’08
Deborah and McPherson Moore P
Irene Moore ’84
Manjula and Anjan Mulkanoor P
Elizabeth and Benjamin Niven P
Morgan Niven ’20
Susan Orlando
Heather and Jay Padratzik P
Ranjana Tripathi and Sharad Pandey P
Carmen Ubarr and Daniel Parietti P
Katherine McDonnell ’90 and
Antonio Pipioli P
Paulita Pransche ’93
Hannah and Robert Preston ’99 P
Kathryn and James Preston GP P
Anshu Sood and Varun Pur P
Saima and Usman Qayyum P
Whitney Gulick ’97 and
Timothy Reoubut
Sandhya and Chandra Reddy P
Caro Schneithorst ’83 and
Lawrence Reed ’71 P
Alexandra Gutierrez and
Martin Reis ’90
Hadamucklerman ’99 and
Timothy Reynolds P
Harriet Travilla ’74 and Allan Reynolds
Laia and M. Weldon Rogers ’80 P
Tucker Ruwich ’11
Ashley Sewell ’03 and Patrick Ryan
Jane and Marcel Saghir GP
Avinash Samudrala ’98
Carole Sant GP P
Helen Robinson Scales ’60
Stephanie and Philip Schroeder P
Tatjana and Robert Schwendinger
PG
Hugh Scott ’67 P
Kelsey Seger ’03 and
Daniel Lueckenhoff
Tian Liu and David Sha P
Yingzi Du and Mingqiang Shao P
Kristin Buhl ’83 and John Sheehan
Lewis Shepley ’57 P
Elizabeth Markward ’97 and
Matthew Sherman P
Shaista Ali and Sameer Siddiqui P
Amy and Christian Sikorski P
Caroline Silverwright ’04 and
Glenn Warren
Yan Wen and Renfei Song P
Elizabeth and Kevin Speakhals P
Ann and Stuart Stock ’97
Yan Chen and Zhen Sun P
Reene and Jerry Swartz GP
Kathleen and Harry Tammi ’63
Erica Chertow and Ahmed Tanoe P
JoAnne and James Taylor GP
Joanna Eckhoff Tschudy ’89 P
William Tucker ’59
Michele and Bert Turley

Steven Turner ’69 P
Julie and Joseph Vetter P
Amber and Timothy Walsh P
Willis Wang ’83
Kristen Wymore Waterbury ’08
Dina Capparelli and Ronald
Wienstroer P
Nancy and Luke Wild P
Kim and Steve Willbrand P
B.J. and David Williams ’63
Lara and David Williams P
Barbara McCaffee Wohltman ’48 P
Meghan and David Woltz P
Amy and Thomas Wright ’83
Fatima Ahmad and Uvais Zaid P
Rene and David Zar P
Jin Gu and Hui Zhang P

Anonymous (29)
Nagayotho and Sreenu Ada P
Kyle Adamson ’11
Balquees Akhtar and Malik Ahmed P
Sadia Mirza and Tariq Alamp P
Kayla and Carter Alexander P
Katherine Altwater ’77
Barbara and Jack Arneis P
Sally Neuwoehner and
Kenneth Anderson
Nicholas Anderson ’82
Kellney and Michael Annis P
Kathryn and Theodore Armstrong P
Ramy Chinnasamy and
Senthil Aruchamy P
Jenney Alassale ’08
Amy and Mark Bade P GP
Molly and William Baker ’83
Jyotsana Sinha and
Nat Balakathiresan P
Callie and Timothy Bambene P
Sarah James ’86 and John Banks
Chris and Robert Barrett ’57
Willard Bartlett ’55
Susan Anderson-Bauer and
Matthew Bauer P
Mary Baumstark P
Claire Keeler Beck ’66 and
David Middleton
Alison Bedell P
Robin Begley
Margaret and Patrick Behan ’87 P
Carolyn and Robert Bender ’77
Mary Reis ’76 and Keith Bennett P
Lanyin and William Benoist ’01 P
Margaret Drum ’57 and
E. William Bergfeld
Angela and Mark Bernstein P
Shayamolika Shanker and
Ravi Bhoothanath P
Deborah Blanchard P
Elizabeth Kenny ’84 and
Brandt Bohlman P
Melissa Chamberlain Bozeky ’80 P
Mary Morey Bradley ’56
Judy and S. Richard Brand ’57
Edward Braithwaite ’78
Marie Campagna ’64 and
A. John Brauer GP
Jordan Breck ’09
Sarah Priest Breed ’57 P
Mary and Tom Britt P
Diane and Michael Brobger
Nancy Agress Brodsky ’58
Anne Brown P
Anne McFarland Brown ’92 P

Amy and David Bunye P
Patricia Dickson and Peter Burgis P
Evelyn and Geoffrey Butler ’62
Molly Caldwell-McMillan P
Christina Valentine ’08 and
Earl Cameron ’05
Betty Noland ’59 and Charles Caravati
Emile Carnal ’08 P
Hernil Carnal ’06
Joana and Brett Carty P
Susan and James Carty GP
Amy and John Castagno P
Mamatha and
Kurmanhadha Chadalawada P
Pallavi and Manish Chandak P
Cam Watkins and Siroth Channond P
Xiumin Wang and Zhi Chen P
Joanna Qin and Li Cheng P
Nancy Harrigan Child ’58
Katherine and Charles Claggett ’66 P
Lisa Etzwiller and Randall Clary P
Claudette and James Clay GP
Laura Hollo Clemens ’09
Maria and Nicholas Clifford ’84 P
Carol Clarkson Coffin ’54
Anne Cohen ’17
Jennifer and Thomas Collins ’71 P
Rachael and Robert Collins
Caitlin Condle ’11
Heather and William Cooper ’63
Margaret Cooper P
Kathy Fulton and William Coppel P
Bethany and Thomas Cordes P
Julie and Justin Cordonnier ’83
Jamie Corley ’05
Catherine Fort ’95 and
Francis Coughlin P
Elizabeth Moore ’08 and
Christopher Coulter ’05
Karma and William Crowell ’55 P
Ayumi and Robert Cullen P
Priya Rajasekaran and Prahalathan
Cumaramasamy P
Susan and John Curby ’57 P
Suzanne and Jeffrey Dallas ’79
Carolyn Danforth ’15
Diane Dark ’84 P
Florence Bourgeois and
Andrew Davis ’63
Natalie and Jeffrey Davis P
Heather and Darian Day P
Patricia Duke ’64 and Richard Dear
Margaret Daniel ’74 and
Gregg Deegan
Nicholas Deepen ’80
Ann Desai P
Miriam Maechling ’83 and
Breez Elsickin
Jin Xie and Yiwei Ding P
Pavardavan and Kevin Dodds P
Natalie Reeve Dohr ’54 P GP
Eldith and Jerry Doud GP P
Amy McFarland ’52 P
Douglas Dove P
Reka Dravina P
Hugh Drescher ’76
Katherine Drewry ’95 and Andrew
Pothast
Gale Rutherford ’66 and
Wallace Dunlap
Margaret DesPain ’09 and
Kent Dunson
Badia Ed
Trina Ghosh Ebersole ’90
Katherine and John Engler ’07
Meghan and Matthew Essman P
Kimberly and Christopher Estes P
Maria and Michael Fein GP
Jean D’Oench Field ’54
Robert Fischer ’96
Elizabeth Flanagan Fisher ’09
Caroline Simonson and
Andrew Flanagan ’03
Kelly and Ben Foster P
Katherine Francle ’96
Tyler Frank ’95
Kathy Baglan and Robert Frazier P
Rajyalakshmi and Bhaskara Gadi P
Julie and Jonathan Gaebel P
Mary Gaines P GP
Tarsha and Daren Garner P
Danielle Garrett P
Elizabeth Engler ’97 and
Robert Gast ’98 P
Abigail Weisbrod ’01 and
Philip George ’00
Nisha Thomas and Daniel George P
Ryan George ’09
Tracy and Yeshai Gibli P
Jennifer and Elliott Gion P
Laurie and Gordon Goetsch ’78
Carolyn and Matthew Gollub
Evelyn Hermann ’81 and
Edward Grace P
Christopher Graham ’06
Dana Weston Graves ’00
Stacey Lohr ’89 and Robert Graves P
Valerie Gross ’76
Alec Gualdoni ’12
Alia and Andrew Gulick ’02 P
Sonali Gunawardhana ’90
Jean Gutchewsky GP
Ivonne Negron and
Fernando Gutierrez GP
Andrew Haas ’25
Susan and Frank Hackmann GP
Catherine and Duane Hagen P
Abby Willis and Arthur Halland ’10
Maggie and Paul Hales ’63 P
Donna Hall P
Amy Hannah GP
Sally and S. Albert Hanser ’55
Kay Harbison P
Ann and Hord* Hardin ’55
Paul Hales ’63 P
Lamar Harision P
Jasmine and Derek Harper P
Adlyne Harris ’11
Kristen Ledbetter and Daniel Harris P
Katherine and Philip Hauck ’60
Jinyi Weng and Mai He P
Jaclyn Heitland P GP
Jennifer and Robert Hensley ’81
Emily and Christopher Hiemenz ’12
Margaret and A. Charles Hiemenz P
Debbie and Edward Hill P
Erica and Keilon Hill P
John Hoffman ’11
Kay Berra ’82 and Creig Houghtaling P
Allison Pacifico and
Dawna Houghtaling P
Mary Tompkins ’64 and Neil Houghton
Jennifer Gong and Calvin Hu P
Leverett Hubbard P
Mary Anne Chappell and
Stephen Hughes ’84 P
Marisa Longrais ’80 and David Human
Kathleen Dunne and Scott Intagliata P
Susan Shepherd Ittner ’78 P
Franklin Jackes ’55 P
Allene Bangert ’51 and
Gene Jackson GP
Page Sharp Jackson ’56
Lifen Liao and Xuntian Jiang P
Kristina and J ohnathan Johnson P
Robyn Jones GP
Heather and Ryan Joyce P
Cynthia Kabbe GP
Lubna and Ray Kahn
Nancy and David Kalal ’68
Sona and Vinay Kamat P
Caryn Fine and Robert Kanerman P
Christine and James Karslake P
Jennifer and Ryan Kawick P
Rachel and Jeffrey Keech P
Kristin Garrett ’02 and Jesse Keller
Savera and Adeel Khan P
Deirdre and James Kjorlen ’70
Katura Klaus ’91
Karen Klaus-Ridgeway P
Carol Swartout ’75 and Ward Klein
Abigail Klinckhardt
Elizabeth Green Kling ’69 and
William Kling
Laura and Spencer Koch P
Pia and Matthew Koster P
Lauren Kramer ’09
Kelly Kruszewski ’12
Diana Daly and Mitch Kundel P
Yamini Laks ’99
Suzanne and David Lang ’92
Mary and Timothy LaPlante GP
Margaret and Harold Laramie P
Jennifer and Todd Latz ’91
Julie and William Lawson P
Carol and Leon Ledbetter GP
Kelly Grady ’03 and Paul Lee
Ellen and Roy Lenox P
Leslie and Lewis Levey P
Alexandra Schaefer ’08 and
Matthew Levis ’05
Erika and Frederick Lewis ’94 P
Huiy Chen and Wenjun Li P
Janet and James Liberman ’70
Justin Lieser P
Julia Schlafly ’00 and Peter Lilly ’00
Shannon Lindsey P
Forrest Hatton ’61 and
George Logan’58 P
Roberta Bartlett Logan’60
Steven Loothen
Krystal and Greg Lottes P
Farah and Daniel Love ’89
Kathryn and Steve Lubak P
Wendy and Christopher Ludbrook
Robin Wurdack ’74 and
E. Michael Lynch
Cristin Cunningham Mack ’93 P
Daniel Mack ’88 P
Robbin McDonnell ’67 and
Paul MacVittie
Mary Louise Mazeck and Claude
Maechling’56 P
Julie and Eric Mai P
Faryal Siddiqui and Omar Malik P
Hema and Sadayappan Marilappan P
Sarah and Douglas Marshall ’79
Constance Shapleigh Martin ‘65
Georgia Remington ’76 and
Paul Martin ’76 P
Philip Martin ’75
Rachael Taylor and Nathan Maurer P
David May ’58
Christine and Lawrence Mayer
Shannon Shubert’08 and
John Alliastt ’08
Carolyn Schnurk and
Sean McCarthy ’96
William McCormick ’09
Enid Altvater ’83 and Chris McIntosh
Melanie and Christopher McKean P
Mary Hannegan ’61 and
Robert McMillan
Trowbridge Meier ’84
Lucy Mellow ’78
Beth and Nicholas Mennike P
Ruth Mennike GP

MICDS Development Committee 2022-2023

Committee Chair

McKay Baur Mills ’92 P

Committee Members

Elizabeth Dennig Coulter ’75 P
Susannah Danforth P
Leah Eggers P
Edes Gilbert P
Jill Spitzfaden Meyer ’95 P
Kara Mikulec P
Hiroo Motwani P
Nela Navarrine P
Julie Ralph P
David Stewart ’95 P
Kelly Wright P
David Yuan P

MICDS 77
Donors increased their support by 916 (51%) contributions to MICDS this year.

TOTAL SUPPORT FOR THE SCHOOL IN FISCAL YEAR 2023
$3,501,769

AUSTRALIA
9,804 Number of Miles the Furthest Gift Traveled (Susan ’58 and Marc Daniel-Dreyfus)

TOP 3 PARENT CLASSES WITH HIGHEST MICDS FUND PARTICIPATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2035</th>
<th>2034</th>
<th>2032 + 2036 (tie)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIVISION WITH THE HIGHEST PARENT PARTICIPATION

Lower School: Way to go Beasley parents!

OVERALL MICDS FUND PARENT PARTICIPATION
70% (up 23% from the prior year)

MICDS FUND ALUMNI PARTICIPATION
9%

100% of our students, faculty, and programs benefit from your support of the MICDS fund!

Cynthia Williamson ’58 and Walter Metcalfe
Elizabeth Brokaw Metcalfe ’58 P
Misty Mueller ’92 and Nicholas Meyer
Jingyi Wang and William Meyers P
Marchand Cox and Lor Cone Minor P
Joanne and Jeffrey Mishkin P
Jane Ruwitsch ’65 and Stephen Mitchell
Ariana Mooradian ’08
Josephine Brodhead Moore ’68
Kerryanne and Kevin Moore ’11
Susan and Michael Moore ’77 P
Thomas Moore ’75 P
Cherie and Kirk Morye P
Jorj and George Morgan ’64
Peggy Morgan GP
Eri Ross and James Moses
Hiroo and Haresh Motwani P
Joseph Mudd ’10
Mary Mudd ’10
Lindsay and Charles Mullenger ’06 P
Elizabeth and Douglas Mullenix ’85 P
Ellen Gaydos ’99 and Austin Murray ’01
Katy and John Mykrantz ’80
Rebecca and Raymond Nabors P
Kara and Daniel Nacke P
Rashmi Jain and Ankit Nahata P
Katie and Dustin Neider P
Jessica and Fred Niemeier P
Victoria George ’87 and James Niesz
Paige and Stuart Noel ’98 P
Cathleen and Jeffrey Nourie P
McCann O’Keefe ’10
Rosemary Oliver GP
Epp O’Neill P
Vilma Merlo and Gustavo Ordonez P
Sonie Rao Orsay ’92
Abby Wagner and John Pacifico P
Getha Jagannathan and Arvind Palanisamy P
Terry Parkinson P
Ashley and Jackson Parriott ’83
Nicholas Pass ’10
Punita and Mayank Patel P
Tanbot McCarthy ’80 and Henry Payne
Judith Perry P
Kristine Kercher and William Peterson P
Sarina Tekwani Phatak ’93 P
Geoffrey Phillips ’09
Max Platin ’13
Julie Levy Plax ’57
David Plotkin ’91
Irina and Oleg Podgorny P
Anne Lee Trueblood Pommer ’60 P
Chaley Poth
Marita Khem and Jean-Jacques Poucel P
Suraiya and Humayun Quadir P
Chuang Tan and Nicholas Ragone P
Cynthia Watson ’80 and Cristopher Rank P
Calyn Burrows ’08 and Andrew Rapp ’08
Sue Rapp P GP
Susan Roudebush and John Rava ’54
Patricia and Kent Ravenscroft ’58
Maria and Kenneth Ray P
Tiffany and Garrett Ray P
Stacie and Robert Reardon P
Alexandra Reimelt ’03
Barbara Howell ’70 and H. William Reiner P
Linda Green ’82 and Matthias Renner
Ellen and Roger Reynolds ’52
Molly Rhodes ’03
Abby and Joseph Risner P
Timothy Roepke P
Rachel Strauss ’02 and Michael Rosen
Nancy Scharff ’54 and Elliot Rosenstock
Patricia Ross ’13
Sandra and James Rothschild ’60
Phoebe Phelan Russ ’70
Samantha Morley ’08 and Sean Ryan
Adrianna and Chey Ryans P
Bhavana Choudhary and Virender Saini P
Sila Estrada and Porfirio Salazar P
Annette McRoberts ’79 and William Sant ’76 P
Nancy and Samuel Santana P
Samuel Santana ’09
Kirin and Shiyam Satwani P
Kalyn Saulsberry-Fong ’10
Cary White ’73 and John Schaperkotter P
Nicole and Chris Scheele P
Jill and Bradley Schenck ’90
Peter Schlalfy ’12
Elizabeth Schlesinger ’01
Christine Shapleigh Schmid ’66
Lynn and Richard Schmidt P
Leanne Abramson ’60 and Harvey Schneider P
Patience Phillips ’75 and W. Bevis Sock ’74 P
Barbara Jensen-Schweighaus and Charles Schweighaus ’54
Donna and David Segal GP
Jennifer Sellenriek
Hanule Seo ’99
Mary Johnson Severs ’65
Irene Shepley ’13
Nuviah Shirazi P
Charles Sieloff ’60
Ann and Raese Simpson ’57
Melissa Doud ’84 and Justin Sims P
Babitha and Krishnakant Singh P
Mini Agarwal and Naveen Singla P
Stuart Skinner ’64
Susan and James Skorburg P GP
Amy and Christopher Small P
Judith and Todd Small GP
Barbara Martin ’63 and Timothy P Smith P
Julie and Joshua Smith P
Whitney Cohen ’03 and Bradley Smith
George Soscia P
Anna Ahrens and Jamieson Spencer ’63 P
Eve McRoberts Spencer ’51
Betty and Andrew Spitzfaden ’92 P
Anne Gaebe ’00 and Bradford Stanley
Amanda Alejandro-Steinback and Jay Steinback
Suzanne Chapman ’57 and Henry Stolar P
Pam and Timothy Storey

*Deceased   P Parent or Parent of Alum   GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum
Margaret and Kenneth Strassner ’64
Shelly and Steven Strauss P
John Streett ’54 GP
Gail and Timothy Strege P
Joseph Strege ’11
Teron Sutherlin
Rachel and Mike Swiston P
Megan Trevathan ’93 and
James Talkington
Jordan Taylor ’14
Susan Dubinsky Terris ’55
Eleanor and Edwin Thomas GP
Stephanie Thomas-Murphy GP
Jeffrey Thomasson ’74 P
Cynthia and William Thorne GP
Victoria and Jason Thurman
Charles Tipton ’14
Katherine Fjeldstad ’94 and
Kevin Tipton ’93 P
Floretta and Gregg Tolson P
Nancy and John Trent ’71
Meghan and Scott Trilling P
Alicia Hurtado and Thomas Tucker ’66
Lauren Waterbury ’11 and
Landon Turley
Annie and Benjamin Tseng P
Caron Lindburg ’70 and Bruce Ulmer
Susan and Thomas Urani ’98
Ann and Robert Van Cleve ’78
JoAnn Vatcha GP
Sangeeta and Suresh Vishwakarma P
Kelly and Patrick Walsh P
Yinan and Shiwen Wang P
Janet and Mark Webber ’63
Sam Weil P
Ellen Weiss P
Caroline Weld ’83
Robert Wells ’70
Susan Wessels GP
Katie and Brian Westre P
Anne Baldwin ’60 and Rolla Wetzel P
Becky White
Karen and Chris Wildman
W. Zach Williams ’95 P
Sarah Wilson ’78
Eleanor Withers P
Lucy Wohltman ’81
Barbara Woltz GP
Vaew Wongsurawat ’90
Sara Wood P
Jody Woodward and
Amy Van Matre–Woodward P
Julie and William Wurdack ’80 P
Cathleen and Duke Wyckoff ’89 P
Xiao Li and Zeyang Yin P
Fang Huang and Yongping Zhao P
Shuangyan Li and Hong Zheng P
Jayme Zimmer P

MICDS Parents Association
Executive Board 2022-2023

PRESIDENT
Kelly Wright P

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Annie Sloane P

PAST PRESIDENT
McKay Baur Mills ’92 P

SECRETARY
Kayla Alexander P

TREASURER
Laura Benoist P

ASSISTANT TREASURER
Tammy Withington P

VICE PRESIDENT-
CLASS ACTIVITIES
Becca Medler P

VICE PRESIDENT-
COMMUNICATIONS
Jasmine Harper P

VICE PRESIDENT-
SCHOOL COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Beth Menneke P

VICE PRESIDENT-
PARENT ACTIVITIES
Laura Leonard P

VICE PRESIDENT-
PARENT EDUCATION
Rakhee Bhayani P

VICE PRESIDENT-
SCHOOL SERVICES
Jen Hogan P

P Current Parent or Parent of Alum
MICDS Fund & Special Project Volunteers

Many thanks to the alumni, students, parents, grandparents, faculty, staff, and friends who volunteered their time to help with MICDS Fund and special project fundraising initiatives at MICDS during the 2022-2023 fiscal year. Volunteers are integral to moving the MICDS mission forward, and we are extremely grateful for your support.

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS

Ayesha Ali ’98
Charles Allen ’73 P
John Allman ’63
Paul Anagnostopoulos ’70
Sally Neuwohner Anderson ’63
Jon Austin ’77
Jennifer Bisharah Baines ’73
Katherine Watt Banahan ’02
Claire Keeler Beck ’66
Matthew Brooks ’92
Susan Leydig Brickley ’90
Amanda Peters Brennan ’96
Stephen Braeckel ’95
Marion Bischoff Black ’53
David Bell ’90
Claire Keeler Beck ’66
Katherine Watt Banahan ’02
Jenine Bsharah Baines ’73
Jon Austin ’77
Paul Anagnostopoulos ’70
John Allman ’63
Charles Allen ’73 P
Ayesha Ali ’98

Many thanks to the alumni, students, parents, grandparents, faculty, staff, and friends who volunteered their time to help with MICDS Fund and special project fundraising initiatives at MICDS during the 2022-2023 fiscal year. Volunteers are integral to moving the MICDS mission forward, and we are extremely grateful for your support.

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS

Ayesha Ali ’98
Charles Allen ’73 P
John Allman ’63
Paul Anagnostopoulos ’70
Sally Neuwohner Anderson ’63
Jon Austin ’77
Jennifer Bisharah Baines ’73
Katherine Watt Banahan ’02
Claire Keeler Beck ’66
Matthew Brooks ’92
Susan Leydig Brickley ’90
Amanda Peters Brennan ’96
Stephen Braeckel ’95
Marion Bischoff Black ’53
David Bell ’90
Claire Keeler Beck ’66
Katherine Watt Banahan ’02
Jenine Bsharah Baines ’73
Jon Austin ’77
Paul Anagnostopoulos ’70
John Allman ’63
Charles Allen ’73 P
Ayesha Ali ’98

Many thanks to the alumni, students, parents, grandparents, faculty, staff, and friends who volunteered their time to help with MICDS Fund and special project fundraising initiatives at MICDS during the 2022-2023 fiscal year. Volunteers are integral to moving the MICDS mission forward, and we are extremely grateful for your support.
MICDS FUND VOLUNTEERS

Kyle Adamson ’11
Darienne Adkins
Aiyla Ahmad ’26
Bella Anadkat ’26
Raghvi Anand ’10
Ash Aranha ’23
Sophia Ashley-Martin ’26
Michael Baker ’13
Edward Bearden ’16
Vivek Biswas ’11
Mason Boon ’23
Amy Boschert
Blackford Brauer ’95
Suzanne Snowden Brauer ’95
Diane Broberg
Madeline Brooks ’26
Robert Burkhart ’07
Annabelle Cells ’13
Alana Chandler ’26
Laura Hollo Clements ’09
Ashley Amos Cleannan ’94
Anne Cohen ’17
Elizabeth Dennig Coulter ’75
John Coultier ’13
Heather Day P
Brianna Desai ’23
Shivani Devrapally ’24
Carmen Eaton P
Leah Eggers P
Samuel Erwin ’17
Anne-Marie Fuleihan Fischer ’96
Lauren Thomas Fries ’02
Korina Gabrielson P
Marianne Schultz Galt ’64
Martin Galt ’60 P
Linda Ganss P
Margaret Williams George ’64 P
Philip George P
Ryan George ’09
Elesa Gilbert P
Layla Gilbert ’26
Jennifer Gillis P
Magdalena Gonzalez-Navarrine ’24
Heidi Gorham P
Evelyn Hermann Grace ’81 P
Geoffrey Grammer ’06
Anne Trulaske Gurganus ’11
Reagan Hamilton ’25
April Hammer P
Jasmine Harper P
Janet He ’24
Aidan Helms ’24
Claire Hoffer ’26
Angelina Hu ’26
Olivia Hunt ’16

Linda Hunter P
Katherine Kay P
Lawrence Keeley ’16
Jennifer Koster P
Isabelle Knapp ’16
Carey Krieger P
Kendall Krummenacher ’02
Ravoni Lingard ’14
Katherine Lunk P
Kelly Mackin P
Abhiram Madala ’26
Lakshmi Teja Madala ’26
Tess Mandoli ’15
Kayla Martin ’17
Kelly Carrico Martin ’06 P
John McAllister ’08
Rebecca Medler P
Jill Spitzfaden Meyer ’95 P
Katharine Mikulec P
Daniel Miller ’99 P
McKay Baur Mills ’92 P
Mercia Moore P
Hiroo Motwani P
Catherine Muccigrosso P
Nelida Navarrine P
Amy Newman P
Stuart Noel ’96 P
Patrick Noles ’09
Cathleen Nourie P
Evita Okohson-Reb ’26
Suparba Panda P
Skye Patton ’23
Shi Penilla ’26
Max Platin ’13
Kathleen Potter P
Julie Ralph P
Tucker Ruwitch ’11
Adrianna Ryans P
Taj Saddler ’25
Carli Salazar Estrada ’25
Bobby Sanderson P
Anne Schultz P
Shannon Shubert ’08
Alexa Smith ’16
Betty Spitzfaden P
David Steward ’95 P
Mary Steward P
Hannah Thiemann ’11
Megan Trilling P
Joseph Walsh ’25
Michelle Deckelman Webster
Samantha White
Savannah Whittle ’24
W. Zach Williams ’95 P
Erin Wong ’23
Isabelle Wood ’23
Thomas Woodrow ’24
Kelly Wright P
Abby Wyckoff ’24
David Yuan P
Special Giving

The following list celebrates those donors who supported special projects at MICDS in the fiscal year, July 1, 2022–June 30, 2023.

**$50,000+**

- Richard Riney ’00 P
- David Steward ’95 P
- Thelma and David Steward P GP

**$25,000-$49,999**

- Cristina and Luiz Edmond P

**$10,000-$24,999**

- Charles Allen ’73 P
- Shellie and Edward Baur ’64 P GP
- Linda Ferguson ’70 and William Benoist P GP
- Theresa and Henry Biggs ’82 P
- Karen and Sidney Grossman ’73 P
- Jeanne and David Kennedy P
- Jennifer and James Koman P
- Anne Stupp ’64 and Charles McAlpin ’65 P
- Reed Cooper and Thomas Tuthill ’68
- Josephine ’59 and Richard Weil GP
- Susan Koushuch ’85 and Joseph Werner ’84 P

**$5,000-$9,999**

- Adele Braun Dilschneider ’61 P GP
- Dudley Rouhac ’63 and James Grove ’62 P
- Lana Mueller Jordan ’58
- Elizabeth Hall ’58 and James McDonnell ’54 P GP
- McKay Bair ’92 and Jason Mills P
- Arsenio Alms P
- Mazyar Mosheri ’98
- Deborah and Michael Shepherd ’73
- Nancy Whitelaw ’63 P *

**$2,500-$4,999**

- Christina and Jeffrey Giles ’94 P
- Julie Morrison and Byron Jones ’73
- Ann MacCarty Parke Trust
- Jane and Clyde Pilkington ’72 P
- Cary White ’73 and John Schaperkotter P
- Randy Morrow ’73 and Leo Schmid

**$1,000-$2,499**

- Paul Agnostopoulos ’70
- Val and James Bess ’82
- Ryan Bathe and Sterling Brown ’94
- Phoebe Scott ’69
- Spencer Burke ’55 P GP
- Amy and Samer Cabbabe P
- Catherine Chamberlin ’74 and R. Paul Compton ’73
- Ellen and Louis Dennig ’73
- Sandra Dillard *
- Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63
- Hafta El Bilali and Richard Ernst ’73
- Margaret and H. Cappel Eschenroeder ’73
- George Goding ’73
- Gail and Dustin Griffin ’61
- Signa and Robert Hermann ’70 P
- Kathryn Danforth ’78 and David Hollo ’73 P
- Douglas Jones ’71
- Sarah and Landon Jones ’62
- Mitchell Klink ’94
- Emily Brady ’98 and Robert Koplar ’98
- Margaret Ann and Michael Latta ’59 P GP
- April Cline ’98 and Matthew Levison P
- Meera Patel and James Penilla P
- Linda and Grier Raclin P
- Charles Riepe
- Marcia and John Ritter ’69 P
- Avisan Samudrala ’98
- Nancy Dillard ’80 and Addison Thomas P
- Kathryn Lungstas ’56 and John Welsh
- Kimberly and Samuel Wolff ’98

**$500-$999**

- Usman Ahmad ’94
- Cathleen Albritton and Dietrich Brand ’60
- Susan and Kenneth Cohen ’72 P
- Susan Russe ’58 and Marc Daniel-Dreyfus
- John Delfino ’98
- Patti Johnson Eisenberg ’73
- Laura and Michael Ellenhorn P
- Christen Goltermann ’09 and Peter Grote ’98
- Matthew Guimbarda ’95
- Brenda and Fred Hardy GP
- Margaret Blanke Henderson ’63
- Margaret Cardwell Higonnet ’59
- Mariann Wiener and Maurice Hirsch ’58 GP
- Elizabeth Homeier ’81
- Charles Houghton ’63
- Cathy and Lee ’82 Jenkins
- Karen and Martin Lammert ’73 P
- Tracy Gellman Liebe ’98
- Carrie McNally and Claude Maechling ’85
- Caroline and James McDonald ’98
- Edward Noland ’93
- Matthew Pennington ’94
- Susan and William Piper ’73
- Robin and William Ridgeway ’94
- Elizabeth and Christian Riesch ’96
- Nancy Shoenberg ’63 and Barry Sanders
- Gail and A. Clifford Saxton ’64
- Margaret Brown ’88 and David Schmid P
- Elizabeth Stevenson ’87 and Kent Sevener
- Carol Ferringer ’68 and John Shepley ’68 P
- Sudie and Mark Throdahl ’69
- Laura and James Turner ’73
- Kathryn Wright ’73 and Mark Warnick

**$250-$499**

- Ellen Jones Bean ’73
- Molly and John Brown ’97
- Kristin Wilson ’98 and Chris Carlson
- Charles Celli ’13
- Sally and Derick Driemeyer ’52 P
- Christy and Minot Fryer ’71
- Sara Osborn ’94 and Eric Gilbert ’94 P
- Joanne and Peter Griffin ’69
- Katie and Robert Holton ’96
- Marisa Longrails ’80 and David Human
- Jane and Joel Hylen P
- Barbara and David Jolley ’71
- Margaret McKinney P GP
- Cynthia and Herluf Lund ’73 P
- Jeffrey McFarland ’73
- Mary Hannegan ’61 and Robert McMillan
- Laurie Wolf Miller ’71 P
- Michelle and William Reiner ’98
- Barbara Jensen-Schweighauser and Charles Schweighauser ’54
- Betty and Andrew Spitzfaden ’92 P
- Louise Angst ’73 and John VanLandingham
- Anne Baldwin ’60 and Rolla Wetzel P

**$100-$249**

- Melissa Engelsmann ’80 and Thomas Acker P
- Christelle Adelman-Adler
- Ayesha Ali ’98
- Melanie King and Jeffrey Altvater
- Beverley Sharp ’61 and Richard Amberg ’60 P
- Sally Neuwoehner ’63 and Kenneth Anderson
- Olivia and Arun Aranha P
- Renuka Ballal ’98
- Christy Marx ’73 and Samuel Barber
- Chris and Robert Barrett ’57
- Hillary Bean ’97
- Patricia Belz ’73 P
- Margaret Drum ’57 and E. William Bergfeld
- Sally and Brian Berglund
- Ethel Young ’63 and William Boag
- Marie Campagna ’64 and A. John Brauer P GP
- Blake Briscoe ’11
- Gloria and Michael Burns ’70 P

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum*
83MICDS

Sandra Doughton ‘59 and Larry Chapin
Jennifer Leydig ‘94 and Sumner Charles ‘93 P
Victoria Shinkle ‘64 and Sumner Charles ‘62 P GP
Carolyn and Ernest Clarke P
Ashley Amos ‘94 and John Clennan P
Joseph Cooper ‘98
Carolyn Borders Danforth ‘52 P GP
Mary Ann and George Diehr ‘63
Barbara Donnell ‘73
Joan White ‘81 and Charles Ehlers ‘73
Aaron Elliott
Rosalie Ewing ‘66 and J. Curtis Engler P
Ryan Fantich ‘98
Suzanne Fischer
Becky Jones ‘64 and Lucien Fouke ‘59 P
Marianne Schultz ‘64 and Martin Galt ‘60 P GP
Alice and David Galt ‘67
Lynn Frazier ‘63 and Francois Gas
Jennifer and John Gillis ‘85 P
Ivonne Negron and Fernando Gutierrez P GP
Susan Rouse ‘61 and Stephen Hall P

Gienna and Michael Hughes
Lisa Parriott ‘82 and Robert Imbs P
T. Frank James ‘56 P
Margorie Johnson ‘63
Margaret and Richard Kuhman ‘84
Nancy Noland ‘56 and Nicholas Kurten
Julia and Stephen Lanese ‘98
Mary Koenigsberg ‘58 and Cary Lang
Margaret Beal and Jeffrey Loebl ‘73 P
Roberta Bartlett Logan ‘60
Barbara Cady ‘80 and William Macon ‘77
Mary Louise Mazeek and Claude Maechling ‘56 P
Lisa Carpenter and Duncan McArthur
Mary Perry and Michael McCay
Libbi and Frederick McCoy ‘60 P
Ann Hensley McPheeters ‘58 P
Constance Bascom McPheeters ‘65 P
Elizabeth Brokaw Metcalfe ‘58 P
Catherine and Birch Mullins ‘61 P GP
Bette Nuzum P GP
Elizabeth Rechter O’Nell ‘06
Julia and Lawrence Otto ‘75
Jennifer and Kent Rapp ‘76 P
Sue Rapp P GP
Linda Green ‘82 and Matthias Renner

Tanya and Nick Roth
Mary and Zsolt Rumy
Ranjani Sankaran ‘98
Nancy and Samuel Santana P
Tatiana and Robert Schwendinger P GP
Kathleen and Dwight Scott P
Angela Del Pizzo ‘87 and Scott Link P
Lauren Lilly ‘98 and Daniel Shouse
Ann and Raese Simpson ‘57
Michele Kursar ‘85 and Gregory Smith
Rachel Moseley ‘98 and Matt Sokolich P
Marie Howe ‘69 and Daniel Sprague
Louisa Rechter ‘05 and Robert Takacs
Elizabeth Teasdale P
Lisa and Robert Trowbridge P
Elizabeth Trueblood ‘71
Johanna Schultz Van Keuren ‘80
Helen Campbell Weise ‘58 P
Susan and Richard Weitzer ‘69
Lori Ann Willibrand

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum
Corporate & Foundation Giving

AbbVie
Adler Schermer Foundation
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Endowment Foundation
Anonymous
Automatic Controls Equipment Systems
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Bank of America Corporation
Bank of America Foundation, Inc.
Bank of the West
Barton Charitable Foundation
Bayer Matching Gifts
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Bessemer Giving Fund
Biggs Family Charitable Foundation
BioTechLogic, Inc.
Boeing Company
Boeing Matching Gifts
Bunge North America Inc.
Butler Family Foundation
Charles M. Caravati Family Foundation Fund
CRA Realty Advisors Inc.
David T. Orthwein Trust
Davis Family Charitable Trust
Desai Family Foundation
Donald L. Barnes Foundation
Dr. Bhorade Family Foundation
Echo Valley Foundation
Eleanor B Condie Charitable Lead Unitrust
Emerson Electric Company, Inc.
Emerson Matching Gifts
EnergiMatch Giving Gifts
Equifax, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable
Gallop Family Foundation
Giftinga Foundation, Inc.
Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund
Greater Toledo Community Foundation
Haffrenreffer Family Fund
Hanser Family Foundation
Herbert D. Condie, Jr. Family Foundation
Hermann Family Foundation
Insperity
Jewish Federation of St. Louis
Lakeview Medical Group Inc.
Lilly Christy Busch Hermann Foundation
Love Family Charitable Trust
LPL Financial
MasterCard International Inc.
Meade Summers Jr. Foundation
Michael D. and Margaret Ann Latta Charitable Foundation
Moneta Group Charitable Foundation
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust
National Christian Foundation
Nelson Family Foundation
New York Life Insurance Company
New York Nails & Spa LLC
Peters 2005 Charitable Trust
Raymond James Charitable Reinsurance Group of America
Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Richard P. Riney Family Foundation
Sage Charitable Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
Simmons Charitable Foundation
St. Louis Community Foundation
Steward Family Foundation
Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Incorporated
Stupp Bros. Bridge & Iron Co. Foundation
T. Rowe Price Program for Charitable Giving
The Boston Foundation
The Dula-Kobusch Charitable Trust
The Jackes Foundation
The Prufrock Foundation
The Shepherd Foundation
The Swartz Agency
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
United Way of Greater St. Louis
Vanguard Charitable
W. Bevis Schock Attorney at Law
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo Matching Gifts
William O. and Margaret H. Dewitt Foundation
William S. & Blair Y Thompson Family Foundation
Xu & Wei LLC
YouthBridge Community Foundation
Memorials & Tributes

The following list recognizes those donors who supported MICDS in honor or in memory of a friend or loved one in the fiscal year, July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023.

MEMORIAL GIFTS

Cynthia Hayward ’51 and Charles Allen ’41 P
Charles Allen ’73

Dr. Ronald Kent Arnatt
Marjorie Johnson ’63

Kimberly Richardson Austill ’81
Elizabeth Homeier ’81

Brittany Banks ’06
Eric Banks P
Amanda James ’03 and Matthew Venezia

Matthew Bazoian ’09
Jordan Breck ’09
Cadence Hodes ’09
Patrick Noles ’09

Ronald S. Beasley
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63
Constance Shapleigh Martin ’65

James Andrew Benecke ’06
Robin Begley

Erik Bond ’77
Leslie Bond ’75

Barbara Bridgewater P GP
Susan and Joseph Rechter ’69 P

Josephine Carr Brodhead ’40 P
Josephine Brodhead Moore ’68

Roger Brodsky ’73 P
Susan and William Piper ’73

Anthony Buford ’59
Nancy Buford Ream ’56

Mary Burlingame
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63

Mimi Carton P
Karen Klaus–Ridgeway P

Kyra Carton ’93
Karen Klaus–Ridgeway P

Melissa Hickey Chamberlain ’55 P GP
Melissa Chamberlain Bozesky ’80 P

Grant Cohen ’07
Whitney Cohen ’03 and Bradley Smith

Kelly Collett ’00
Dana Weston Graves ’00

Isabelle Coovert P GP
Karen Klaus–Ridgeway P

Nadia Danett P
Suzanne and David Lang ’92

David Dillard ’79
Nancy Dillard ’80 and Addison Thomas P

Sandra Crawford Dillard P GP
Melissa Engelsmann ’80 and Thomas Acker P
Christelle Adelman–Adler
Melanie King and Jeffrey Altvater
Jeanie and Donald Bassman GP
Julie Goldstein ’80 and Lee Bearman
Sally and Brian Berglund
Sally and Derick Driemeyer ’52 P
Alisa Bowen Goessling ’79 P
Victoria and David Holton
Marisa Longrais ’80 and David Human
Lisa Parriott ’82 and Robert Imbs P
Katherine Ford ’85 and Chris Jay
Margaret and Richard Kuhlman ’84
Margaret Ann and Michael Latta ’59 P GP
Barbara Cady ’80 and William Macon ’77
Mary Louise Mrazek and Claude Maechling ’56 P
Carrie McNally and Claude Maechling ’85
Anne Stupp ’64 and Charles McAlpin ’65 P
Lisa Carpenter and Duncan McArthur
Mary Perry and Michael McCay
Julie Schlueter ’80 and Thomas Nelson
JoAnn and Dennis Petullo
Sue Rapp P GP
Constance and Charles Reis
Linda Green ’82 and Matthias Renner
Audrey and John Sheffield
Michele Kursar ’85 and Gregory Smith
Bonnie Barton Summers Wolfarth ’57 P GP
Elizabeth Teasdale P
Nancy Dillard ’80 and Addison Thomas P
Johanna Schultz Van Keuren ’80
Lori Ann Willibrand

Captain David Dorn
Anonymous

Trevor Dreufy ’02
Katherine Watt ’02 and Kyle Banahan

Willie James Epps Sr.
Willie Epps ’88

Richard Ernst ’43 P
Hafida El Bilali and Richard Ernst ’73

Rosalie McRae Ewing ’40 P GP
Rosalie Engler ’96 and Sue Ann Stanton

Winifred Tober Frelich ’42 P GP
Alyson and Jesse Appleton ’97
Susan Frelich ’66 and Robert Appleton P

Charles Gillis ’16
Anonymous (2)
Blake Briscoe ’11
Charles Celia ’13

Catherine Chalfant ’16
Elise Connell ’18
Elizabeth Funkhouser ’18

Jack Gillis ’18
Jennifer and John Gillis ’85 P
Matthew Gillis ’13
Sara Gillis ’15
Paige Glover ’16

Olivia Hunt ’16
Geneva Lee ’16
Andrew Lilly ’16
Beth and Nicholas Mennieke P
Sallie Mesker ’11

Caroline Niesen ’16
Kirby Reynolds ’09
Leslie and Edward Rohan ’90 P
Dorothy Ruwitch ’17

Andrew Schaberg ’13
Alexa Smith ’16
Taylor Smith ’11
Leonard Thomisson ’11
Lisa and Robert Trowbridge P
Michael Vivirito ’11

Jessica Gilmore P
Cliff Gilmore P

Marie Globig P
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum

Edna Sells Hager
Rosalie Ewing ’66 and J. Curtis Engler P

Hord Hardin ’55 P GP
Clarence Barksdale ’50 P

Claire Pieper Taylor ’54 P

Robin Cornwell Hermann ’73
Irene Schock Holmes ’73 P

Robert Hermann ’40 P GP
Katie and Robert Holton ’96

Ronald Holman P GP
Martha and Carson Baur ’89 P

William Freeman ’08
Clare Burns ’05 and Andrew Grunney ’05

Robin and William Ridgeway ’94
William Rowe ’15

Robert Hughes GP
Sally and S. Albert Hansen ’55

Barry Jackson ’51
Susan Fischer Yoder ’56 P

Richard Jackson ’54
Elizabeth Hall ’58 and James McDonnell ’54 P GP

Carolyn Penningroth
Johanningmeier ’67
Marjorie Hampton Phipps ’67

Ralph Kalish Jr. ’68
Eleanor Withers P

Anthony Kenworthy
Sue Essen ’68

Robert Kohn ’11
Kyle Adamson ’11

Sallie Mesker ’11

Douglas Lilly ’48 P GP
Rosalie Ewing ’66 and J. Curtis Engler P

Sarah Otto Love ’61 P
Farah and Daniel Love ’89

Captain David Dorn
Anonymous

Trevor Dreufy ’02
Katherine Watt ’02 and Kyle Banahan

Willie James Epps Sr.
Willie Epps ’88

Richard Ernst ’43 P
Hafida El Bilali and Richard Ernst ’73

Rosalie McRae Ewing ’40 P GP
Rosalie Engler ’96 and Sue Ann Stanton

Winifred Tober Frelich ’42 P GP
Alyson and Jesse Appleton ’97
Susan Frelich ’66 and Robert Appleton P

Charles Gillis ’16
Anonymous (2)
Blake Briscoe ’11
Charles Celia ’13

Catherine Chalfant ’16
Elise Connell ’18
Elizabeth Funkhouser ’18

Jack Gillis ’18
Jennifer and John Gillis ’85 P
Matthew Gillis ’13
Sara Gillis ’15
Paige Glover ’16

Olivia Hunt ’16
Geneva Lee ’16
Andrew Lilly ’16
Beth and Nicholas Mennieke P
Sallie Mesker ’11

Caroline Niesen ’16
Kirby Reynolds ’09
Leslie and Edward Rohan ’90 P
Dorothy Ruwitch ’17

Andrew Schaberg ’13
Alexa Smith ’16
Taylor Smith ’11
Leonard Thomisson ’11
Lisa and Robert Trowbridge P
Michael Vivirito ’11

Jessica Gilmore P
Cliff Gilmore P

Marie Globig P
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum

Edna Sells Hager
Rosalie Ewing ’66 and J. Curtis Engler P

Hord Hardin ’55 P GP
Clarence Barksdale ’50 P

Claire Pieper Taylor ’54 P

Robin Cornwell Hermann ’73
Irene Schock Holmes ’73 P

Robert Hermann ’40 P GP
Katie and Robert Holton ’96

Ronald Holman P GP
Martha and Carson Baur ’89 P

William Freeman ’08
Clare Burns ’05 and Andrew Grunney ’05

Robin and William Ridgeway ’94
William Rowe ’15

Robert Hughes GP
Sally and S. Albert Hansen ’55

Barry Jackson ’51
Susan Fischer Yoder ’56 P

Richard Jackson ’54
Elizabeth Hall ’58 and James McDonnell ’54 P GP

Carolyn Penningroth
Johanningmeier ’67
Marjorie Hampton Phipps ’67

Ralph Kalish Jr. ’68
Eleanor Withers P

Anthony Kenworthy
Sue Essen ’68

Robert Kohn ’11
Kyle Adamson ’11

Sallie Mesker ’11

Douglas Lilly ’48 P GP
Rosalie Ewing ’66 and J. Curtis Engler P

Sarah Otto Love ’61 P
Farah and Daniel Love ’89
Arthur Lubke ’54
Gloria Tracy

Jane Switzler Macrae ’31 P
Caroline Weld ’83

Tiffany Mai
Julie and Eric Mai P

Louise Minton
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63

Louise Elizabeth Morgan
Elizabeth Markwardt ’97 and Matthew Sherman P

Judith Blow Jones Motley ’57
Nancy Noland ’56 and Nicholas Kurten

Jesse Myer III ’53 P GP
Bobbie Myer P GP

Sallie Williams Neubauer ’65
Marjorie Williams ’68 and Frank Lyon

Lee Niedringhaus ’30 P
Caroline Weld ’83

Lee Niedringhaus ’60
Caroline Weld ’83

Richard L. Nuzum P GP
Paige Ellis Bright ’92
Julia and Stephen Lanese ’98
Julia Schlaflly ’00 and Peter Lilly ’00

James O’Connell GP
Elizabeth and Douglas Mullenix ’85 P

William Otto ’43 P GP
Julia and Lawrence Otto ’73

Ann Haigler Rittenbaum ’63
Claire and Lee Kaufman ’61 P GP

Jane Culver Rouse ’68 P
Karen Smith ’68 and Edward Hempstead GP

Tosca Schaberg ’58 P
Marie Campagna ’64 and A. John Brauer P GP

Chase Schaefer ’09
Cadence Modes ’09
Alexandra Schaefer ’08 and Matthew Lewis ’05
Patrick Noles ’09

Harriet Rosenberg Schneider ’41 P
Laura Kloos Justiss ’66

Dian Chandler Schock ’48 P GP
Marie Campagna ’64 and A. John Brauer P GP

Lauren Schwartz ’98
Christen Goltermann ’09 and Peter Grote ’98
Tracy Gellman Liebe ’98
Anne Paone Scribner ’98

Kenneth Seger ’99 P
Kelsey Seger ’03 and Daniel Lueckenhoff

Elizabeth Green Sims ’53 P GP
Elizabeth Sims ’78 and James Duff

Swann Single
Mini Agarwal and Naveen Singla P

Vinay Tiwari
Savita and Sanjay Tiwari P

Mark Traylor
Helen and Justin Harris P

Joseph Trigg ’54 P GP
Molly and William Baker ’83
Carol Kent ’58 and Walter Diggs ’54 P
Natalie Reeve Dohr ’54 P GP
Jean D’Oench Field ’54
Kathleen and Paul Goessling ’54 P
Ann and Hord ’55 P GP
Judith and Robert Little P
Elizabeth Hall ’58 and James McDonnell ’54 P GP
Judith Perry P
Sue Rapp P GP
Barbara Jensen-Schweighauer and Charles Schweighauer ’54
John Streeth ’54 P GP
Bonnie Barton Summers Wolfarth ’57 P GP
Michelle and Bret Turley
Laura Waterbury ’11 and Landon Turley
Kristen Wymore Waterbury ’10
Becky White

Lee Armstrong Wallace P
Carol Armstrong P

Gladys and Donald Webb P
Laura and James Turner ’73

Wesley Wedemeyer ’60 P
Chris and Robert Barrett ’57
Cathleen Albritten and Dietrich Brand ’60
Marie Campagna ’64 and A. J. Brauer III P GP
Victoria Shinkle ’64 and Sumner Charles ’62 P GP
Carolyn and Ernest Clarke P
Carolyn Borders Danforth ’52 P GP
Adele Braun Dilschneider ’61 P GP
Elizabeth Jones ’62 and Thomas Douglass P
Rosalie Ewing ’56 and J. Curtis Engler P
Becky Jones ’64 and Lucien Fouke ’59 P
Suzanne Fischer
Marianne Schultz ’64 and Martin Galt ’60 P GP
Margaret Williams ’64 and Philip George P GP
Sara Osborn ’94 and Eric Gilbert ’94 P
Holly Hermann ’74 and David Guilick ’72 P GP
Nancy and C. Richard Gulick P
Susan Rouse ’61 and Stephen Hall P
Margaret Holtman P GP
Glenna and Michael Hughes
Margaret Ann and Michael Latta ’59 P GP
Anne Stupp ’64 and Charles McAlpin ’65 P
Libbi and Frederick McCoy ’60 P
Elizabeth Hall ’58 and James McDonnell ’54 P GP
Margaret McKinney P GP

Constance Bascom McPheeters ’65 P
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P
Catherine and Birch Mullins ’61 P GP
Cynthia Shoenberg ’67 and Raymond Peters ’67 P GP
Susan and Joseph Rechter ’69 P
Mary and Zsofia Ruml
Tatjana and Robert Schwendinger P GP
John Stevenson P

Etta Randolph Weld ’20 P
Caroline Weld ’83

Carolyn Niedringhaus Weld ’57 P GP
Caroline Weld ’83

William Werremeyer ’65 P
Joshua Taylor ’11

Nellie Wibbing
Nettie Orthwein Dodge ’63

John Wielandy ’56
Mary Louise Mirzek and Claude Maechling ’56 P

William Yonker P
Martha and Frederick Altvater ’75 P
Matthew Lynch
Elizabeth Rechter O’Neill ’06
Louisa Rechter ’05 and Robert Takacs
Emily Torbert ’01
Susan and Thomas Urrani ’98

*Deceased
P Parent or Parent of Alum
GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum

TRIBUTE GIFTS

7th Grade Teachers
Amer and Mansoor Haq P

Mia Adams ’27
Angela Adams P

Usman Alam ’26
Sadia Mirza and Tariq Alam P

Cash Alexander ’33
Kayla and Carter Alexander P

Maxwell Allgyer ’26
Jessica Adams and Jay Hardenbrook P

The Alumni & Development Team
Amy McFarland ’85 and Douglas Dove P

Deidre Cape Anderson ’88
David Cape

Kathleen Armstrong P
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Ashley Amos ’94 and John Cenennan P
Leah and Jonathan Eggers P
Donna and Robert Epstein ’76 P

Jason Asher
The Finnegan Family

Edward Bade ’32
Amy and Mark Bade P GP

Callie Bambenek P
The Mileski Family
Amy and Michael Zlatic P

Joshua Baumgartner
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Grant Baumstark ’27
Mary Baumstark P

The awesome Beasley School and Middle School
Laura and Christopher Leonard P

Mason Bedell ’23
Alison Bedell P

Alan Begrowicz
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Katharine and Anthony Mikulec P

Ashley Benoist ’23
Laura and Peter Benoist P

Aniket Bhogaraju ’28
Mahalakshmi and Ravi Bhogaraju P

Ipsita Bhogaraju ’24
Mahalakshmi and Ravi Bhogaraju P

Madison Blanchard ’15
Deborah Blanchard P

Paige Blanchard ’18
Deborah Blanchard P

Laura Bradford
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Christopher Brennan ’94
Hana Tepper ’95 and Brian Taylor P
Leslie and Jeffrey Zacks P

Amanda Peters Brennan ’96
Christopher Brennan ’94

Diane Broberg
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P

Lincoln Burke ’36
Chris and McAfee Burke ’01 P

Ryder Burke ’33
Chris and McAfee Burke ’01 P

Henry Byrne ’23
Anonymous

Aya Carrico ’35
Steven Carrico P

Donald Casey
Paige and Stuart Noel ’98 P

CDS Class of 1983
Clay Calvert ’83

CDS Class of 1992
Naomi and Micah Tepper ’92

Devin Chabot ’13
Laura and Brian Coco

Zuwei Chang P
The Balci Family

Chloe Cheng ’23
Anonymous

Olivia Cheng ’36
Joanna Qin and Li Cheng P

TRIBUTE GIFTS

7th Grade Teachers
Amer and Mansoor Haq P

Mia Adams ’27
Angela Adams P

Usman Alam ’26
Sadia Mirza and Tariq Alam P

Cash Alexander ’33
Kayla and Carter Alexander P

Maxwell Allgyer ’26
Jessica Adams and Jay Hardenbrook P

The Alumni & Development Team
Amy McFarland ’85 and Douglas Dove P

Deidre Cape Anderson ’88
David Cape

Kathleen Armstrong P
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Ashley Amos ’94 and John Cenennan P
Leah and Jonathan Eggers P
Donna and Robert Epstein ’76 P

Jason Asher
The Finnegan Family

Edward Bade ’32
Amy and Mark Bade P GP

Callie Bambenek P
The Mileski Family
Amy and Michael Zlatic P

Joshua Baumgartner
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Grant Baumstark ’27
Mary Baumstark P

The awesome Beasley School and Middle School
Laura and Christopher Leonard P

Mason Bedell ’23
Alison Bedell P

Alan Begrowicz
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Katharine and Anthony Mikulec P

Ashley Benoist ’23
Laura and Peter Benoist P

Aniket Bhogaraju ’28
Mahalakshmi and Ravi Bhogaraju P

Ipsita Bhogaraju ’24
Mahalakshmi and Ravi Bhogaraju P

Madison Blanchard ’15
Deborah Blanchard P

Paige Blanchard ’18
Deborah Blanchard P

Laura Bradford
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Christopher Brennan ’94
Hana Tepper ’95 and Brian Taylor P
Leslie and Jeffrey Zacks P

Amanda Peters Brennan ’96
Christopher Brennan ’94

Diane Broberg
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P

Lincoln Burke ’36
Chris and McAfee Burke ’01 P

Ryder Burke ’33
Chris and McAfee Burke ’01 P

Henry Byrne ’23
Anonymous

Aya Carrico ’35
Steven Carrico P

Donald Casey
Paige and Stuart Noel ’98 P

CDS Class of 1983
Clay Calvert ’83

CDS Class of 1992
Naomi and Micah Tepper ’92

Devin Chabot ’13
Laura and Brian Coco

Zuwei Chang P
The Balci Family

Chloe Cheng ’23
Anonymous

Olivia Cheng ’36
Joanna Qin and Li Cheng P
The Class of 1973
Ellen and Louis Dennig ’73
Douglas Rexford ’73
The Class of 1980
Melissa Chamberlain Bozesky ’80 P
The Class of 1988
Margaret Brown ’88 and David Schmid P
The Class of 1998
John Delfino ’98
Lauren Bade ’98 and Eric Frus
The Class of 2000
Carrie Pechloff ’00 and Dan Mauch
The Class of 2006
Lindsay and Charles Mullenger ’06 P
The Class of 2008
Anonymous
Caroline Coulter ’08 and Blake DeCola ’05
Mary Holbrook ’08 and Steven Johnson ’07
Caroline Lemp ’08
Samantha Morley ’08 and Sean Ryan
The Class of 2009
Park Desloge ’09
Trina Ghosh Ebersole ’09
Juliette Eisenman ’09
Elizabeth Flanigan Fisher ’09
The Class of 2011
Emily Csengody ’11
Kylee Emer ’11
Tucker Ruwitch ’11
The Class of 2012
Kelly Kruzewski ’12
The Class of 2013
Michael Baker ’13
Charles Celia ’13
Mason Medart ’13
Irene Shepley ’13
The Class of 2023
Margaret and Gregory Dorf P
Celeste Prince
The Class of 2024
Pallavi and Manish Chandak P
Floretta and Gregg Tolson P
The Class of 2025
Diane Compardo and Ronald Wienstroer P
The Class of 2026
Anonymous (2)
Sally Gleason ’89 and Johan Henriksen P
The Class of 2027
Anonymous
The Class of 2028
Anonymous
Linda and John Buffa GP
Allison Pacifico and Dawn Houghtling P
The Class of 2029
Faryal Siddiqui and Omar Malik P
The Class of 2031
Miranda Cooper P
Faryal Siddiqui and Omar Malik P
The Class of 2033
Anonymous
The Class of 2035
Lindsay and Charles Mullenger ’06 P
Lauren and Matthew Stone P
Brian Coco
Ryan Chuang ’07
Kaitlin Gates and John Engler ’07
The Finnegan Family
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P
Yang Yu and Dan Su P
Jane Cohen ’23
Julie and Steve Mathes
Elizabeth Coverdell ’24
Christina and Jeffrey Coverdell P
Margaret Coverdell ’28
Christina and Jeffrey Coverdell P
Andrew Cox
The Schukar Family
Steven Crumb
Linda Cox-Garleanu and Nicole Garleanu GP
Jude Cullen ’25
Ayumi and Robert Cullen P
Carter Cusumano ’29
Bebe and Mark Cusumano
Leila Daud ’23
Barbara and Abdul Qureshi P GP
Leena Daud ’25
Barbara and Abdul Qureshi P GP
Samir Daud ’30
Barbara and Abdul Qureshi P GP
Fletcher Davis ’30
Danette and Joshua Davis P
Darian Day ’32
Heather and Darian Day P
Ryen Day ’30
Heather and Darian Day P
Rylee Day ’28
Heather and Darian Day P
Dedicated teachers
of the Class of 2023
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Dustin Delfin
Bebe and Mark Cusumano
Hayden Dembiec ’29
Anonymous
Levi Dembiec ’32
Anonymous
Geraldine Froemke Dennig ’50 P GP
Elizabeth Dennig ’75 and Christopher Coulter P
Brianna Desai ’23
Jennifer and Spencer Desai ’83 P
Aubrey Diamond ’27
Jamie and Michael Diamond P
Carson Diamond ’29
Jamie and Michael Diamond P
David Ding ’24
Ann Jiang and Hao Tang P

Amy McFarland Dove ’85 P
Anonymous
Miriam Maechling ’83 and Breese Dickinson
Nancy Bates ’85 and Jonathan Rianhard P
Susan Kobusch ’85 and Joseph Werner ’84 P

Ghada Ead
Rebecca and William Fields P
Hana Tepper ’95 and Brian Taylor P

Lilly Ead ’36
Badia Ead

Sydney Eisenstein ’05
Mary Gleva and Charles Huddleston P

Bruce Elvin ’28
Yanling Wang and Michael Elvin P

Michael Elvin ’23
Yanling Wang and Michael Elvin P

Erica Engelhardt ’23
Roxann Crenshaw Williams ’08

Rosalie Ewing Engler ’66 P
Rosalie Engel ’96 and Sue Ann Stanton

Alexander Erwin ’33
Brian Erwin P

Carla Federman P
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P
Amy and Michael Zlatic P

Hale Foster ’25
Kelly and Ben Foster P

Harrison Foster ’26
Kelly and Ben Foster P

Rebecca Frazier ’26
Anonymous

Sarah Garner
Hana Tepper ’95 and Brian Taylor P

Robert Garrett ’35
Anonymous

Jeffrey Gaw
Mary and Arthur Chou P

Jennifer Gillis ’26
Hana Tepper ’95 and Brian Taylor P

Isabelle Gilmore ’34
Cliff Gilmore P

Diane Gioia
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Cole Gipson ’23
Ni’Cole Gipson P

Charlie Glass ’25
Lindsey and Brian Glass P

Samuel Glasser ’26
Anonymous

Cooper Goldberg ’35
Anonymous

Mila Gomez ’29
Jennifer and Carlos Gomez P

Gabriel Grabarek
The Schuerer Family
The Schukar Family
Hilary Babcock and Andrew White P

Aanya Handa ’26
Sarina and Kunal Handa P

Ishaan Handa ’23
Sarina and Kunal Handa P

Julia Hansen ’01
Katherine Cheezem P
Judy and William Hansen P
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Helen Harris ’25
Helen and Justin Harris P

Lillian Harris ’28
Helen and Justin Harris P

Matthew Harvey ’93
Rachel Spaulding

Virginia Hau ’28
Kathryn and Michael Hau P

Christian Hill ’27
Erika and Keilon Hill P

Meadow Hill ’29
Erika and Keilon Hill P

Turner Holthaus ’07
Laura and Brian Coco

Lotzie Holton ’28
Ksenia Holton P
Richard Holton Jr. ’93 P

Richard Holton Jr. ’93 P
Katie and Robert Holton ’96

Carolyn Hood
Anonymous
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Stephanie Mathews ’00 and Marshall Smith
Jayme Zimmer P

Christy Holton Hubbard ’90
Katie and Robert Holton ’96

Austin Jenkins ’31
Rachel Jenkins P

Brian Johannes
Edward Dowd ’97

Avery Johnson ’29
Kristina and Johnathan Johnson P

Margaret Johnson ’23
Kimberley Redmann and Charles Johnson ’87 P

Axel Jones ’26
Benton and Rodney Jones P

Louise Jones P
Robert Gail ’08
Frances Jones ’10 and Sam Winker

Jackson Judd ’14
Anonymous

Ehan Kamat ’18
Sona and Vinay Kamat P

Samuel Kastor ’19
Shannon Lopata ’92 and Peter Kastor P

Andrew Kay P
Austin Gals ’12

Evelyn King ’33
Soma and Kevin King P

Lesley Ann Cherbonnier
Knowles’40 P GP
Nancy Scharff ’54 and Elliot Rosenstock

Charles Krieger ’27
Carey and Christopher Krieger P

Eliza Krieger ’32
Carey and Christopher Krieger P

Henry Krieger ’36
Carey and Christopher Krieger P

Mia Krieger ’24
Carey and Christopher Krieger P

Dhruv Krishnan ’24
Vandana and Ram Krishnan P

Benjamin Krueger
Marye Gleva and Charles Huddleston P

Whitney Overton Langas ’92
Anne McFarland Brown ’92 P

Geoffrey Lee ’25
Xiaoxue Fan P

Sally Sprecher Lemkemeier ’58 GP
Mary Koenigsberg ’58 and Cary Leng

Shannon Stickley Lemp ’77 P
Marye Gleva and Charles Huddleston P

Justine Little
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Jessica Lloyd ’91
Polly and Christopher Bade ’95 P

James Lufri P
John Hoffman ’11

Rebekah Long
Marchand Cox and Lorraine Minor P
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Kelly Long
Elizabeth and Kevin Speckhals P
Yang Yu and Dan Su P

Christopher Ludbrook
The Theodoro Family

Eloise Luk ’28
Kristin and Jared Luk P

Henry Luk ’30
Kristin and Jared Luk P

Nora Luk ’32
Kristin and Jared Luk P

Vivien Luk ’34
Kristin and Jared Luk P

Lisa Lyle P
Paulita Pranschke ’93

Matthew Lynch
Brian Holekamp ’08

Noah Macam ’23
Marilyn Tohl GP

Edward Macias GP
Anonymous

Paula Macias GP
Anonymous

Cooper Mandell ’23
Ivy and Josh Mandell P

Harrison Mandell ’23
Ivy and Josh Mandell P

Sawyer Mandell ’29
Ivy and Josh Mandell P

Jody Marberry
Daniel Haas ’27

Chloe Martin ’24
Keisha Carroll P

Rachael Taylor Maurer P
The Balci Family

John W. McAllister III ’08
Paul Clithero ’08

Elizabeth Hall McDonnell ’58 P GP
Mary Koenigsberg ’58 and Cary Lang

Luke McGinnes ’26
Jacquelyn and Jamie McGinnes P

Lucy McKeen ’28
Melanie and Christopher McKeen P

Travis Menghini
Mary and Arthur Chou P
Andrew Haas ’25

Shayaa Merchant ’29
Farzeen Sharif and Aqeel Aslam

MICDS Class of 2000
Carrier Pechillo ’00 and Dan Mauch

Charles Mills ’26
Mary Faller and Paul Mills P

*Deceased | P Parent or Parent of Alum | GP Grandparent or Grandparent of Alum
London Troupe ’28
Danielle Garrett P
Nicole Trueman-Shaw
Molly and Peter Gray ’93 P
Graham Uetrecht ’29
Tricia and Jason Uetrecht P
Fletcher Wall ’33
Carol Wall and Rob Ciampoli P GP Megan and Thomas Wall ’98 P
Henry Wall ’31
Carol Wall and Rob Ciampoli P GP Megan and Thomas Wall ’98 P
Bridget Wallace
Anonymous
The Fries Family
Gwendolyn Wallach ’35
Anonymous
Kelly Walsh P
McKay Baur ’92 and Jason Mills P
Nandini Warrier ’28
Mini Kumar and Manoj Warrier P
Revathi Warrier ’25
Mini Kumar and Manoj Warrier P
Donna Waters
Yasmeen Qureshi ’94 and Shiraz Daud P
Dominic Weaver ’23
Sara and Todd Weaver P
Gabriel Weaver ’26
Sara and Todd Weaver P
Nicholas Weaver ’27
Sara and Todd Weaver P
Kelly Weidenmiller
Mary and Arthur Chou P
J. Garneau Weld III ’79
Caroline Weld ’83
Elizabeth Wells ’99
Yang Yu and Dan Su P
Derin Whitaker ’24
Funda and Walter Whitaker P
Krystal White P
Ramya Chinnasamy and Senthil Aruchamy P
Blake Whitney P
The Balci Family
Daniel Wiederkehr
The Finnegan Family
Letitia Stephens Wightman ’58 P
Mary Koenigsberg ’58 and Cary Lang
Rilyn Williams ’28
W. Zach Williams ’95 P
Erin Wong ’23
Meng Wang and Erwin Wong P
Isabelle Wood’23
Sara Wood P
Nathan Yao ’23
Hong Ke and Song Yao P
Zihang Yin ’31
Xiao Li and Zeyang Yin P
Megumi Yoshioka-Tarver P
Andrew Haas ’25
The Schukar Family
Amy and Michael Zlatic P
Paul Zahler P
Amy and Michael Zlatic P
Hiba Zamir ’26
Lubna and Ray Kahn
Addie Zha ’34
Fang Wang and Jikun Zha P
Bowen Zhao ’25
Fang Huang and Yongping Zhao P
Yule Zheng ’26
Shuangyan Li and Hong Zheng P
Zoe Zlatic ’24
Amy and Michael Zlatic P
The following list celebrates those donors who have provided for MICDS in their estate plans.

Anonymous (13)
Anonymous* (28)
Dr. Stephen C. Achuff ’60
Cynthia Armstrong ’75
Eugenie Lodwick Armstrong ’50
Carolyn Ellermann Arneson ’57
Trimmie H. Augur ’22
Dora Kim Baer ’83
J. Arthur Baer II ’39
Marguerite Baird ’19
Mary Jane Barada ’29
Mr. Willard Bartlett III ’55
Louis W. Bixby*
William A. Bowersox ’57
Mr. Dudley A. Bragon III ’53
Mrs. John Brodhead Jr. ’40
Mr. Carl A. Brooks ’49
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Brouster Sr.
Mr. Carl A. Brooks ’49
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Brouster Sr.
Katherine W. Burg ’35*
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Brouster Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Brouster Sr.
Mrs. Rosalie McRee ’40*
Alyn* and Marlyn* Essman
George H. Erker ’39*
Richard ’57 and Judith ’58*
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt Jr. ’59
Mrs. Bertram B. Culver Jr. ’31*
Mrs. Myrtle Boehmer ’54*
Mr. Theodore Desjoge ’57*
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt Jr. ’59
Mr. Stephen C. Jones ’66
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt Jr. ’59
Mr. Virginia Russell Rowe ’81
Mrs. Stephen W. Rule ’51*
Mr. Jeffrey G. Rush ’92
Peter B. Rutledge ’88
Jason ’88 and Heidi Saghri
Christopher P. Sagovac ’80 and
Gail E. Weiss
Mr. David G. Sanders and
Ms. Lila Lyle
Mr. * and Mrs. * Gordon Scherck Jr. ’49
Mrs. Elise Rauh ’31* and
Mr. Henry J. Scherck*
Mimi Brown Schmid ’88
Mrs. Mary Jane Farrell ’37* and
Mrs. Catherine McKay ’27* and
Mr. Richard D. Shelton ’27
Arthur B. Shepley Jr. ’24*
Ethan A. H. Shepley Jr. ’41*
Mrs. Isabel Disbrow ’49 and
Mr. John Shepley ’42*
Mr. Steven C. Shepley ’76
Mrs. George H. Shields ’30*
Mrs. Elizabeth Green ’53* and
Dr. William A. Sims Jr.
Daniel E. Singer ’54*
Mr. E. Lemoine Skinner Jr. ’32*
Mr. W. R. Skinner Jr. ’36*
Abigail E. Smith ’18*
Mrs. Katharine A. Smith ’64*
Charles S. Sommer ’60
Dr. Jamie Spencer ’63
Mrs. Eve McRoberts ’51 and
Mr. Stanley Spencer*
Harriet Baur Spoehrer ’24*
Josephine Fritsch Stephens ’13*
Kenneth Strasser ’64
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Stupp Jr. ’68
Mrs. Jane C. Taylor ’34*
Elizabeth Terry ’59*
Mr. and Mrs. Mark C. Throadelphia*
Mr. Vincent F. Townsend II ’50*
Steven M. Turner ’69
Thomas S. Tuthill ’68
Mr. Charles P. Twitchell*
Janet L. Volkman*
John Rivinus Vorth
John K. Wallace Sr. ’22*
Dr. Harlan P. Wallingford ’45*
David S. Weiss ’81 and
Sobby D. Sanderson
Mr. * and Mrs. * Ted C. Wetterau
Mrs. Howard U. Wilson ’35*
Miss Ruth A. Wilson ’28*
Mrs. William D. Wurduck ’50
Births and Adoptions
WE WELCOME THE FOLLOWING CHILDREN TO OUR MICDS FAMILY.

01. Katherine Hanlon 07’ and Bryan Tedder,
    Jackson Ethan Tedder, September 1, 2022

Weddings
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING ALUMNI ON THEIR RECENT NUPTIALS.

02. Mary Elizabeth “Mimi” Abbott ’12 and Brandon Lee Cox,
    November 12, 2022

GETTING MARRIED? EXPECTING?
We’d like to help you celebrate, but we can’t print news about future weddings or babies. When your plans become reality, please let the Alumni Office know and we’ll gladly print your news after the fact, and all share in the excitement!
Search
The Country Day News
1917-1992

Can’t remember that 1956 Rams football score? Want to learn about your father’s years as a Country Day student? Codasco’s student newspaper, The Country Day News, covered activities from the school’s opening in 1917 until the merger with Mary Institute in 1992. Now, all 1,765 issues (8,300 pages) of the News are available online, in searchable form, provided by the Country Day Archives.

To access the site, here are two options:

1 Go to www.micds.org/alumni/cds-centennial and click on the red icon next to “Search Country Day News 1917-92.”

Or

2 Go to micds.org and click on MENU or the three horizontal bars in the upper left corner. Click “Alumni.” Under “Contents,” click on “CDS News.”

Questions?
E-mail countrydayarchives@micds.org

Basic Search Instructions

To search, once you have clicked on “Access Country Day News Archives”...

1 For Search Type, select Phrase.

2 For Search Terms, as a test, enter the first and last names of any CDS alumnus.

3 In the box containing the words “All Years,” click the down arrow, which will open a list of all the years Country Day existed.

4 Choose a year during which the alumnus whose name you entered attended Country Day; or if you don’t know a specific year, choose “All Years.”

5 Now click “Search.” On the right, you’ll see a synopsis of each page from the years you specified which include the name you entered. If you hover over a synopsis, on the left you will see a small version of that page. The synopsis will give you an idea of where to look for the alum’s name.

6 For a more readable page, click on the synopsis and a full-screen version will appear.

7 To go back and look at other pages with the name you are seeking, click on “Word Search Documents” and the full list will reappear.
1952 CDS

WARREN LAMMERT
warrencloud@me.com

Roger Reynolds sends an upbeat report: “I remain blessed with good health. Returned to Aspen for five days of skiing in March and now enjoy lots of bicycle-riding and pickleball. I also still teach orienteering to the Boy Scouts.”

Bob Shapire: “I continue to be involved on a very regular basis with an investment management firm with which I have been a partner for many years.”

Peter Fuger’s message reads: “I hope you all are doing well. Many happy memories of CDS, our classmates, faculty, and events. Best to you all.”

John Wallace writes: “There’s not much to report, which I suppose is good considering our age.” He and Ellen ’56 spent the summer in Idaho for the 51st year, and they are expecting a fifth great-grandchild in August.

Bo Meyer: “The Meyer clan is alive and well. Lois and I turned 88 this year. Both daughters — Dr. Barbara in Charlotte and Ali in DC — are good with careers helping others. One grandson just graduated from NC State magna cum laude in chemical engineering, the middle will graduate from Clemson next summer, and the youngest is a senior at Proctor Academy in Andover, New Hampshire. I have finally announced my retirement from the travel industry. Lois and I plan to relax and may be visit St. Louis sometime in the next year.”

Don Streett: “I am now happily and proudly married to a great-grandmother! Our daughter Carolyn Streett Simpson ’77 has a daughter who gave us two great-grandsons. Anna Hendon lives happily in Charlotte, North Carolina, with her husband, Chris, and their two sons, ages four and one. Perry and I are in St. Louis for nine months of the year and in Harbor Springs for three. The great-grandmother and I celebrated our 65th wedding anniversary in January this year.”

Bob Post: “At 89, I’m doing okay, not requiring medications but experiencing side effects of the end of the ninth decade. Energy is not great, and the late aftermath of successful iodine seed treatment for prostate cancer limits my mobility. Becky and I have been married 58 years, and she, having been cured of metastatic lung cancer by immunotherapy, skates or plays golf almost daily. All three of our kids live in Portland within 20 minutes of our house, and our seven grandkids, all boys, are frequently available to us.”

Anne and Torrey Foster are doing just fine in Moorings Park, a CCRC in Naples, Florida. Torrey’s COPD is a bother, and some days are better than others. He no longer travels, having the need to continually use oxygen. He is active on several committees. Anne is also very active in the community. While Anne was on an Alaskan cruise, Torrey had visits from his three boys for support. All four kids are well-employed, with each having two grandchildren.

The CDS 1952 class wishes to extend our sincere condolences on the loss of two of our classmates, Howard Elliott and David Wenthe.

1954 MI

SUSAN SPOEHRER ELLIOTT
ssellott@aeeinc.com

Jeannie D’Oench Field: At the end of May, I flew to Chicago for my grandson Gardner’s graduation from Carthage College. It was fun to catch up with the rest of the family. Gardner’s brother Fritz is at the University of Illinois, Forrest is a senior at Barrington High School, and Wynne is in her last year of middle school. My son, Steve, and his wife, Allison, live in Coral Gables, which is wonderful for me. Their kids were home for vacation, so I saw them on a regular basis.

Mydie Baldwin Sant: The Sant family is fine. After breaking my upper arm and then hip a week later, I’m back together. Our grandchildren are all over the U.S. Our granddaughter-in-law is working for Tim Scott’s presidential campaign. Our summer will be spent in Michigan as usual, with multiple cousins and family also spending some time up north. John ’50 has been active in The Urban League, which is involved in most aspects of life in St. Louis City.

1956 CDS

TOBY JAMES
ptjames@swbell.net

Joe Sparks: Thanks for a great start in life due to my education and exceptional teachers at CDS. The students were of a quality that we built friendships for life. I have been blessed with a great wife, Petra, and her son Stephan and as well as my son Joe C. Sparks Jr. and eight grandchildren (five boys and three girls), not to mention 18 great-grandchildren. Life goes on, and we are so thankful to be part of it. God bless all of you who contributed to my success.
Alumni/ae Deaths
THROUGH AUGUST 29, 2023

Our deepest sympathies to the families of alumni/ae we have lost.

Herold L. Wind ’53
Elizabeth Upthegrove Cheek ’57
G. James Frick ’59
Signe Whitelaw Myles ’59
Caro Nichols Holmes Schnethorst ’60
James R. Goldfarb ’64
Geoffrey K. Provo ’64
Richard A. Oertli ’65
Richard K. King ’74
Thomas M. Ford ’82
Robert Scott Montani ’83

Editor’s Note: We inadvertently misspelled the name of Margaret “Pandy” Goessling Reiser ’67 in the last issue of MICDS Magazine, and apologize for the error.

Faculty Deaths

D. Stephen Hyde, CDS History Teacher, Coach, and Director of Admissions

1957

Margot Maritz Martin
margomm@swbell.net

Sadly, the Class of ’57 has learned of several more deaths this year. In October 2022, a lovely outdoor memorial service was held for Jane Vollmer St. John, sister of Mary Vollmer Rassieur ’54, at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church across from MICDS. In May, several of us attended the visitation and memorial service for Julie Kassebaum Eggleston. While there, we learned that in 2021, Laurie Grant Peters died during the COVID pandemic. Also in May, we received word of two more losses: Judy Jones Motley died unexpectedly, and Betsy Upthegrove Cheek (sister of Amy Upthegrove Wheeler ’59 and Linn Upthegrove Wells ’64) passed away at her beloved home in the Berkshires, with her husband and son by her side. We send our sympathy to all the families who have lost loved ones.

As our numbers are dwindling, it is especially nice to hear from those who are able and want to respond. Pat Doughton Anderson and her husband Jim continue to travel extensively, visiting Dallas, St. Bart’s, St. Martin, Anguilla, Breckenridge (Colorado), Bucharest, Budapest, Portugal on the Algarve coast, and Alicante, Spain.

Bonnie Barton Summers Wolfarth reports that her grandson, Meade Summers IV ’20, graduated summa cum laude in three years from the University of Tulsa. “He has signed up for the Army for a two-year enlistment because he wants to serve his country.” Bonnie will have three more graduations to attend and says, “The children are growing up beautifully.”

Our sympathy goes to Julie Meier Schmitt, who writes that her husband, Fred, died last February 25 from cancer compromised by COVID. “I miss him each and every day but feel blessed to live in a wonderful retirement community surrounded by family and good friends.” Two of Julie’s grandchildren graduated from high school this year. Henry,
who graduated from Druid Hills in Atlanta, will attend Berry College in Rome, Georgia, and Zoe, a graduate of Westtown Friends in West Chester, Pennsylvania, will be taking a gap year.

Marge Drum Bergfeld continues to work in landscaping, “but only three days a week, with a helper.” Marge reports her husband, Bill, is still doing well, investing, reading, and doing puzzles.” Their oldest daughter and her husband live on their farm. “We still enjoy going there, but now we don’t have to do all the work.”

Cookie Ellermann Arneson enjoyed a family trip to Alaska on a Silversea cruise ship with Drees Arneson Cline ’87 and her family.

Suzi Chapman Stolar and Henry “have enjoyed lovely visits with offspring in Austin, Chicago, and Columbus, Ohio, in early June, before storms, heat, and Canadian wildfire dust descended.” They spent the summer at home in Miami Beach catching up on exhibits and area museums, and they plan to travel in the fall. “We are trying to keep the bodies in reasonable shape and are grateful for every day.” She sends her love to all.

Penny Gray Howland continues to sell The Carlisle Collection as she has for the past 40 years. She also represents Diane Snyder Cashmere and Freida Rothman Jewelry. “Gardening is my passion, as is feeding my yard birds (outdoor variety). May/June took me to Seattle and Raleigh for two high school graduations and NC State, then a quick trip to Santa Barbara. Happily, we spent part of April in Anguilla with family and fun friends. Let’s all stay healthy and happy. Hugs to all.”

In 2020, our office closed due to COVID and has not reopened, so I decided to retire. I miss the work, but I have managed to find interesting ways to spend my time. I’ve gotten accustomed to enjoying the beauty of a variety of green native growth. Thanks to all who sent in their good as well as sad news. We all appreciate hearing from one another, and your responses give us an opportunity to connect and take us back in time to reflect.

1958 MI

MARY KOENIGSBERG LANG
mopa7e@comcast.net

LIBBY HALL MCDONNELL
elizabeth@mcdstl.com

Hello, girls! We had a marvelous 65th reunion in May! We were so glad that Connee Darmstatter Counts, Nancy Agress Brodsky, Nancy Harrigan Child, Lil Brokaw Metcalfe, Mary Koenigsberg Lang, and Joyce Thompson Stericker came from out of town. This was a real added treat at all our events. We started with a lunch at the St. Louis Country Club for all classes having 50th or higher reunions. Really fun to be together—a delicious lunch—and we had two tables! That evening was our special, private classmate dinner. There were 18 of us, and we had a nostalgic and memory-filled evening. We sang the Alma Mater, said the Prayer for the Graduates, as well as read the names of those dear classmates we have lost. Lots of great anecdotes and stories were told and celebrated!

The following evening we had a grand dinner at school. We had two tables, and Jay Rainey, Head of School, and his wife Ruth sat with us. Also in attendance was Connee’s daughter, Margaret. The dinner included lots of memorabilia décor—posters of our class through the years—and a delicious buffet.

The next day a few of us went to the Maypole (now known as May Day)! Marnie’s husband Gary came with us. Still a very nostalgic and beautiful event. Long, white dresses coming over the bridge—very emotional!

We missed everyone who couldn’t be with us. Please send us your news; we would love to be updated!

We did hear from Susan Russc Dreyfus, who has been happily residing outside of Melbourne, Australia, for 23 years. She and André feel fortunate to have one daughter and two granddaughters living nearby.

Even though Carolyn Glaser Caplan and Fran Cordonnier McKinnon died several years ago, we are reporting that Carolyn’s husband Mel Caplan and Fran’s husband Rob McKinnon both died this year. Many of us knew and remembered them.

Stay well, everyone, and keep in touch!
**Class Notes**

**1958 CDS**

**DANIEL FEINBERG**
dfbeinberg@sbcglobal.net

Our 65th reunion was held on May 3 and 4, 2023, with events at the school campus and St. Louis Country Club. The reunion was attended by Hugh Bartlett, Warren Boesckenstein (and Karen), Dan Feinberg, Lou Goldring, Bud Hirsch, Dick Helmbolz, Bill Kelley, Geoff McClelland, J. Ben Miller, Rich Nelson, Bob Meier, Mike O’Reilly, David Scharff, and Charlie Valier (and Patsy). A great reunion, with 45% of our classmates in attendance. I hope to have everyone attend the 70th.

Bud Hirsch has a series of his images invited to several juried exhibitions at Art Saint Louis and Webster Arts. His Dog Walking in Venice received the Award of Merit of the Tails of Love exhibition at Webster Arts. Bud plans to take a photography trip to Morocco this fall. www.hirschwrites.com

David May and Tessa are now living part-time on the island of Crete, as well as in the French Riviera backcountry and in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Each location has unique challenges and experiences, but he finds that life feels the same everywhere. Tessa loves Greece especially. In David’s words: “After months of intense research, I’ve put together a paper on climate warming, exploring all the possible causes I could think of.” Read David’s paper at myclimatequestions.com

Charlie Valier received the Icon Award last summer, “given to attorneys age 60 and older in recognition of their exemplary careers and longstanding commitment to the Missouri legal community.” He was named to Laczy’s Weekly’s Power List. Charlie gave a St. Louis Art Museum gallery lecture in October on George Caleb Bingham’s election series paintings. Next February, he will offer both a Zoom lecture and an in-person lecture on Bingham.

Bill Kelley and Judy sold their place at Hilton Head Island and bought another house at Rose Hill Plantation, Bluffton, South Carolina. They are looking forward to the new digs!

J. Ben Miller says he doesn’t have anything worthy of a reader’s time, except perhaps to underline his time at CDS as a member of the class of ’58 as a fortunate milestone in his life.

**1959 CDS**

**ARTHUR LUEKING**
arthurl@msn.com

Lots of happenings for the Class of ’59: Bill Tucker has returned to Manhattan after several years in the Hamptons. While he loved Amagansett, with the end of the pandemic he felt isolated from his grandchildren, so he and Sheila moved to the Upper West Side. He has also moved his sailboat to City Island and invites classmates who want to sail in western Long Island Sound this summer (or its eastern tip next summer) to join him.

Speaking of boats, R. K. Barton has upsized to a 44’ Viking. He shared the tribulations associated with the purchase process, beginning with the new boat being too wide for his current slip. He found an appropriately large slip, but before he could park it there, the yacht failed its marine survey. He subsequently purchased a suitable replacement, but on the trip up the Saint Clair River to Lake Charlevoix, it struck an underwater obstruction and bent a propeller shaft.

Norman James returned to St. Louis after 10 days in Berlin during which he attended four operas and sampled local beers. You may remember that one of his early careers was as a German teacher (a younger version of Roy Battenberg?). He has clearly been bitten by the travel bug; he rafted through the Grand Canyon and booked a trip in November to New Zealand, where he will bungee-jump because it’s on his bucket list and is free to seniors.

On a more somber note, we lost Anthony Buford in February. Carl Roessler wrote: “Although Tony Buford and I went back to first grade together and had a long, lasting relationship for many years thereafter, the trajectory of our careers, unfortunately, took divergent paths that prevented my being able to continue enjoying his affable company except on sporadic occasions. While Tony could be serious and thoughtful when it counted, you always waited for an opportunity to trigger his contagious sense of humor.”

Our Zoom host, Butch Welsch, and his wife, Carole, have moved from their home of 40+ years to a new house in Chesterfield about 500 yards (as the crow flies) from my home. Welcome to the neighborhood, Butch.

Plans are being hatched for our 65th reunion: a loosely-assembled committee, initially consisting of Kent Faerber, Fred Hansen, Butch Welsch, Norman James, and Jim Schneithorst, met in June to begin the planning process. These fine men are working diligently to flesh out the program.

I continue to look for “lost” classmates. Those who have evaded discovery so far are Art Stuart (the Alton Flash), Jim Cavenaugh, Harry Cash, Dave Eynon, Bruce McKee, Lloyd Roberts, Dick Sugg, Bill Victor, and Dan Wood. If anyone has information about these gentlemen, I would love to have it. Unfortunately, my searches discovered that Jim Frick passed away in 2021. He spent his professional life in the DC area, where he was a lawyer. He’s survived by a daughter.

Monthly Zoom meetings hosted by Butch Welsch continue on the first Friday of each month (email him at bwelsch@welschheatcool.com for an invitation), and anyone in St. Louis can come to lunch at Lester’s every Monday at 11:30.
1960 CDS

BOB KARN
bobkarn3@gmail.com

Steve Achuff and his wife of 52 years, Cary, were in St. Louis for the induction of Harry Weber into the St. Louis Walk of Fame. Steve and Harry grew up across the street from each other and have been close friends since they were two years old. Steve has retired after 25 years as chief of cardiology at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.

Dick Amberg and his wife Beverly Sharp ’60 continue their travels which have included all seven continents and more than 120 countries. Their 2023 trips include countries bordering the South China Sea, Alaska, Hawaii, Easter Island, the Amazon region, and East Africa, with 2024 plans for Mediterranean countries, Indian Ocean nations, and Central Europe.

Tom Drake and his wife Laurie moved to Rochester two years ago and are near their son, who is at Mayo Clinic as an endocrinologist. They have three children and seven grandchildren ranging from 3 to 21. Tom is reminded of what he was taught by Henry Gilland at CDS sixty-plus years ago: “Si la jeunesse savait, si la vieillesse pouvait,” translated roughly as “If only youth knew, if only old age could.”

Sandy Galt and Marianne ’64 recently took a golf river cruise with their son, Scott ’90, and daughter, Farrell Galt Crowley ’93, and spouses from Evian, France, to Amsterdam. They still spend the winters in Florida and part of the summer in Cape Cod. Sandy caught up with Rusty Messing and Tom Singer at the memorial service for Denny Wedemeyer.

Bob Karn and his wife of 57 years, Sue, with their daughter, son Bob ’87 and his wife, grandson, and granddaughter, traveled to South Africa (two safari camps), Zimbabwe (Victoria Falls), and Cape Town for Bob’s 80th birthday celebration in May 2022. Bob and Sue spend their winters in Florida. Bob is still playing pickleball four times a week and golf two or three times a week.

Harry Weber was inducted into the St. Louis Walk of Fame on Delmar on June 21, 2023, for his artistic bronze sculptures that surround Busch Stadium and are found all over the world. He joins 161 notables, including Stan Musial, Tina Turner, Vincent Price, and Jack Buck. His acceptance mentioned close friends, including his wife of 40 years, Anne. He closed with a quote from Keats: “Think where man’s glory most begins and ends and say my glory was I had such friends.”

We are sorry to report Hugh McPheeters and Denny Wedemeyer passed away in the last year. Denny was our class president.

1961 MI

CHARLOTTE MASTIN ELLIS
cellis57us@yahoo.com

Fo Hatton Logan: I have two grandchildren who have weddings in their future. Took my three kids and most of my grands to the Dominican Republic in August. A busy spring with two high school graduations—both out of South Carolina—while turning the large 80 in New Jersey on a football field. Happy birthday to all my classmates!

1963 CDS

JAY HENSLEY
jayh1945@gmail.com

The 60th class reunion has come and gone, and there is much to reflect upon. Because it was such a success, there was a tendency to just let it speak for itself, but too many people went way over the top to make this possible. There needs to be reflection with recognition.

We have spent previous issues lauding the tremendous effort put forth by John Allman and Mark Webber to compile the biographies of a large majority of our mates. Next up—for this celebration to have had a chance, someone needed to step up and champion the project from in town. My first phone call was to John Kittner. John had helped out a great deal at

We are sorry to report Hugh McPheeters and Denny Wedemeyer passed away in the last year. Denny was our class president.

CDS ’63 celebrates their successful, well-orchestrated 60th reunion.

our 50th. Much to my surprise and yes, glee, John quickly hijacked the whole project. He researched venues, coordinated lodging with MICDS, and generally either did it himself or enlisted support. It was a joy watching the weekend come together under John’s leadership.

I mentioned venues earlier. Somewhere in the development of the weekend, Steve Brauer and Kimmy Thompson Brauer ’64 offered to host a cocktail party and sit-down dinner at, where else, Hunter Farms—the site of many summer parties on the lake as well as a picnic at our (maybe) 20th reunion. What a gracious couple, and what an evening they had for us.

Several more mates need mentioning. As he has done throughout the years since graduation, Don Smiegel supplied the weeks before the May event with an unbelievable array of pictures from our class history. Pretty much every week, the entire class received another batch of photographs of a group of youngsters, probably with white socks and a Buddy Holly-style hairdo.
Paul Hales took on the role of class historian, and he provided a bevy of items from our years at CDS which he displayed at the huge cocktail party and dinner at the campus on Friday night. Also, a huge personal shout-out to Rusty Shapleigh and Marky for solving the mystery of the missing Randy Fingland, which I had been struggling with for several years. Marky was able to reach out to Randy’s sister and get us brought up to date.

There were, of course, many others who contributed to this razing success. You know who you are, so give yourself a pat on the back.

One last thank-you to the school, and especially Louise Jones, for hosting this fabulous event. Louise has been so helpful through the years, and this year was no exception. All in all, the weekend adds credibility to David Elliott’s claim that the Class of 1963 remains the greatest class to ever grace the halls of Country Day School.

In other news, Dr. Peter N. Kirstein published a book chapter, *Marx, Neoliberalism, and Academic Freedom: Toward a Dialectic of Resistance and Liberation, in Neoliberalism and Academic Repression*, Haymarket Books. He also published an article on the most senior academic represssion, Resistance and Liberation, in *Neoliberalism and Academic Freedom: Toward a Dialectic of Marx, Neoliberalism, and Modernity*, published Dr. Peter N. Kirstein Bakersfield, overseeing all writing courses from freshman to graduate level. I also received a literacy grant this year to coordinate efforts across the curriculum at the university. My daughter had a baby boy during COVID, which makes a total of three grandchildren for me.

On the same day, Anne Greve Sadler remarked: “Seriously! 60 years ago! I remember when the reunion used to happen when we were in school, and those ladies looked ancient... surely not us! Hoping to attend and to convince my sister, Mary ’61, to come over as well, as I haven’t seen her since before COVID. Maybe even my granddaughter, who is with me full-time, will join me. My health is good, and I have almost sold my place. Settlement is due soon, and already looking for a new home.”

Helen Diepenbrock Vollmar contributed: “So happy to get invited to this special event! I haven’t heard a word from the John Burroughs crew—maybe MI had better math classes! Anyway, hard to believe it’s the big 60. I would love to see you all again, and I’ll try to get Cindy Bricker to come!”

Mimi Ferriss Wilson wrote: “I don’t think I have big news since the last time. We now have eight grandchildren, and their parents live in Toronto, Sacramento, Oak Run, California, and Anchorage, Alaska. We plan to go out west in the fall. Love and prayers.”

Marie Campagna Braun said: “Count me in from start to finish, with many, many thanks to our wonderful hosts and hostesses. I don’t know about John, as it may be FOCUS again at that time!”

Carolyn Michel Hirsch commented: “Life is good. I directed in a New Play Festival here this August. I was also nominated for best actress in a short new film. My wonderful husband Howard came through some health issues with flying colors and at 92 is still smarter than I am and is going strong! I have lots of family visiting me here in Sarasota, even during the heat. Life is good. Hard to believe we are so old...sheesh! 60th reunion! Really?!”

Barbara Baur Dunlap, our illustrious class president, observed: “It will be interesting to see how many are able to come next May. The highlight of every March is a visit from Josie. This has been going on for years, and Charline enjoys it as much as I do! We got out of Arizona’s heat this summer with a Noland Family Reunion in Virginia, then a trip to show two grandparents Greece and the Adriatic, followed by lots of time in Telluride. We are spending time simplifying our lives.”

Marianne Schultz Galt stated: “Feel very fortunate on many fronts: Sandy ’60 and I are fairly healthy and doing well. Both of our children live near us in St. Louis with their families. Two granddaughters attend MICDS and seem to be thriving there. I get to see so many of our classmates who are still good friends after so many years. Pretty amazing! Really looking forward to seeing everyone next May!”

Josephine Pettus Wiseman sent: “I don’t have much to report. Barbara Dunlap says she has included my annual visit to Phoenix in her Notes. I go to Phoenix ostensibly to volunteer at the Heard Museum Indian Market, but seeing Barbara and Charline is a big part of it, too! I am certainly planning to be in St. Louis for our 60th...wouldn’t miss it! Thanks in advance for all the time and effort you all...”
put into organizing things and encouraging everyone to come! Cheers!"

Susan Primm Thel chimed in: “I am having fun swimming laps, walking with friends, continuing to learn to paint, and this fall, I became a literacy coach two afternoons a week for first, second, and third graders in a low-income community who have fallen behind or not learned to read due to the pandemic. I struggle with witnessing and personally experiencing our climate emergency and have joined protests to add my voice to get this disaster mitigated.”

Barbie Macdonald Stamper added: “Nothing new to report except I spend a lot of time following various high school teams and going to school plays and concerts that my eight in-town grandchildren are involved in. Three are bound for college, so my schedule will be lighter next school year. Cheers!”

We have some sad news. Linn Upthegrove Wells’s sister, Betsy Upthegrove Cheek 57, died last spring. Some of you may remember that Betsy taught Latin while we were in the Upper School. Our condolences go to Linn and her family.

We also want to mention that the memorial service for Dr. Kahn, Susan Kahn Bromberg’s father, and our last living parent, was held recently at Shaw’s Garden. Jane Cox and Patsy Clark Ball attended. Patsy has spent most of her summer dealing with downed trees at both her St. Louis property and their farm. Eldon ‘64 has become reacquainted with his chainsaw.

Finally, on May 31, Jacky Israel Blakeslee became a great-grandmother. The grandmother is her daughter Stacy, Mayor of Cape Girardeau, and Miss Eloise Kinder is the daughter of Stacy’s son, Luke, and his wife, Christina. All of this makes Kathy Israel Starnes a great-great-aunt. Does anyone else have great-grandchildren to claim? Please let us know, and again, we urge everyone to come in May. Kimmy Brauer, our most enthusiastic classmate, says you must all come! It won’t be a happening without you!

1964 CDS

JAY MARSHALL
cv cattle@icloud.com

Plans are taking shape for the 60th reunion of the great Country Day Class of 1964 as part of the May 2-4 MICDS Reunion—an opportunity to defy the passage of years and get together while we still can! A notice was sent to all classmates for whom email addresses were available, and more than a dozen responses were received. If you haven’t indicated your interest in being part of our 60th, there’s still time. Email Jay Marshall at cv cattle@icloud.com. Further details will be circulated in the coming months.

1965 MI

PEGGY DUBINSKY PRICE
nitereeder@hotmail.com

Our condolences to Sandi Whitelaw Russell on the loss of her sister, Signe Whitelaw Myles ’59.

Elizabeth Kendall was a hit in New York City when MICDS Head of School Jay Rainey and Louise Jones met with alums there.

Bobbi Buell: I have no family left except my kids, Rett (37) and Molly (35), and my husband David. I’m still a principal at onPoint Oncology, working with physicians, hospitals, and pharma companies to ensure that cancer drugs are covered. For love/higher purpose, I conduct seminars to help community oncologists survive. My newsletter has been around for 33 years and rocks a 53% open rate. If you need help paying for expensive drugs or with Medicare or medical insurance, contact me.

Alice Langenberg Abrams: I continue to make ceramic frogs. Enjoying New England summers in Vermont with friends and family and escaping to warmer climes in winter. I recently curated a ceramic show in Lexington and won honorable mention for my Guard Frog. I listen to books a lot on Libby. Recommend anything written by Tom Hanks. He’s an excellent writer and narrator.

Mimi Johnson Severs: I’m finishing the final year of my second term as treasurer of the Residents’ Association at my senior living facility in Scottsdale. Our employees are not allowed to receive tips, so in the fall, I begin a six-week fundraising campaign to collect donations for the Employee Gift Fund. Administration hosts a holiday party for the employees and their families in December, and I always enjoy passing out our gift checks to the employees.

Irene Leland: My children’s books are now in hardback and paperback and are available through all the worldwide distributors, including Barnes & Noble, Amazon, etc. Sad news: my darling Yorkie Gracie of almost 16 years entered doggie heaven in June.
MI trivia from Donna Schultz Heidbreder: Did you know we wanted Ike and Tina to perform at our Junior Prom, and Mr. Beasley vetoed it? That would have been fun! Who was our band at Junior Prom ’64?

I had a fun mini-reunion lunch with Jane Ruwitch Mitchell, Jan Shapleigh Mackey, Leigh Limberg Mason, and Julie Grote Rogers in May.

Wendy Price ’99 and her son Jack Patinella spent a week with Dick and me at our summer place in Park Rapids, Minnesota. Jack is named after his dad John and my grandfather Jack Dubinsky who won the land where our houses are in a poker game (or maybe as part of a real estate deal). Jackie is the fifth generation to spend time on Potato Lake.

Book recommendations: The Personal Librarian, Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Tomorrow, and The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo. TV streaming: The Bear, Ted Lasso, Only Murders in the Building. Enjoy!

CLAIRE KEELER BECK
cpkbeck@icloud.com

GALE RUTHERFORD DUNLAP
gale.dunlap@gmail.com

Noel Messing Hefty ’66 and Diane Deal Parks ’66 in front of the Sydney Opera House in May of 2023. They had a truly wonderful visit there.

1967 CDS

JIM MORGAN
jim@jamesjmorgan.net

Hugh Scott: My news is that I am selling my house in Florida and have moved back to St. Louis. I’ve had a great time for the last 24 years in Palm Beach County, but I can sell my house for a huge price and I’m ready to be close to family, especially grandchildren.

Scott Schirmer: Retired and living on Bainbridge Island, Washington, with Ginny Rice. Playing golf just about every day and taking it easy in the beautiful Pacific Northwest.

Sandy Peters: My wife, Cindy Shoenberg Peters ’67, and I just got back from taking our family (14 in all!) to Italy for a wonderful vacation. We had a great time! I had badly broke my left arm this past March after a fall at home. I’m still in physical therapy but making good progress. All of our three children and their spouses live in St. Louis, and four of our grandchildren will be attending MICDS this fall!

Jim Morgan: Pam and I moved 15 miles north of Prescott, Arizona, about 2.5 years ago. Love the quiet, dark sky, and few cars and people. We both play golf, Pam more than I as I am still building houses in our neighborhood, Talking Rock Ranch. Hope to see or hear from some of you soon. God bless you all.

JILL DOWD
jildowd36@gmail.com

Marie Howe Sprague and her husband took a wonderful trip on a four-masted tall ship known as the “Sea Cloud” from Dubrovnik to Sicily and up the Amalfi Coast with an extension to Naples, Sorrento, Capri, and Positano. More importantly, her first grandson, Winston Howe Kearns, was born on April 3. He and his parents live in Redondo Beach. Thanks to Tandy, Marie and I have connected over a common hobby, weaving Nantucket Baskets! Marie, an expert! Jill, a beginner.

Tandy Thompson’s news: Between French Colonial America, The French Heritage Corridor, and the dogs, I keep busy. My youngest dog, Trés Bon (a two-year-old black Labrador), earned his first master hunter ribbon. In June, I returned from Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, where I represented Missouri at the third annual French Heritage Corridor Conference. Marie and I signed up for another cruise in 2025 when we will embark in Rio de Janeiro, cruise the Amazon, and disembark in Miami. Marie’s sister Susie Howe Dubin ’67 may join us in this adventure.
Stephanie Spatz Chilcott is enjoying her ranch property and shared her favorite place to eat.

Susie Wiegand became a grandparent in March and shares that it is an experience like no other!

Christy Trauernicht writes: My husband Don and I migrated full-time to Florida at the end of last summer and are enjoying life in the tropics. The first half of 2023 was spent traveling to St. Louis during my youngest sister Cyndi ‘71’s battle with cancer. My sister, Cathy ’70, from Virginia, and I coordinated efforts to care for Cyndi at home until her passing in late February. In the following months, we carried out her wishes for interment and a celebration of her life. Bright spots in my recent travels to St. Louis have been spending time with Beth Green Kling. In June, we spent a morning at Missouri Botanical Garden admiring the Chihuly exhibits. Beth and her husband Bill come to Florida for the month of February now, so we enjoy getting together then, as well. I am slowly settling back into my routines here in Sebastian, Florida—creating pottery at Indian River Clay studio, playing piano, nurturing my orchids, working out at the gym, and serving on our HOA’s grounds committee.

From Pamela Lanier Valdes: After six wonderful granddaughters, along came Santiago, now two and a very feisty boy. Still working with IUCN; our most recent effort is the long-coming now long-implementing Glasgow Declaration addressing sustainability in tourism. I have a new book, Healthy Vines, Pure Wines, on regenerative viticulture and “natural” wines. Coming to Sonoma/Napa? Be in touch, and we will go tasting!

Barb Kennedy’s more recent activities include “pulling an all-nighter” in the Amsterdam airport, keeping up with her spoiled Lab Ellie, art classes, gardening, line dancing, pickleball, and MRIs.

Marki Cady spent last Christmas in Australia with her sister Lisa Cady Leiweke ‘72, Marki’s niece Caitlin, and Caitlin’s family. “It was great since I had not seen Caitlin and her family since 2019 due to COVID restrictions. Heading up to Maine soon for our annual visit to Damariscotta Lake.”

John Hohlt and Eileen made their post-retirement, post-COVID pilgrimage to Alsace, France, in May with daughter Anne, who just finished her first year at UT-McGovern Medical School. “We visited the caves and sampled the vins d’Alsace in and around Colmar, Eguisheim, Riquewihr, and Strasbourg; very refreshing. New additions to the family: son John (Lindsey) had daughter Lilly Leigh Hohlt in October, and daughter Mary (David) had daughter Astrid Kathleen Schneider in December. Had the pleasure of seeing Charlie Schott ‘70 and Ed Hall during a recent visit to St. Louis to see sister Deb, who still lives in the Central West End.”
Robert Larkin: The Mendocino Coast is beautiful and never gets hot. Last year was tough. My sister Jo Anne Larkin ’66 passed away, as did some other good friends. I know it is that time of life, but it’s still difficult. I have joined the emergency services here, and I am a ham radio member. I am still playing the banjo a lot. We have a little band and play for various functions and dances. I hike in the Redwoods and along the coast every day.

Wallace Meissner: Nothing momentous to report. The happiest news from the year past was the arrival of our third granddaughter, Gaby, at the end of December. She joins Mona and Josie in the new world of our learning how to be grandparents.

Clayton Perry: Monica and I retired right before COVID. We spend our summers on Beaver Island in northern Lake Michigan and winters in St. Louis. In the summer, we sail and golf. Monica gardens, and I build and restore classic boats. In the winter, we have been able to travel a little, Chile and Easter Island last year, Ireland this year, and Monica shows her classic boats. In the winter, we have been able to travel a little, Chile and Easter Island last year, Ireland this year, and Monica shows her AKC champion Chow Chow at Purina Farms.

1970 MI

TINA RUTLEDGE VERALDI
tina.veraldi@gmail.com

We extend our heartfelt regards and sympathy to Cathy Trauernicht, whose sister passed away. She says, “The loss of Cyndi ’71 to cancer last February has been a tremendous loss for our family. My sister, Christy ’69, and I spent several months caring for her at her home in St. Charles, then settling her effects, and now cherishing our memories. Lasting MI friendships have meant so much to all three of us. I truly miss not seeing my classmates on a regular basis. Wishing everyone a restful and peaceful summer.”

Maud Essen is pleased to report that the City of St. Louis has agreed to let her act as her own architect and approved a general permit for the long-awaited high-efficiency, all-electric renovation of her 1903 house. “For aging in place, it will feature universal bathroom design thanks to Tina, plus a Stiltz lift like the one at Balmoral Castle. The Solar PV, a 400-amp service upgrade, demolition, and framing are already complete. The next steps are plumbing, HVAC, and electrical. Excelsior!”

Genie Cannon Guilliams reports that it has been a joyous year as daughters Emily Newport Fitz ’02 celebrated her one-year-old twins, Hillary Newport Hazlett ’05 married in summer 2022, and niece Tasha Thaman (Maida Cannon ’67’s daughter) is thrilled with her new baby girl. “All is well with Dennis and me, including lots of travel as the girls live in Houston, San Francisco, and Charleston.”

Lawrie Conant Chiaro has come out of retirement! “I’m back teaching K-5 music at the same school here in L.A. where I taught for 20 years. It’s great fun. And I take a singalong music program to local assisted living facilities in my free time. Of course, I miss family a lot, so I travel to St. Louis to see my gang whenever I can.” Her friends say that the close connection with those around her and the fun, creative energy shine on!

Annie Conant Schlafly has expanded her commitment to the St. Louis area: The International Mentoring Program is thriving since she started it with Susan Gobbo in 2017. Sally Schlafly Cohn and Linda Ferguson Benoist have joined the core of this non-profit organization, which has a mission to “connect international women and their families to St. Louis-area women, helping to welcome and integrate them into the St. Louis community.” Over 60 countries have been represented, and there are 250 mentors.

Sunny Lasky continues to live in St. Louis while traveling regularly with plans of venturing farther and wider. Most frequently, she loves visiting her daughter in California. She has joined The International Mentoring Program and is working with a woman who has moved to the St. Louis area from New Zealand.

Ellen Shapleigh Sedgwick says, “Bill ’67 and I have great times. We enjoy spending time with friends, golfing, and our new house in beautiful Vero Beach, Florida. We’re celebrating our 50th anniversary with a Kalos Golf Cruise to New Zealand! Time is flying by. Enjoy! All the best to the Class of ’70.”

Tina Rutledge Veraldi: “I’m traveling a bit more and enjoying the different tasks needed to fix up my place, which includes a bit of amateur landscaping. It’s been fun to learn to work with plants in an area dominated by full sun and winds. I enjoy being the Class Agent and write occasional blurbs, one topic being the discovery about my album, Bob Dylan’s Greatest Hits, which I truly had just given away. Long gone was the original free poster, now worth over $800.”

Ellen Langtree writes in from Vermont: “Dear Class of 1970, do you remember that I was only interested in working with clay at MI? Well, I’m back at it!” Through a friend, I found a whole new creative group at a clay studio near Burlington. My work has evolved into experimenting with clay slabs, making 3D forms. There’s a new grandbaby. My life has certainly changed by the addition of this new soul, Maeve.”
Greetings to all the classmates, family, and friends reading this installment of the CDS ’70 Class Notes. I hope this finds you healthy and enjoying life. As is now a tradition, we will have a mini-reunion dinner in October at the Racquet Club of St. Louis. Thanks again to John Fox and Dave Oetting for hosting the event.

Charlie Schott let me know that he had dinner early in the year with Parker Smith and Danny Stephens. Parker lives in Philadelphia and has seven grandchildren, most of them also in Philly. Jeff Miller reported on the annual fishing trip: “Jon Heitner, Ed Potter, Mike Burns, and I spent another excellent week in the Bahamas this past May. We fished out of the storied North Riding Point Lodge on Grand Bahama once again, and the fishing was very good. Some of the anglers weren’t too bad, either. Fishing for bonefish from a skiff is not an especially taxing way to spend a day, so it’s a pretty safe bet that this crew has a fair number of bonefish trips still ahead of them. Fish on!”

Mooie Carpenter sent a bit of news: “Phil Estep and I are still living and working in St. Louis. We look forward to Phil’s oldest son visiting from Sweden with his family for a month in October.”

Mark Johnson tells us about his Colorado trip: “Nancy and I returned from nearly a month in Colorado, which included multiple sightings of elk and moose, post-holing our way through deep snow on nearly every hike, a trip to urgent care in Denver for my (temporarily) disabling neck and back pain, and the wife’s dubious experiments sampling the various and sundry Rocky Mountain highs produced by gummies from the local dispensary. The only thing missing this time was Ernie.”

In fact, I was pleased to hear from Ernie Planck, who informs us of the birth of his fourth granddaughter, Atlas Victory Planck, in May.

From Tom Barad, we received some sad yet extraordinary news: “Thought you might like to know that my mother died on April 30. Born and raised here, she loved St. Louis. She also loved Country Day and fondly remembered so many of you wise guys. On one of her daily walks, a young boy, towing a backpack of books down Wydown, passed by and asked if she’d been in the neighborhood a long time. ‘Only about 99 years,’ she responded.”

Paul Anagnostopoulos: All is well here in Carlisle. I’m still about 90% retired, working on just one book now. Cynthia and I enjoyed a few weeks at our favorite beach, East Matunuck State Beach in Rhode Island. Lucas and Rose are doing just fine. I’m looking forward to our annual mini-reunion in October. Take care, one and all.
**Casey Mallinckrodt:** I’ve moved to Denver for a great job as head conservator at the Denver Museum of Nature and Science, but even better, I now live within a few minutes of my wonderful daughter Leeds and her partner Dave. Nina Primm McIntyre visited me in Denver for a mutual 67th birthday weekend in March, and I’ve reconnected with fellow Denverite Reggie Sprung Townsend. Currently in Maine to enjoy a week in our house and for College of the Atlantic trustee meetings. Looking forward to seeing all of us for our 50th reunion!

**Muffy Roulhac Sewall:** Save the dates of May 2-5, 2024, as we will be the 50th Reunion Class honored at MICDS. Wherever you are, whatever you are doing: would you think about making plans to attend/come together? Whether you are in St. Louis or as far away as Tokyo, California, or Washington, come to see old friends and classmates. Come to share memories and news of you and your families... all that has been happening in your life over the years.

---

**Casey Mallinckrodt**
cmallinckrodt@mac.com

Cathy Mellow Goltermann: Our family has expanded with the addition of our grandson, William Wetzel Grote (Christen and Peter’s son). Catherine is a First Grade Teaching Assistant at Mary Queen of Peace Catholic Church in Webster Groves. Woody and Thamara plan to get married in late November in New York, where they both continue to practice law. I am still teaching at St. Peter’s Playgroup and enjoy summers at Burr-Oak Camp and beautiful Wisconsin lakeside trips.

**Joan Hagedorn Ball:** Our daughter, Jessica ’05, married Justin Cook in June 2022. They welcomed Harper Elise Cook in April 2023 in Minneapolis. Our son, Chris ’07, is working for Handi-Craft as an e-commerce account coordinator. Roger ’72 and I celebrated our 40th anniversary in 2020 and just got back from our belated anniversary trip to Switzerland, up the Rhine, to Amsterdam. Looking forward to our 50th class reunion.

**Sally Garhart Eneguess:** On year two of retirement from my “day” job and loving it! Bought myself a second horse that is getting ready for hunting season. Learned how to use my battery-powered chainsaw after last winter. My gardens look a little neglected, but I can’t do it all! We have plenty of room for the three grandkids and overnight guests.

**Trudi Glick Carey:** I still work as a developer/architect. Both of my sons are remodeling their homes, so helping out there. My youngest, Sam, has a son, Louis Jacob Carey, who is now 13 months. My new house is finished, and I welcome visitors. I built a Golden Girls house, all one level, all ADA, with four separate suites with their own outside entrances with great views. Please look me up if you come to Santa Barbara. My sister Linda ’65 often comes down from San Francisco.

**Holly Hermann Gulick and Dave ’72** have three wonderful grandkids, two in St. Louis and one in Dallas. Babysitting, reading, needlepoint, power-walking, and lap-swimming keep her happily busy. She also volunteers for a community-service organization, ITN/Gateway, driving elderly and vision-impaired people to their appointments. It is gratifying to know they really appreciate the rides. Holly is already looking forward to seeing everyone at the big 50th reunion in May!

**Nina Primm McIntyre** welcomed a second grandson, George von Reyn, on April 1! His mom Ellie and her husband, Ben (and 2 1/2-year-old Charlie), renovated a home in Kennebunk, Maine. Ellie’s sister Georgia, engaged to a different Ben, has moved to Hanover, New Hampshire. Both daughters still work in technology marketing, like their mom, who is thrilled with her first six months of retirement. She’s happy her husband Archie is also now retired, so they can see and try out new stuff.

**Peter Gullborg**
peter.gullborg@perficient.com

Charlie Windsor writes that he celebrated his 20th year of owning Oakwood Systems Group in July. Charlie is also celebrating his 15th year of ownership of another company, Talentporte. “Business has been quite a ride. Also celebrating 36 years with Lisa ‘80 this August and just celebrated the second granddaughter’s addition to the family in May — two baby girls with my youngest daughter, Devon Windsor Barbara ‘12. Both Alex ‘11 and Devon are in Miami and working together running devonwindsor.com. Look forward to less work and more play at some point in my life.”
Barbi Cady Macon writes, “Bill ’77 and I are loving our new home and our three canine pups. It’s been a busy year with portrait photography and travel with all four of our kids living out of town. We welcomed our first grandson, William IV, in Nashville in January 2022 and will have another Sugar Tree wedding in the fall for our daughter, Georgia.”


Emma Belt Forget writes: “Mom passed in August 2021, so we sold the homestead. Michael and I bought a smaller home in the city of Marthasville, Missouri, where we moved with the three youngest boys. Rehabbing our home has kept us busy. I enjoy cooking, planting flowers, photography, reading, going to church, adventuring, bicycling on the Katy Trail, quilting, meeting new people, and Facetiming my children/grandchildren. We are all in a lifelong school of life, praying for calm and patience for the journey.”

Members of the Class of 1981 of Mary Institute and Country Day gathered to celebrate their 60th birthdays.


03. Roger Scherck, Betsey Homeier, Sara Woods Wallace, Bob Hensley, Laura Challoner Wright, Caroline Polk, David Weiss, Kendall Miller, Jeannie Robb Hubert, and Camilla Roby-Owens.

04. Karen Breckenridge Gernstein, Sara Wood Wallace, Caroline Polk, Gwen Lind Sadawi, Betsey Homeier, Jeannie Robb Hubert, and Laura Challoner Wright (in front) at the Missouri Botanical Garden.
1985 MI

AMY MCFARLAND DOVE
amcfdoe@gmail.com

Vanessa Roman: I’ve had a fun and eventful year working with Sundance Film Festival in January and the Sundance Summer Labs for Directors, Screenwriters, and Documentary Creators. It was a unique experience where I got to live in Sundance Mountain homes for a month and work at the resort with some of the most creative and brilliant minds in the film and television industry. I’m working in Atlanta and New York and making plans to move to Atlanta after my youngest graduates from high school in St. Louis.

1987 MI

DREES ARNESON CLINE
drees.cline@sbcglobal.net

Wendy Brafman: In June, I finished a three-year assignment at the U.S. Consulate General Mumbai (India) and have returned with our two dogs to the Washington, D.C. area to serve in the Department of State as the chief of staff in the Middle East Bureau. My husband will serve for another year overseas before rejoining us. I look forward to reconnecting in person with my MI and CDS friends and family.

1987 CDS

BOB KARN
bobkarn@gmail.com

Our class was very sorry to learn of the passing of Jonathan Moon. Always energetic and a friend to many during our school years, Jon provided us with a wealth of good memories during his eight years at CDS and five years at Beasley. He later served our country in the United States Army. We would like to offer our condolences to his sister Jennifer Moon Kennedy ’84.

John Gregory: “Still teaching English at Asheville School and living on campus. My son, Jack, got married last summer. My youngest, Willie, is turning 18 in August. I hope to take him to see a Willie Nelson concert (90 years old and still touring and putting out new albums). Celebrated my 30th wedding anniversary this past June. My brother, Andrew ’96, is opening a second restaurant in Seattle. Will be in Farmington, Missouri, this fall celebrating my wife’s parents’ 50th anniversary.”

Brian Roche: “I still reside in St. Louis, where I have remained gainfully employed at Express Scripts for 14 years. It’s fun to be able to see classmates around town and still keep up with the out-of-towners as a class rep. My daughter is following in my footsteps, attending Tulane, albeit with a much higher GPA!”

Amcfdove@gmail.com

John Hagen reports that he is still living in the San Francisco East Bay (City of Lafayette) and does get back to St. Louis from time to time. After 50 years of residing at 20 Willow Hill, his parents sold the house and moved into Allegro in Richmond Heights, where Bob Karn is the CFO. (This is not a solicited advertisement: John reports that his parents have good things to say about Allegro. Bob says, “Thanks, John!”)

David Strain lives outside of Pittsburgh across the street from one of my (Brian’s) daughter’s college roommates. She says David is a good neighbor.

Our youngest, PJ ‘22 (20), graduated and is on the lacrosse team at Brown University. Brooke (22) just graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill with a major in advertising/public relations, winning three field hockey National Championships along the way. Caroline (28) works for Butler’s Pantry here in St. Louis, while Foster ’12 (29) lives in Phoenix, enjoying his job at Cushman & Wakefield.

The voice of Monday Night Football, Joe Buck, recently lent his vocal talents to an ad campaign run by the large New York ad agency Adam Tucker oversees.

Joe Dilschneider provided his note via Chat GPT in perfect iambic pentameter!

Ennis, Montana, is still my home, where I own and operate my little fly fishing business, my oldest daughter will be junior at Colgate, and my youngest a senior at Ennis High School.

My wife and I are starting to contemplate the empty nest with both excitement and total uncertainty. Perhaps will tour the country, visiting all of our high school classmates?

Brother Tucker Franciscus lives outside of Denver but still occasionally makes his patented “fly bys” to St. Louis. Tucker’s oldest daughter is matriculating at Vanderbilt.

Steve Gontram proudly led his team, featuring Eric Van Luven, to victory at the Kehrs Mill Elementary School Trivia Night.

John Gregory: “Still teaching English at Asheville School and living on campus. My son, Jack, got married last summer. My youngest, Willie, is turning 18 in August. I hope to take him to see a Willie Nelson concert (90 years old and still touring and putting out new albums). Celebrated my 30th wedding anniversary this past June. My brother, Andrew ’96, is opening a second restaurant in Seattle. Will be in Farmington, Missouri, this fall celebrating my wife’s parents’ 50th anniversary.”

David Strain lives outside of Pittsburgh across the street from one of my (Brian’s) daughter’s college roommates. She says David is a good neighbor.

The 4x400 track relay school record held by Mike Mayweather and David Son (along with David Hinch ’85 and Doug Teasdale ’85) since 1985 was finally broken last year. Impressive the record stood for so long.

Arizona has become the West Coast residence of choice of the Class of ’87. Dr. Guy Borders, Kevin Omell, and Ed Plotkin reside in the Valley of the Sun, with Kevin in reporting that Ken Brakebill is building a house there and will be relocating from California soon. Also in Arizona are Lower School classmates Dan Pasternak and Lou Werner. In his spare time, Kevin teaches a college class as an adjunct professor. He is amazed at the stuff some students try to get away with. Perhaps he should go old-school Mr. Duncan on them and announce everybody’s
Found her passion in basketball as her only sport. “It was great running into Becca Perry Bryan during a recent campus tour. Abby enjoyed spending her day at MICDS, and the campus looks phenomenal!”

Jennifer Belmont Jennings recently joined MGD Law in Clayton as an estate planning attorney.

Brenndan Crumley completed a residency in anatomic pathology at Barnes-Jewish Hospital and Washington University School of Medicine in June 2024 and will be staying with WashU for another two years as a neuropathology fellow.

Libby Curtis McCandless: 2023 has been a great year so far! In March, my daughters and I spent a week in Paris—Madame York would have been proud that my French kicked right back in! In May, our oldest graduated from college, and our youngest graduated from high school. We celebrated by going to see Taylor Swift in Kansas City, where we ran into Emily Black Bremer and her daughter! I’ve also loved catching up with fellow classmates Danica Elsesser Enlow, Jen McKnight, Connie James, Christina Dubis, and Suchita Vadlamani over some fun dinners out. Much love to the rest of our class!

TINA FRERICHS KEMPIN
tina.kempin@gmail.com

ADAM TAICH
adam.taich@gmail.com

Summer Charless: Greetings, Class of 1993. Hope you all are doing well. I was sorry to have missed some of you at our recent 30th Reunion weekend, as I was out of town with our oldest son, Summer Charles III ’27, spectating the UNC-Notre Dame men’s lacrosse game at Chapel Hill, North Carolina, that weekend. Our two boys, Summy and Walker ’29, are both doing well, and they keep us busy with various sports (lacrosse, ice hockey, and squash) and activities. I have been with my current employer, MedImpact Healthcare Systems, for six years, competing against Express Scripts in the Pharmacy Benefit Management space. Jenny ’94, my wife, is well and is approaching the 20-year mark with Aon as a VP and senior property and casualty broker and team leader. We also seem to be running a kennel at our home in Briarcliff and currently have three dogs. I enjoy doing yard work, reading, camping/floatin, and seeing friends locally in St. Louis.

ROBB PRESTON
rpreston@spencerfane.com

Yelesa Podorozhansky is an OB hospitalist at St. Luke’s Hospital. In her free time, she enjoys hiking top-rated trails in national parks with her family. She tried to continue her tennis legacy through her kids, but David (9) chose taekwondo and basketball, and Abby (11) has found her passion in basketball as her only sport. “It was great running into Becca Perry Bryan during a recent campus tour. Abby enjoyed spending her day at MICDS, and the campus looks phenomenal!”

Mary Elizabeth “Mimi” Abbott ’12 married Brandon Lee Cox on November 12, 2022, in St. Louis.

01. Suchita Vadlamani ’89 and Libby Curtis McCandless ’89, with Libby’s two daughters.

02. Emily Black Bremer ’89 and Libby Curtis McCandless ’89, with their daughters.
Dear MICDS Alumni Community,

What an exciting time to be a Ram! We have kicked off a new school year and with it, another year of opportunities to connect with our growing alumni community. There are more than 8,000 alumni living all over the world, all of whom are an invaluable part of our school’s past, present, and future. Our shared memories from our time at Mary I, CDS, and MICDS are what connects us—our favorite traditions, teachers, athletic teams, theatrical performances, projects, and more. As the leaders of the MICDS Alumni Association, our job is to create even more shared memories and engaging moments that bring alumni back together on campus and beyond.

This year, our Alumni Association will continue to deliver on our mission of providing MI, CDS, and MICDS alumni with meaningful opportunities to connect with the MICDS community at large. Throughout this school year, the Alumni Association will offer a variety of ways for all alumni to continue learning, networking, and building relationships within our community by attending events, supporting our sports teams, celebrating reunions, submitting Class Notes, or participating in annual giving.

We are proud to serve as your Alumni Association leadership and welcome your thoughts, questions, and suggestions to help strengthen our MI, CDS, and MICDS alumni community. Whether you attend an alumni event, volunteer your time, follow along on social media, or return to campus, we hope you will continue to enjoy participating in MICDS’ vibrant community.

Cheers to another exciting and impactful school year,

Lindsey, Raj, and Muffy

L to R: Raj Tailor ’92, Lindsey Herzog Shipley ’07, Muffy Peters Brennan ’96
Alumni Gather in New York

New York area alumni toasted their alma mater at the Union Club of New York this past June. Those in attendance reminisced about their time as students and visited with other alumni/ae. Head of School Jay Rainey welcomed everyone and addressed the current happenings of the School. Many thanks to Jack Burkhardt ’07 for sponsoring this event.

01. (l-r) Marine Yamada, Nicholas Kuntz, Dennis Grigoryan ’10, Caroline Niesen ’16, Allison Tielking ’16, Vineet Chauhan ’16, and Shreya Anand ’15.

02. (l-r) Andrew Levine ’02, Jon Powell ’00, Amanda Kahn ’00, Tracey Lewis Johnston ’96, Caroline Stephens ’10, Sloane Schaefer ’12, Dustin Threlkeld, Kate Rouse ’10, Nina Ewing ’15, and Carly Reed ’10.

03. (l-r) George Reynolds ’13, Jordan Taylor ’14, Lizzy Reisinger ’18, Olivia Polk ’14, Harry Wellford ’17, Gaines Bundy ’17, Harrison Smith ’15, and Tom O’Hara ’15.


05. (l-r) Jon Powell ’00, Amanda Kahn ’00, Heather Riggin ’00, and Clara Borders ’01.
Welcome back!
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ALUMNI ACCOLADES
01 | Congratulations to Harry Weber ’60 for being chosen among 250+ nominees to be immortalized on the St. Louis Walk of Fame in the Delmar Loop. Weber is known worldwide for his in-motion sculptures of both sports and historical figures, and his fingerprints are visible all over St. Louis through Cardinals players at Busch Stadium, Lewis and Clark on the St. Louis riverfront, Chuck Berry mid-strum in the Loop, and Dred and Harriet Scott in front of the Old Courthouse. Weber was inducted in June outside the Peacock Loop Diner in the Delmar Loop.

02 | Peter Tao ’75 was honored by the Very Asian Foundation (VAF) at a St. Louis Cardinals baseball game in October. The VAF celebrated the Cardinals’ first-ever AAPI Heritage Night by honoring five incredible people who make St. Louis a better place to live through Asian American enrichment.

03 | Dave Steward II ’95 of Lion Forge Entertainment struck a deal with Nickelodeon that gives his St. Louis-based film and animation studio an exclusive link to one of the biggest names in children’s entertainment. With the deal, Nickelodeon will have the first right of refusal to produce any of Lion Forge’s kids and family content, including animated series, feature films, short form, or digital content. Lion Forge has the option to co-finance and serve as the animation studio for projects it brings to Nickelodeon. In addition, Lion Forge’s new TV series, Iyanu, is set to premiere on Max and Cartoon Network in 2024.

04 | Robin Thompson ’14 named marketing manager at Brown-Forman. He has a portfolio in several states (Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont). Thompson holds a BS in marketing and an MBA in marketing from Maryville University, as well as an MBA in marketing from Maryville.

05 | Sky Patton ’23 was selected for a lead role in Disney on Ice. After training in Tampa, Florida, she will travel across the United States and to Canada, Puerto Rico, and Mexico to perform, taking a gap year before attending Taubman Architecture School at the University of Michigan.
In 1923, the Country Day School Senior Orchestra consisted of nine young men—plus banjos, mandolins, a guitar, and a saxophone—and their teacher, Alf. Westphalen, listed in the yearbook as “Instructor stringed instruments.” One hundred years later, the MICDS Orchestra program welcomed strings students as young as 8 and as old as 18, all of whom perform in annual concerts. They are supported by three instructors: JK-12 Arts Department Chair and Orchestra Director Dr. Jo Nardolillo, and Orchestra Teachers Erin Hamill and Nicole Kovaluk. Last May, the entire strings and orchestra program—47 students strong—closed their spring concert with a shared performance of *Viva la Vida* by Coldplay.